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This is a new unofficial revision of Demon for the White Wolf "World of Darkness" game system. The
game is a standalone (using normal core rule book) or can be played with: Vampire: The Requiem,
Werewolf: The Forsaken, Mage: The Awakening, Promethean: The Created, Changeling: The Lost and
Hunter: The Vigil.
This game is not a complete game system. Players will need to purchase the World of Darkness core
book in order to play Demon: The Return. In fact, it is recommended that players purchase other World
of Darkness books for referencing, as the game references other books as well.
Note that this game is derived from White Wolf Publishing copyrighted material.
White Wolf Publishing says I need to have the following information on this page for legal reasons.
Hopefully they'll never sue me for creating this site.
[http:www.white‐wolf.com/fansites/termsofuse.php Copyright White Wolf Publishing, Inc.]
© 2008 CCP hf. All rights reserved. Reproduction without the written permission of the publisher is
expressly forbidden, except for the purposes of reviews, and for blank character sheets, which may be
reproduced for personal use only. White Wolf and Demon: The Fallen are registered trademarks of CCP
hf. All rights reserved. Vampire: The Requiem, Werewolf: The Forsaken, Mage: The Awakening,
Promethean: The Created, Changeling: The Lost and Hunter: The Vigil. are trademarks of CCP hf. All
rights reserved. All characters, names, places and text herein are copyrighted by CCP hf.©
http:www.white‐wolf.com
Original concept (of new version) by Scott R (aka Evo Shandor).
With lots of help from:
Matt C, Thomas and Mattias M
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Synopsis
What are the differences are between my new version of Demon and the old official Demon?
Mechanically, many things have changed. Mainly because the new World of Darkness uses a different
system, but I've added and tweaked some things.
The main mechanical change was the addition of a Modus (or X‐Splat). All Demons have a method of
return, be it animating a dead body or taking over a person. There are 5 (plus others) and they
determine the base starting point for the Demon.
The next big mechanical change was changing Torment into Turmoil. More than a name change. It
would take a while to explain, but just know that Turmoil is like Torment was for Evocations, but if the
Demon limits his power use, he can avoid the Turmoil. He has to have a high Psyche (Morality trait) as
well. Lore, now called Domains, have been converted to the new system. Some changes were made to a
few, some are gone and others are almost the same.
Thematically, Demons are no longer "fallen angels". I never did like that White Wolf threw out their
whole cosmology base and pretty much said that Christianity was right (OK, they did not actually do this,
but it seemed that way).
Then, what are the Demons? Their origins are not completely known. Most were gods and beings that
were worshiped. Others were simply powerful beings returning to this world. But they all were
forgotten and were left to Exile (A state of not existing yet being aware of it. Pretty much Hell). When
they come back, they have to give up almost everything (the world rejects them and their power). But it
is worth it to them since they are back (and not in Exile).
It is very important to realize that these Demons barely remember their old existence (they have given
up so much of their identity). Some of them (Demons on the Modus of Rebirth) only remember their
lives growing up human, and have to figure out what they are.
Houses are the Y‐Splat. Houses are not the old Houses. They are more like the old Factions (a few even
have the old names).
I've down played the Revelatory Form. It is now an ability gained only when joining a Pantheon (Z‐Splat).
There are all types of Pantheons available. I like the idea of starting Demons to be more "normal". Plus,
it seemed that White Wolf powered down everything when making the nWoD.
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Chapter 1: The Return
Prolog
I can remember having the power of a god. It's like remembering a vivid dream, but I know it wasn't a
dream. It was real. Of course, it wasn't really me, but it was somehow. I remember that some of us were
worshiped as gods and others were simply respected or feared for our power. But most of all, I
remember the nothing. I don't remember how it happened, but I remember being exiled to a place of
nothing. It was the worst place imaginable. I’d tell you more about it, but you just don’t have the ability
to grasp even a fraction of what could be explained in words. Suffice it to say, that it was Hell in all sense
of the word.

The Daemon
Some Demons remember their past. The time before they became who they are now. When the were
the Daemon.
Daemons are (or used to be) spiritual beings of great power. Some of them were actually gods. Egyptian,
Greek, Roman, Norse. Gods that somehow lost their favor. Not all of them were gods. Some were just
powerful beings that might have eventually become gods had they wanted it. Then there were others
that were here before the concept of gods. Beings older than time.
All of these beings have one thing in common. They had power. They were powerful once, but not any
more.

Exile
Many Daemons were worshiped by humans until the fickle tides of religion turned on them. Many were
simply powerful beings that were forgotten by the masses. Others were forced out of power or into
hiding for fear of their existence by more powerful beings. Whatever the Daemons origin, they all ended
up in Exile. Called the Abyss by some, it may be more of a state of un‐being than a place.

Returning
The Fallen, as they sometimes call themselves, were the gods of old or simply respected beings of
power. Now, they are rejected by the world and commonly called Demons by the unfaithful and those
of other faiths. They were beings of great power. After being away for so long they have a hard time
existing in the material world, especially the powerful ones. Fortunately for them, they have developed
a method of survival that allows them to remain in this world for an indefinite time. When a Demon
finds a host that is compatible, it suppresses a large portion of its power and forges a human like
conscious that allows it to act in this world. Considered Demons (or Angles) by the uninformed for
centuries, some of these beings have taken on the name and reinforce the label though their actions.
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Lexicon
Term
Daemon
Death wounds
Domains
Dominion
Evocations
Exile
Faith
Fount
Fused
Half‐Breed
Host
House
Incarnated
Modus/Modi
Modus of
Binding
Modus of
Incarnation
Modus of
Merging
Modus of
Reanimation
Modus of
Rebirth
Pact
Pantheon

Description
The spiritual being that has joined with the character. The source of all the
Demon's powers.
Mainly relating to Demons on the Modus of Reanimation, these are wounds that
do not visibly heal.
Powers that a Demon has over parts of existence.
The inherent power of the Demon in reality, how much of his demonic might has
been made manifest.
Abilities learned through a Domain.
The state of non‐existence that Demons went to after they lost their power and
have now returned from. A paradoxical combination of not existing and being
aware of it.
The Untouchable belief from mortals that fuels a demon and its powers.
A location, usually a church or other holy place, where Faith pools and can be taken
and used by Demons.
Nickname of Demons on the Modus of Merging.
Slang term used by other's (Demons rarely use it) as a derogatory name for the
Fused.
The human body that most Demons take possession of.
The Demonic Houses are political factions. Demons can move between houses as
allegiances and goals dictate.
Nickname of Demons on the Modus of Incarnation.
The means by which the Demon makes its return to Earth. Singular is "Modus".
Plural is "Modi".
Method of return that ties a Demon to a reliquary.
Method of return where a Demon creates a new body from scratch.
Method of return where a Demon merges with the body and soul of a willing host.
Method of return where a Demon animates a dead body as a host.
Method of return where a Demon creates a new inside a woman to be born as a
human.
A supernatural agreement between a demon and a mortal that turns a mortal into
a Thrall of the demon.
A group that the Demon can join that helps return it to it’s former self. Pantheons
gain the Demon additional abilities.
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Psyche
Reaping
Reborn
Relicbound
Reliquary
RevelatoryForm
Rituals
Thrall
Torment
Turmoil
Undead
Visage
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It is this construct that gives a Demon a foothold in reality. By tempering their
inconceivable might and unfathomable rage over being ignored, it allows them to
work within the confines of reality as a mortal would. The Psyche not only mirrors
mortal morality but also provides a "code of ethics" among Demons known as Bans.
Taking of Faith from mortals without the formation of a pact.
Nickname of Demons on the Modus of Rebirth.
Nickname of Demons on the Modus of Binding.
Object that can store a Demon's power or a demon himself.
An aspect gained by joining a Pantheon. Related to Visages
Combinations of Domains to produce an alternate effect than those that are listed
in the Evocations.
A mortal that has entered into a pact with a Demon to exchange Faith for power.
Another term forTurmoil. See: Turmoil.
The effect of the world rejecting the Demon and his Evocations.
Nickname of Demons on the Modus of Reanimation.
Parts of the Demons true self that it can summon into reality for a brief time.

Chapter 2: Character
Character Creation
Use the character‐creation rules from the World of Darkness Rulebook, and add the following template
to Joined characters during Step Five.
Choose a Modus (See: Modi)
Choose a House (See: Houses)
For beginning Domains, allocate three dots, two of which must be spent on House Domains.
One of your three Domain dots may be spent to on a Visage instead of a Domain (See: Visages).
Demons can have additional Merits from a special list (See: Merits).
Morality is now called Psyche in Demon: The Return (See: Psyche).
Roll a die to determine how much Faith your character has at the beginning of the story.
Step 1: Character Concept
Where does your Demon come from? What is it's history?
What was his Return like? If the host died, what where the circumstances?
Are his family and friends still in the picture? If not, what happened?
What are his plans?
Step 2: Select Attributes
Step 3: Select Skills
Step 4: Select Skill Specialties
Step 5: Add Demon Template
When a Demon returns by joining with a person, it must give up a lot; including power, its identity and
sense of self. The joining is beneficial to the person and Demon. The Demon returns and the person
gains some control of the power that the Demon used to wield.
Note that a character cannot possess multiple supernatural templates, and some Merits are unavailable
to supernatural characters. A vampire, mage or werewolf cannot be a Demon as well, and they cannot
possess many of the new Merits presented here.
Modus ‐ How the Demon returned.
Merging: Those that are a merger of mortal soul and Daemon.
Possession: Those that had lost their soul, so the Daemon took its place.
Reanimation: Those that died and were reanimated by the Daemon.
Rebirth: Those with Daemons for souls since birth.
Revivication: Those that were brought back to life by the Daemon’s return.
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Add Modus preferred Attribute.
Merging (Wits or Composure)
Possession (Manipulation or Intelligence)
Reanimation (Stamina or Composure)
Rebirth (Intelligence or Presence)
Revivication (Resolve or Stamina)
House ‐ Political/Ideological groups of Demons
The House of Mortal Desires ‐‐ known as Faustians
The House of Resurgence ‐‐ known as Adversaries
The House of the Coming Darkness ‐‐ known as Ravagers
The House of Enlightenment ‐‐ known as Reconcilers
The House of Judges ‐‐ known as Arbitrators
Dominion
This trait represents the extent to which the Demon has joined with the host body to become a Demon.
With it the Demon gains extraordinary abilities, such as the control over certain Domains. All Demon
characters receive the Dominion advantage at one dot for free. Dominion can be increased with Merit
point expenditure at a rate of three to one at character creation. That is, a player may spend three of his
character’s seven Merit points for Dominion 2, or spend six of his character’s seven Merit points for
Dominion 3.
Domains
Domains are groupings of the powerful abilities that Demons have. A newly returned Demon starts with
three (3) dots in Domains. Two (2) of these dots must be in Modus or House Domains. The remaining
one (1) dot can be in any other Domain.
Visages
An alternative to choosing a Domain at character creation is to choose a Visage. Instead of spending the
third dot in "any other Domain", the player may spend it on the Visages trait. The level of the Demon's
Visages trait is the limit on the largest rated Visage he may possess. The Demon automatically gains a
level one Visage when purchasing his first dot in Visages. This Visage must be selected from a list
associated with a known Domain. These Demons have the ability to reveal part of their true selves for a
short time. Each Visage lasts for the remainder scene that it is activated.
Step 6: Select Merits
There are new Merits in the Merits section.
Step 7: Determine Advantages

Psyche
Morality, from the World of Darkness core rulebook, is replaced by Psyche for Demons. Psyche works
much like Morality does, although it has been expanded.
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Experience Costs
House Domain
New dots x5
Other House Domain
New dots x7
Common Domain
New dots x6
Dominion
New dots x8
Psyche
New dots x3

Starting Points
Domains
Dominion
Psyche

3
1
7
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The Modi
"Up, down, turn around. Please don't let me hit the ground. Tonight I think I'll walk alone. I'll find my soul
as I go home."
‐ Temptation by New Order
Modi are the methods used by a Daemon to return to the material world by joining with a person. When
a Daemon returns, it has to give up all but a fragment of its former self. Daemons chose to reduce
themselves to the point where they almost completely lose their identity. The most common Modi are
listed below. While there may be more methods for a Daemon to return, they are either not used often
or are next to impossible for most Daemons to use.
Returning, in the various methods described here, has its benefits and drawbacks. Called “Boons” and
“Banes”, each is unique to the related Modus. Boons give the Demon some form of advantage due to
their chosen Modus. Banes, on the other hand, are the unfortunate side‐effects of the chosen method
of return.
Modi List
Modi
Merging
Possession
Reanimation
Rebirth
Revivication
Binding
Incarnation

Description
Those that merged their soul willingly with the Daemon.
The soulless that became Demons by a Daemon taking the soul’s place.
The dead that are animated by the power of a Daemon soul.
Demons that were born human, only to learn the truth later in life.
Those that were revived and brought a Daemon back with them.
The Others
Those that are bound into an object instead of a human host.
Demons that have found a way to form their own bodies in the material world.

There are other methods of return for a Daemon. Some are combinations of the above Modi, while
some are entirely different. If a player wishes, he may design a new Modus with the storyteller for his
character. Storytellers are discouraged from letting a player take the best aspects of different Modi or
combining Modi to reduce Banes. Although it is difficult to measure, Boons and Banes should balance
each other out and be fairly equal across all of the Modi.
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Merging
Those that are Merged have a combination of human soul and Daemon. The Joining combines the soul
and Daemon into one. When a Daemon chooses to return in this method, it is usually out of the desire
to understand the world he is returning to. He finds a human that is willing and sufficiently compatible
and merges with the person’s soul. The merging gives the Demon more knowledge of the other world,
that is, the knowledge that the Daemon possessed before the joining. The length of time that the
merging takes can vary, taking hours or weeks before completion. The person notices little change, at
first. As time goes on, his personality changes towards that of the Daemon’s. The person’s personality
slips away slowly. When the merging is complete, the original personality of the human and the Daemon
are drastically changed. No longer are they individual entities — now they have fused to become one.
Note that while a person must be willing to merge his soul with a Daemon, he does not need to be
conscious of it. A soul can decide on its own to merge with a Daemon. These Demons may not have
consciously decided to join with a Daemon, but they are content with the effect.
Nickname: Fused
Preferred Attribute: Wits or Composure
Boon: Because of the knowledge gained from the merger, these Demons can remember things that only
their Daemon knew. The Demon gains 2 free dots in the Legacy Merit.
Bane: All Demons in the Modus of Merging have reshaped the soul of their host to the point that they
no longer act quite human. Normal humans don’t react well to the strangeness of the Fused. These
Demons suffer penalties on all social rolls, save Intimidation, when dealing with mortals. The Demon’s
Dominion score (See: Dominion) is subtracted from those rolls.
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:
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Possession
Technically all methods of return are possession; although, this one is unique from normal possession.
Human beings have souls. Souls are powerful and set humans apart from the rest. But, in this world,
there are people without souls. They have lost them somehow. A soul can be lost in many ways, most
involve them being taken by some supernatural being, but sometimes a soul can just wear away. (See
p.34 of Mage: the Awakening for more information on the effects of soul loss.) Worn away souls are
those of people that just don’t live life. They give up or become the nothing they feel they are. Daemons
take the place of the lost souls and give something to live for.
Nickname: Thieves
Preferred Attribute: Manipulation or Intelligence
Boon: The Demon has increased will and zest for life. All Wits + Composure rolls gain the 9‐again rule. If
the roll would already have the 9‐again rule, the 8‐again rule is used.
Bane: Because the person’s soul was either forcibly removed or worn away through atrophy, the
Demon’s sense of self is weakened. These Demons suffer a ‐2 penalty to Psyche rolls to avoid acquiring
derangements after a failed degeneration roll.
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:
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Reanimation
When a person dies, their soul moves on. Where it moves on to depends on the person. Sometimes a
Daemon enters the recently deceased and reanimates it. These Demons have the same memories and
abilities from before their human death, but are now animated by the Daemon instead of a soul. Most
Daemons do not reanimate those that have been dead for a long time, since a decayed body may not be
able to speak, see, or move around very well. Luckily, today’s embalming techniques preserve bodies
many times longer than in the past centuries.
Nickname: Resurrected
Preferred Attribute: Stamina or Composure
Boon: Reanimated Demons have much in common with the standard movie zombie, they don’t feel
pain. Undead Demons ignore wound penalties up to their rank in Dominion. Damaged is recorded
normally, but the Demon can stay standing and active until all health boxes are filled with aggravated
damage. These Demons do not need to breathe, but the habit and need for speech continues the in and
out motion as normal. Any damage that would be caused by breathing in a poisonous gas or gulping in
water after holding their breath only happens once in the first round instead of in consecutive rounds.
Bane: Unlike their zombie cousins, undead Demons can heal damage over time (like a normal person).
Unfortunately, they are subject to what are called “Death Wounds”. Death Wounds are wounds that the
body had at its death (including the various stages of decomposition before reanimation). Death
Wounds even include any aggravated damage that a Demon receives after reanimation. If one of the
Undead looses an arm, he can sew it back on to still use (although such actions yield Frankenstein style
results). Unless the Demon possesses a way of changing or hiding them (like a Domain or special
makeup), they remain. One way to remove Death Wounds is to bring the body back to life and heal the
wounds. Any Death Wounds that the Demon possesses can be removed by healing (they are considered
aggravated) while the host is alive. Note that, if a Reanimated Demon is somehow brought back to life,
the effect is temporary and is only able to last the scene (or less, if the duration is normally shorter).
Even if Death Wounds are hidden or healed somehow, Demons in the Modus of Reanimation are still
the walking dead and they appear as such. Besides the lack of a pulse, they may smell bad or appear stiff
like a corpse. This can be unnerving to the living. With regard to dice pools based on Presence or
Manipulation Attributes in social situations, the 10‐again rule does not apply. Additionally, any 1’s that
come up on a roll are subtracted from successes. (This latter part of the weakness does not affect
dramatic failure rules.) This rule does not apply to dice pools that involve the Intimidation Skill, or to the
Composure Attribute. If the character has any Death Wounds that are not concealed, the Storyteller is
encouraged to penalize the player’s roll how he sees fit.
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:
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Rebirth
There is a story that has been twisted by mortal man about a Daemon that became a man once in order
to experience the mortal coil. The story is famous and told mostly by those that don’t know the actual
truth. Those that do know the truth, speak of it rarely, since drawing the attention of another power is
not usually a good thing. These Demons have grown up as humans, but have always known something
about them was different. At some point, usually after adolescence or during a life altering event, they
realize their abilities and come into power.
Nickname: Reborn
Preferred Attribute: Intelligence or Presence
Boon: Some people hit the genetic lottery and are simply beautiful. The Reborn don’t need to play that
lottery since their bodies were designed by their Daemon. These Demons are usually beyond gorgeous
and hansom. Reborn characters receive the 2 dot Striking Looks merit for free. Of course, a player can
spend 2 additional merit points to have the 4 dot version, if desired.
Bane: Demons that are Reborn do not have memory of their Daemon’s existence. They only remember
their lives growing up as a human. Because of this, no Demon in the Modus of Rebirth may have the
Legacy Merit. All knowledge beyond the life of being human is lost.
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:
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Revivication
When a person dies, there soul moves on to wherever it is destined. However, at the moment of death,
a Daemon can slip in just behind the soul as it is leaving. Once the Daemon gets in, it is able to breathe
life back into the body like blowing on the glowing embers of a fire that has gone out. Even at death, a
body isn’t quite dead. Doctors revive patients every day, pumping chemicals into their blood and
shocking their hearts back to beating. Demons are more than capable of performing this task.
Nickname: Salvager
Preferred Attribute: Resolve or Stamina
Boon: Breathing life back into a body by a Daemon enhances the body’s natural healing powers. The
Demon has the equivalent of the 4 Dot "Quick Healer" Merit from page 113 of the Core World of
Darkness book, without the need to meet its prerequisite.
Bane: Thanks to the Demon’s new quest for life, Urges are more difficult to resist (See: Urges). Dice
pools to resist Urges are halved (round down).
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:
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Binding
"I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free."
Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475 ‐ 1564)
The Bound are Demons who have attached themselves to an object such as a tree, computer, necklace,
puzzle box or statue that has been prepared for the binding. By binding of itself into an object, the
Demon does not have to locate a suitable human to use as a host. After preparing the object as a
spiritual reliquary, it becomes imbued with his essence. Demons that have bound themselves into a
reliquary limit themselves in mobility and society. The reliquary is still an inanimate object, although
with the right Domain(such as Awakening for a statue or Forge for a motorbike) the Demon may be able
to provide some form of locomotion.
Nickname: Earthbound or The Bound
Preferred Attribute: None
Boon: Demons on the Modus of Binding are housed within their Reliquary and it is reinforced by the
Demon’s presence. The structure (or Health) of a reliquary housing a Demon is equal to the Demon's
Stamina + reliquary size + durability. The Bound also gain built in armor equal to the reliquary's
durability. (See: Merits: Reliquary)
The Earthbound may automatically speak telepathically with anyone in physical contact with it's
reliquary. This telepathic link can channel directly into a form of possession with a willing Thrall that can
last for one hour per Faith point spent.
Bane: Besides the social implications of not having their own body that can walk around and talk to
people, the Bound have other limitations. Because they are housed in an inanimate shell, the
Earthbound cannot transform their "host" to reveal Visages (See: Pantheons). Unless the Demon is
currently possessing a willing Thrall, Visages lie dormant. If a Reliquary is destroyed, it is the same as the
death of a host for a Demon in a human body. (See: Death and Returning)
Demons in reliquaries have other problems as well. A reliquary is not a human host; it has no memories
for the Demon to rely on, making it harder for a newly returned Demon understand society. Earthbound
still possess Skills, but may not have any Skill higher than his Dominion score. Skill points higher than his
Dominion are not lost, but are unusable. The Skills of temporarily possessed Thralls are not available to
the Demon, unless he has been prepared for it when the Pact was formed (See: Thralls).
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:

Note: Because the Demon must possess a prepared reliquary in order to become one of the Bound,
newly returned Demons cannot normally become Earthbound.
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Incarnation
The Incarnate are Demons that have found a way to force their spiritual form through the barrier and
enter this world. It is not their true form, but a diminished materialized "human" body. Their bodies are
crafted of ephemera and energy and are held together entirely by Faith. Incarnate are in a state of
forced existence. Every day they feel the world pushing agains them, wanting them out. Some Demons
see this Modus as the pinacle of achievment for any Demon. To be free of hosts. To have their own
form. This is the final goal of many Demons. To return to this world as themselves.
Nickname: Incarnate or Intruders
Preferred Attribute: None
Boon: Because the Demon doesn't actually possess a human host, as long as the Demon has Thralls or
an attuned Fount, he cannot be "killed", only discorporated (like a spirit). The length of time the Demon
is discorporated depends on his Psyche Rating. The higher his Psyche the quicker he reforms. Incarnate
that have been discorporated, reform in a number of days equal to 11 ‐ Psyche at one of their Founts or
near one of their Thralls. Note: Discorporated Incarnate are still susceptible to Consumption for one
round following their "death" (See: Consumption).
Bane: The Incarnate must have a Thrall or an attuned Fount. The Demon's effective Dominion score is
limited to the number of Thralls (not Pact levels) and attuned Founts that the Demon possesses.
Although the Demon's Dominion score does not actually drop if a Thrall is lost, the Demon is limited on
all Dominion related affects (Faith expenditure per round, etc) as if he had lost Dominion. For this
reason, the Incarnate keep their Thralls very safe and very secret. If the Demon ever looses all of his
Thralls (through their Death or ending of their Pacts) and all of his Founts, it is the same as the death of
the host for other Demons (See: Death and Returning).
In addition, discorporated Demons are in a state deeper than Twilight, but denied even the Shadow
existence of Spirits across the Gauntlet, instead they are trapped, completely unaware of their
surroundings in a state so divorced from reality even the spirits and ghosts do not take notice of the
Demon. This is not a return to Exile, but a horrible reminder of it and it risks fraying the Demon’s Psyche.
During this time of total deprivation the Demon must roll Psyche (once per day of discorporation). Each
failure results in a minor derangement when the Demon reappears. This derangement (or multiple
derangements for multiple failures) lasts for a number of days equal to 11 ‐ Psyche.
Stereotypes:
Merging:
Possession:
Reanimation:
Rebirth:
Revivication:

Note: Due to the fact that a Demon must already have Thralls or a Fount to return as an Incarnate, the
Incarnate Modus is unavailable for newly returned Demons. As an option, a Storyteller may allow a
player to begin play with an Incarnate, if beginning play with his own Fount. A fresh Incarnate Demon
has little to no knowledge of the modern world. This makes for interesting encounters early in the
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Demon’s career. Starting Skills should reflect this lack of knowledge, but should also reflect the Demon's
background. The god of War will have skill in firing a gun, but not necessarily social skills.
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The Houses
Six Daemons avoided Exile long ago. How they did this depends on who you ask. But, however it was
done, they were able to maintain a great portion of their power through the centuries. Once other
Daemons began to return from Exile, they instinctually sought out the Six (as they began to be called)
and swore allegiance to the one that they wished to follow. This was the creation of Houses. For many
ages, these six Demons ruled all of the Fallen, as all that returned were compelled by some unknown
force to seek them out and swear oaths to them. The Six took in offered Faith from their devoted
followers and gave them back an ease with specific Domains (those that the Six had mastered). Then,
one day, a couple of thousand years ago, one of the six Houses ended as its founder disappeared. What
happened to the founder is unknown. Some say he was destroyed by another of the Six. While others
say that he abandoned his ways and began to walk another path. No Demon knows for sure what really
happened. Now that the Sixth House is gone, the Returned no longer feel compelled to seek out a House
to swear allegiance to. Since then, there have been only five Houses and an ever growing number of
Demons referred to as Renegades. The founding Six have not been seen much lately. Only those of high
rank in their House are believed when they say they have met one. Some are said to be slumbering,
while others are simply watching and waiting.
In game terms, Houses are political/social groups of Demons who have similar interests and ideas. By
joining a House, a Demon gains the ability to learn the selected Houses "House Domains" easier by
paying his dues in Faith. Faith cost of dues are discussed in the Status Merit. (See the Merit: Status for
more information)
Renegades that chose not to join a House, do not need to pay those dues, but they do not gain the
benefits of belonging to a House.
The five House names have changed occasionally as the ideas and goals of the members change, but
these are only the common names for those Houses, not their true names.
The House of the Coming Darkness ‐‐ members are known as Ravagers
The House of Enlightenment ‐‐ members are known as Reconcilers
The House of Judges ‐‐ members are known as Arbitrators
The House of Mortal Desires ‐‐ members are known as Faustians
The House of Resurgence ‐‐ members are known as Adversaries
Minor Houses
Sometimes, when a group of Demons have been around for a while, they are able to form their own
House. These "Minor Houses" are varied in their concepts and some may even be offshoots from
existing Houses. These minor Houses usually only have one or two House Domains, but still charge the
same dues that normal Houses charge.
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The House of the Coming Darkness
Demons of this House are perhaps some of the most diverse in their opinion of their House’s true
purpose and how it should be executed. Some Demons see the coming darkness as an ultimate end. Still
others of this House think the coming darkness will only be the hour before a new dawn and that their
purpose is to open this gate to the future.
Nickname: Ravagers
House Domains: Death, Paths and Patterns
The Modi:
Merging – Few of the Fused join the House of Coming Darkness. Those that do, usually have souls that
have been corrupted by hate. This hate fuels the Demon’s desire for an end that the Coming Darkness
promises.
Possession – Those Daemons that are from the darkness itself compose many of Thieves that have
joined the ranks of this House.
Reanimation – Possibly the largest portion of the House, these Demons see their return to the land of
the living as an undead creature a sign that the end is near and cannot be stopped.
Rebirth – The Reborn are rare in this House. Most are recruited with the idea that the darkness will
bring new light.
Revivication – Dark Urges control most of these Demons, but many have seen the darkness at the end of
their own lives and believe that the world will be revived as they were.
Views on other Houses:
Enlightenment –
Judges –
Mortal Desires –
Resurgence –Demons of this House seek to understand the nature of their existence as it stands now.
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The House of Enlightenment
No Demon questions the power gained by the Daemon, but many question its replacement of a soul.
What is a soul compared to a Daemon? Why does a Daemon work as a substitute for one? Many believe
that they are here for the betterment of mankind. They use their abilities to answer their own questions
as well as to help those in need.
Nickname: Reconcilers
House Domains: Awakening, Light and Radiance
The Modi:
Merging – The whole is more than the sum of its parts. The Fused sometimes see how making things
better for one makes it better for everyone.
Possession – Some of these Demons see their Joining as a new lease on life and do whatever they can to
help others who need second chances like theirs.
Reanimation – Few of the Undead join this House, but those that do seek the reasons for their
continued existence past death.
Rebirth – Many of the Reborn join this House to understand their existence, since they cannot
remember why they are as they are.
Revivication – Being brought back from the dead can make many normal people seek answers, these
Demons are no different.
Views on other Houses:
Coming Darkness –
Judges –
Mortal Desires –
Resurgence –
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The House of Judges
Amid what little can be truly known about the true histories of the Demonic Houses it is generally
accepted that the House of Judges was the last to be formed. The House of Judges serves the single
purpose of adjudicating disputes between the other Houses. This may seem to place a significant
amount of status and influence in the hands of members of this House, but the truth is quite the
opposite. Judges are jury and executioner as well, but bound by oaths to preserve peace between the
Houses without passion or prejudice. If it becomes evident that a Judge is biased in his rulings, his own
House’s censure is swift and merciless. That’s not to say there are none that seek to circumvent the
system. A few Judges feel the most effective way to insure peace would be to have one house rule the
others, and those wish to transform the House of Judges into a House of Lords.
Nickname: Arbitrators
House Domains: Celestials, Paths and Portals
The Modi:
Merging – These Demons can see both sides of an argument fairly easily and make up a majority of the
House.
Possession –
Reanimation –
Rebirth –
Revivication –
Views on other Houses:
Coming Darkness –
Enlightenment –
Mortal Desires –
Resurgence –
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The House of Mortal Desires
Folklore is filled with stories of men and women making “deals with the devil”. Many of these stories are
based on the Demons of this House. So named for the manner in which Demons of this House work
towards the goal of power. However, they do not wish to be in direct control, they seek to be
uncrowned kings, the powers behind the Throne. Some Demons infiltrate important government
agencies and influence policy while others seek to make members of such agencies reliant on what they
can do for them.
Nickname: Faustians
House Domains: Flesh, Longing and Radiance
The Modi:
Merging –
Possession –
Reanimation –
Rebirth –
Revivication – These Demons seek to feed their own desires in those of the normal man.
Views on other Houses:
Coming Darkness –
Enlightenment –
Judges –
Resurgence –
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The House of Resurgence
Demons of this House are often full of rage and anger, itching for a fight with a desire to claim their
positions as gods of men. The House of Resurgence wants to give them a chance. These Demons seek an
overt rule of the world where all to see them and tremble, know them and dread. Some Demons see a
coming war of ideology and so try to create cults and memes that will pave the way for their ascension
to power.
Nickname: Adversaries
House Domains: Beasts, Flesh and Wild
The Modi:
Merging –
Possession –
Reanimation –
Rebirth –
Revivication –
Views on other Houses:
Coming Darkness –
Enlightenment –
Judges –
Mortal Desires –
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Dominion (New Advantage)
This trait represents the extent to which the character has joined with the Daemon (or how much of the
Daemon has returned). As part of the Demon Template, they receive one dot of Dominion to indicate
their initial return. Additional dots may be acquired with the expenditure of experience points (or initial
Merit dots can be spent to add extra Dominion).
Effects of Dominion
Dominion is a trait rated from 1 to 10 dots. As the measure of the Demon’s power, Dominion has the
following game effects.
• Dominion grants the Demon extra dice when resisting the supernatural powers of other entities.
When a resistance roll is called for to resist a Demon's Domain or another's supernatural ability, the
Demon may add its Dominion score to the dice pool where another supernatural would add its Primal
Urge, Blood Potency, or Gnosis. For example, to resist the Soul Read Gift of a Werewolf, a Demon would
roll Resolve + Dominion.
• Dominion affects a Demon’s ability use his pooled Faith (See: Faith, governing how many points of
Faith a player can spend in a single turn. Dominion also limits how much Faith the Demon can hold in his
Faith pool. The higher his Dominion, the more Faith he can store. See the Dominion Table below for
more details.
• Demons with Dominion 6 or higher can increase their Attributes and Skills past 5 dots. The Daemon
ties itself securely to the character, allowing the Demon him to bring his Mental, Physical and Social
capabilities to inhuman degrees.
Drawbacks of Dominion
• The more a powerful the Daemon is, the more the Daemon influences the character. The character
has more frequent Urges with higher ratings in Dominion. (See: Urges)
Dominion Table
Dominion
Rating

Attribute and Skill
Max

Faith Pool Max

Faith Expenditure
per Round

Urges Dice Pool

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5
5
5
5
5
6
7
8
9
10

10
11
12
13
14
15
20
30
50
100

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
2
3
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Attribute Max: This is the maximum rating that the character can have in any Attribute.
Skill Max: This is the maximum rating that the character can have in any Skill.
Faith Pool Max: This is the maximum Faith pool that the character can have.
Faith Expenditure per Round: This is the maximum number of Faith points that the character may spend
per round.
Urges Dice Pool: This is the dice pool used to determine whether an Urge is in effect.
Zero Dominion
If the Demon’s Dominion is reduced to exactly zero dots through any means, his Daemon is
disconnected and he must live without access to any Faith, Domains or Visages unless the Daemon ever
returns to him (which they sometimes do). The character is a normal mortal again. Note: For
reanimated Demons, decomposition begins. See: The World of Darkness ‐ Antagonists book, page 26 on
"Physical Integrity".
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Faith
Faith is the divine influence that Demons have over the world. It sustains them and fuels their powers.
Demons are able to collect it from many different sources. This pool size is based on the character's
Dominion rating.
Spending Faith
• The Demon must spend Faith as "dues" dependent on his Status in a House (See the Merit: Status).
• The Demon can use Faith to heal wounds at the rate of one point of Faith per one point of lethal
damage or two points of bashing damage. The healing takes one turn to complete in either case. The
Demon may take other actions while healing. Aggravated damage is beyond healing in this fashion.
• The Demon can use Faith to fuel Domains that require Faith expenditure. Each Domain will have any
necessary Faith cost listed in its description.
• The Demon can spend Faith to create a Thrall. (See: Thralls)
Regaining Faith
• The Demon may try to draw Faith from a Fount (See: Founts) by rolling his Presence + Wits + Fount
level. The Demon can sense a Fount automatically when he sees it. The number of successes indicates
the number of points of Faith gained. A Demon can feed from multiple Founts, but only once a day from
each one.
• The Demon may gain Faith through his Status in a House (See the Merit: Status).
• The Demon may gain Faith from a Thrall. (See: Thralls)
• The Demon may attempt to steal Faith from another Demon by touching it and making a contested
roll of its Presence + Wits against the target Demon’s Presence + Resolve. If the attacker wins, the
number of successes indicates the number of points of the target’s Faith that are siphoned by the
attacker. If the target wins, it gains a number of points from the attacker’s Faith pool equal to the
difference in successes scored.
• The Demon may barter for additional Faith from other Demons, gaining only as much as they are
willing to give up.
• The Demon may Reap Faith from Mortals. (See: Reaping for more details)
Zero Faith
If a Demon ever reaches zero Faith, he loses access to all Demon abilities until he regains at least one
point of Faith. A Demon without Faith ages (or decomposes) as a normal person (or corpse) would.
While it is unnerving for a Demon to be without his powers, there is one major benefit to having no
Faith points. At zero Faith, a Demon ceases to show up on supernatural radar, even their aura reverts to
a normal human aura.
Note: Demons of the Modus of Reanimation are the exceptions. The Reanimated appear as Revenants
or Zombies.
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Psyche (Modified Advantage)
The Demon's Psyche is the part of him trying to fit into the world. Demons are rejected by this realm. It
is only by burdening himself with this Psyche that a Demon can maintain his grip on this world. Morals
are not something that most Demons bring with them to the material world. To a god of fire, killing is
not wrong, unless it causes a fire to go out. Mankind has new gods now, gods that control the world (or
vice versa). This world of man and his new gods, forces the gods of old to act like men or be expelled.
Game wise, whenever a player would need to roll his character's Morality, they will now roll Psyche.
Consider ranks in Psyche the same as if they were in Morality for any rolls involving Morality. If
Dominion is a measure of how much of the Demon has returned, Psyche is a measure of how much the
Demon has become like man in order to stay.
As an optional rule, Storytellers may allow those players applying the Demon template during character
creation to trade dots of Psyche for experience points. This trade‐in reflects some past action(s) that he
learned from (accounting for the added experience points), but which also scarred him deeply
(explaining the loss in Psyche). Players may sacrifice one dot of Psyche for five experience points,
dropping their characters’ Psyche scores to as low as five (for a maximum of 10 extra experience points).
Psyche is also used when performing Domain Evocations to combat Turmoil (See: Domains)
Psyche
10
9

Domain use in front of a mortal. Minor selfish act
(withholding charity). (Roll five dice.)

8

Using Domain against a mortal. Injury to another
(accidental or otherwise). (Roll four dice.)

7

Domain use for personal gain. Petty theft (shoplifting).
(Roll four dice.)

6

Taking Faith from mortals. Grand theft (burglary). (Roll
three dice.)

5

Creating a Thrall. Intentional, mass property damage
(arson). (Roll three dice.)

4
3
2
1
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Bans
Any Demonic effect in front of a mortal. Selfish
thoughts. (Roll five dice.)

Embracing Turmoil. Impassioned crime (manslaughter).
(Roll three dice.)
Reaping Faith. Planned crime (murder). (Roll two dice.)
Ravaging Thralls. Casual/callous crime (serial murder).
(Roll two dice.)
Consumption of a soul or Demon. Utter perversion,
heinous act (mass murder). (Roll two dice.)

New Merits
Acute Awareness (•••, •••• and •••••)
All Demons can sense the supernatural. Each Demon's Awareness is attuned to his Modus, but some
Demons have learned to interpret other Modi specialties as well. The Demon may learn an additional
Modus specialty at each level of this merit. (See: Awareness in Chapter 3)
Back Again (•••)
Prerequisite: Modus of Reanimation
The Demon's old host died, but he really, really liked it and decided to stay. During this grapple, the
Demon fought so hard to keep his old body, that more was retained than normal. The Demon gains the
Boons and Banes of both the previous Modus and the Modus of Reanimation. This Merit only works if
the previous Modus had a living human body. This Merit is lost if the host is destroyed.
Note: This Merit is available at character creation (or death) only.
Cult (• to •••••)
Cult members are not Retainers or Thralls (unless those Merits are purchased for that intent). Each
member of the cult has his or her own life, although at higher levels they usually give up most of that
life. Cults can be used as a form of Status among other Demons (1/2 Cult level rounded down). This
pseudo‐status does not stack with the normal Status merit.
Rank

Description

1

A tiny group (2‐3 people) that will listen to your ramblings and believe some of what you say.

2

A small group of people (3‐10) that seek you out. At least one has the "Unseen Sense" Merit
that led them to you.

3

A cult of moderate size (10‐20) people, that regularly visit you for worship services and rituals.
Most demons don't exceed this level for fear of being revealed.

4

You have a large (20‐60) group of men, women and children that usually choose to live
together in some form of commune. A good example was the Branch Davidians in Waco,
Texas.

Your cult is huge (61+ people, some who are willing to die for you). Some members have
voiced the idea of petitioning the government for religious status, which you of course
silenced immediately.
Cults do not generate Faith on their own (although a cult is a good reason to have a Fount). If a Demon
wishes to Reap Faith from his cult (as they can do with other mortals), he can only Reap individual cult
members one at a time. Although, reaping from the cult may have unexpected results. Such as members
leaving the cult or dedicating themselves even more depending on the experience. The only mechanical
benefit to reaping a member of your own cult, is one extra die for each dot in the Merit on the reaping
roll for the Demon.
Cults are also a source for Thralls. Although, rarely done, a Demon can invest more time and energy into
a member of his cult (while ignoring others) to gain a powerful Thrall. As a Story Teller option, the player
may trade ranks in Cult for ranks in Thrall on a one for one basis. This represents the Demon favoring
the one cult member to the exclusion of others. Most people don't like being ignored and this includes
5
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cult members. The size of the cult suffers due to the Demon focusing on the one mortal, but some
Demons find it worth it. Example: Tutgar has a small group of mortals that sought him out for his
teachings. In the middle of one of his sermons, Tutgar begins paying more attention to Rebecca. He
looks in her direction almost exclusively and asks her for her opinion on subjects he is discussing.
Afterward, Rebecca is obviously enamored by Tutgar and may be interested in doing more for him.
Jeffery, who had a crush on Rebecca, is upset by this turn of events and may not show up at the next
meeting. He may even talk his brother into leaving the cult at a later time.
False Name (• to •••••)
Every Demon has a True Name that he tries to keep secret, but every now and then it gets out. Demons
with this Merit have spread a "False Name" around that helps to hide their True Name. Each dot in this
Merit is a dice penalty to any roll to determine, recognize or use the Demon's True Name. This includes
beneficial effects as well as undesirable ones.
Fount (• to •••••)
Founts are places which gather and store mortal Faith. They are incredibly rare in today’s jaded world.
Dots in this Merit represent a Fount the Demon has discovered that few or no other Demons yet know
about. A Demon who doesn’t hide his Fount is likely to find others using it. By acquiring other Merits
such as Status, Haven and Resources a Demon can protect or maintain his investment. Status (Priest) for
Example: no one would question a Demon who maintains a facade as a priest staying close to or praying
in a church. With high Resources and a job as a museum curator others would rarely examine the
Demon’s habit of examining a particular piece of art. The Rating of this Merit determines the rank of the
Fount and how much Faith gathers there each day. The primary purpose of this Merit is to replenish a
Demon’s Faith reserves, but a Fount's power makes it useful as a sort of safe haven for a Demon hunted
by his own degenerate kin. (See: Faith as a Weapon in Chapter 4) Players may combine Fount Merit dots
to determine their Fount’s overall rating. For more information on Founts, see the Founts section in
Chapter 4.
Sanctuary (• to •••••)
When chosen, the player must split points between Size and Security. Sanctuary's are similar to Havens.
They are generally out of the way places or locations hidden. A Church belfry, forgotten cleaning closet
or a derelict warehouse can all be Sanctuaries. When combined with the Fount merit, a Demon can have
a ready reserve of Faith in his home.
Legacy (• to •••••)
As a Demon returns to this world, memories from its Exile and before become lost. The few retained
memories are jumbled and dream‐like and do not make much sense. Since most of the Demon's
previous identity is lost and replaced with that of the host. In fact, it is more representative to say that
the person (host) begins to have these hazy dream‐like memories as they start to develop strange new
powers. Those few Demons that have the Legacy Merit are more adept at remembering things from
before as well as retaining their demonic identity. The higher a Demon’s Legacy rating the more it
remembers. Without it, the Demon remembers next to nothing and will not likely think of himself as the
anything other than the host. Each time the Demon is attempting to remember something from before
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his return, have the player roll his Demon's Intelligence + Dominion + Legacy. The more successes, the
more detail the Demon remembers. This roll can be called upon by the Storyteller at times when he
wishes to "force" memories on the player character as well. Demons without this Merit can still
remember their past, but are much less likely to do so. Those without the Merit roll their Dominion
score alone and only receive details on exceptional successes.
Note: The Demons of the Modus of Rebirth cannot purchase this Merit.
Rank

Description

0

The Demon has fuzzy images that don’t make much sense.

1

He remembers his Exile in the Abyss and possibly his name.

2

He remembers general times and regions (like “Zeus sent me on a mission once, to tell his
son ... something”).

3

Specific details of dramatic events are accessible (the specifics of a battle).

4

General details of the Demons past are available (who he served or who served him).

5

Nearly all of the Demon's past is remembered. Like it was yesterday.

Pact (• to •••••)
The Demon starts play with a Thrall (or many, if the dots are divided up). Thralls provide Faith to the
Demon. Each individual Thrall yields the Demon 1 point of Faith per day. Thralls are not Retainers.
Depending on how they came to be a Thrall, they can tend to be less loyal or devoutly loyal. They must
still be treated well, if the Demon wants them to perform, but unlike a Retainer who can simply quit, a
Thrall is inextricably bound to the Demon by Faith. The Pact level of each Thrall determines the amount
of the Thrall's soul that has been traded to the Demon. For more information on Thralls and Pacts, see
the Thralls section in Chapter 3.
Note: Forming Pacts once play begins does not cost Merit dots; characters must create these Pacts
through role‐playing actions. If the Thrall is ever killed or destroyed, the character loses the Merit and
the points he spent to gain it.
Reliquary (• to •••••)
The Demon has a prepared safe place for his Daemon to go to if his host is ever killed (See: Reliquaries).
While the reliquary is not being used to house a Daemon, it has the ability to store Faith for the Demon.
Each level allows the Demon to store 2 Faith points within the reliquary. The level of the reliquary is
related to its size and quality. A size 3 reliquary is at least a level 3 reliquary; it could have additional
levels, if the quality is increased. Dots in this Merit must be divided up between size and quality.
The reliquary’s durability equals its quality, while its structure is equal to its size + durability.
Example: An inexpensive (Quality of 1) TV (Size 4) would have a Rank of 5 (1+ 4), a durability of 1 and a
structure of 5.
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Note: Demons on the Modus of Binding are housed within their Reliquary and reinforce its structure by
their presence. The structure (or health) of a reliquary housing a Demon is equal to the Demon's
Stamina + reliquary size + durability.
Rank
0
1
2
3
4
5

Size
Ring / Necklace
Pistol / Puzzle box
Sword
Bike / End Table
TV / Desk
Statue / Mannequin / Small Tree

Quality
Cheap and Fragile
Inexpensive and not Impressive
Normal Cost and Quality
Modest value and craftsmanship
Above Average Cost and Quality
Exquisite beauty, solid gold, etc.

Status (House) (• to •••••)
Each House has it's own ranking system for members. Besides acting as normal Status does for other
games such as Vampire: The Requiem, Status also represents how much the Demon must pay in "dues".
The Demon must pay his House one point of Faith every so often. Whenever a Demon goes to his House
for meetings, help, being summoned, etc. The player rolls his characters Status rank in dice. Failure
indicates the Demon must offer up a point of Faith to his House. Success allows the Demon to avoid
paying (this time), although he can still offer up a point and possible gain some favor. Exceptional
successes provides the Demon with a point of Faith as he is so well received and valued that he is
provided Faith from some other Demon's offering. The Storyteller is encouraged to modify this roll
based on recent events (like having just provided a much needed service for the House). Many guess
that offered Faith goes directly (or indirectly) to the House Founder. Although, some may be skimmed
on the way to the top.
Note: Demons that belong to a House, but do not yet have Status, usually pay each visit. Without a dot
of Status, the player must roll a chance die. A Dramatic Failure means the character must pay 2 points of
Faith. These Demons just don't have any pull with the House's other members.
Tainted Object (• to •••••)
The Demon is able to extend his Faith into an object, almost making it part of him (similar to joining with
a host). The results are similar to the Werewolf’s “Rite of Dedication”. The object can be clothing, a
weapon, or other piece of equipment. Size affects how many points are required in the Merit (size 2
requires level 2, etc.). Any change to the Demon’s form also affects the object (depending on
circumstances).
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Chapter 3: Miracles and Curses
Innate Powers
Ageless
Demons do not grow old as long as they have a store of Faith within them. So, theoretically a Demon
can live forever, as long as he avoids all dangers. Demons will advance to their physical apex if they are
on the Modus of Rebirth or if they were young when the Daemon joined with them.
Awareness
Because of their otherworldly nature yet having understanding of the world, Demons can sense
supernatural energies around him. These supernatural effects can be anything from detecting that a
person or item is supernatural in some way, to sensing the casting of a powerful Ritual from miles away.
Each of the Modi have their specialty when relating to the awareness, as a side‐effect of their chosen
method of return.
Modus
Rebirth
Reanimation
Merging

Specialty Awareness
Mortal magics (Ex: psychic abilities, Mage Spheres, sorcery)
Death effects (Ex: Domain of Death, Death Sphere, ghosts, vampires,
zombies, death spirits)
Spirit magic (Ex: Werewolf gifts, Spirit Sphere, spirit Numina and
Influences)

Possession

Inhabitation (Ex: Anything inhabited by an immaterial being including other
Demons, Fetishes and other possessed)

Revivication

Life effects (Ex: Domain of Awakening, Life Sphere, healing magics,
werewolf regeneration)

Incarnation

Twilight beings (Ex: spirits, ghosts, mages, etc. in the Twilight)

Binding

Items (Ex: Fetishes, Talismans, Relics, Artifacts, Fetters)

Roll of Wits + Composure, any successes on the roll will tell any Demon that something is up, but they
won't know what it is unless its in their "area of expertise". Then successes are counted normally with
more successes achieved on the roll, the more information gained. One success simply detects that it
exists. Two tells the direction. Three adds distance. Four or more gives detailed information (like a
specific ability or recognizing who performed the effect). The more powerful the effect is, the easier it is
to detect (adding dice to roll at ST discretion). The awareness only works within a certain range and
effects get more difficult to detect the further away it is from the Demon. The Demon's Dominion score
is the awareness’s maximum range in miles and for every mile away the effect is, the roll is penalized by
1 dice.
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Immunity to Possession
Due to the inherent aspect of being a Demon, all Demons are immune to being possessed. Although, if
the Demon is out of Faith, the Demon can be expelled from his host by another possessing being due to
a loss on a resisted Wits and Composure roll. Expelled Demons are without a host as if they were
exorcised.
Invocations
A Demon's name is a powerful thing to know. Besides giving summoners and banishers power over the
Demon when incorporated into rituals, simply saying the name out loud can draw the attention of the
Demon. True Names have even more power and few Demons reveal their True Names to anyone.
If a Demon's name is spoken aloud, that Demon may roll Wits and Composure reflexively. One success is
all that is needed to hear and speak with the one that Invoked the Demon's name. Three or more
successes reveal the Invoker's location to the Demon. Exceptional successes allows the Demon to see
and hear as if he were standing next to the person that Invoked his name. If the Demon's True Name is
used, the Demon adds five (5) dice to this roll.
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Domains
All Demons have Power over certain parts of existence. These powers are divided into Domains. Each
Domain has a series of levels of power called Evocations. These Evocations allow a Demon to command
the dead, heal the living and many, many other things. When a Demon attempts to use an Evocation to
affect a sentient being (mortal, demon, or other supernatural), the roll is contested. Resolve or
Composure is rolled for mortals, whichever is higher, to resist. Supernatural beings, which are harder to
affect with Evocations, may resist with Resolve or Composure + the appropriate supernatural trait
(Dominion for Demons, Gnosis for mages, Primal Urge for werewolves and Blood Potency for vampires).
Each Hous has a list of Domains that are tied to the House. They are the easiest for the Demon to learn.
All Domains are still available to every Demon, but they are more difficult to learn due to being
unrelated to their House.
House
The House of the Coming Darkness
The House of Enlightenment
The House of Judges
The House of Mortal Desires
The House of Resurgence

Earth
Realms

Flame
Storms

Death
Awakening
Celestials
Flesh
Beasts

Common Domains
Forge
Soul

Domains
Paths
Light
Paths
Longing
Flesh

Fundament
Realms

Patterns
Radiance
Portals
Radiance
Wild

Humanity
Wind

Dice Pool
Evocation dice pool rolls consist of: Attribute + Ability + Domain
Note that the player uses his rank in the Domain, not the Evocation’s Level. This shows gained ability in
using the lower level Evocations.
Extended Rolls
In some cases, extended rolls are possible, by paying Faith cost for each roll. Dominion rating is
maximum number of rolls for an extended action. If extended rolls are available, the Evocation will make
note of it.
Modifiers to Evocation rolls
Reason
Dice Pool Modifier
Near a Fount of level 2 or 3
1
Near a Fount of level 4 or above
2
Ravaging Thralls
Variable (see below)
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Ravaging Thralls
A Demon can increase the power of an Evocation by drawing power from a Thrall. The player may add a
number of dice to the Evocation roll up to the Pact level of the Thrall being Ravaged or the Demon’s
Dominion rating (whichever is smallest). Each extra die gained through Ravaging drains a Willpower
point or point of Health from the Thrall.
(See: Thralls for more information on Ravaging)
Turmoil Evocations
All Evocations have a chance of being affected by Turmoil. This Turmoil is a result of the material world’s
attempted expulsion of the Demon and his own internal torment. Every day, hour, minute and second,
the Demon fights to keep his mind and his footing in the material world as it rejects him. The world is
trying to push the Demon out (or maybe the Abyss is trying to pull him back in to Exile). There is also the
fact that the Demon has given up nearly all of his self, power and control to return. Some of this Turmoil
is the emotional and spiritual stress on the Demon. When evoking a Domain, the stress can show itself.
Most of the time it is simply lack of control of the effect. Like releasing a burst of flame emanating from
the Demon instead of throwing a fire ball. Imagine trying to walk against a hurricane while writing a
letter and you might get the idea. A Demon can combat this Turmoil by limiting there power in the
Evocation. It’s much easier to mark a few letters down than write the whole letter.
The Demon’s Psyche acts as a shield when performing Evocations. When a player rolls for an Evocation,
the Storyteller rolls the same number of dice minus the character’s Psyche rating. Any successes indicate
a Turmoil Evocation. Turmoil effects are described in each Evocation. There is never a chance die for a
Turmoil roll. If the Turmoil dice pool is reduced to zero or below, there is no chance for a Turmoil
Evocation.
Because Psyche is the Demon’s defense against Turmoil, those with low Psyches risk it more often than
high Psyche characters.
Demons can also combat the Turmoil by throwing more power at the Evocation than is required.
Turmoil dice can be “bought off” by spending additional Faith for the Evocation. That is, for each
additional Faith point spent by the Demon (above any other costs), one fewer Turmoil dice is rolled. This
expenditure is done before the Turmoil dice are rolled. Note that Faith expenditure per turn is still
limited by Dominion rating.
Turmoil has less of an effect in the Twilight and no effect in the Shadow. However, Turmoil will still have
its full effect, if the Evocation is used to affect something in the material world.
Modifiers to Turmoil roll Dice Pool Modifier
Reason
Dice Pool Modifier
Each additional Faith point spent (beyond normal costs)
‐1
Demon is in the Twilight
‐2
Demon is in the Shadow World
No Turmoil Roll Needed
Psyche
‐1 per point of Psyche the Demon has
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Purposeful Turmoil
At times, a Demon may wish to call upon the Turmoil versions of Evocations on purpose. Some of the
Turmoil versions do have their uses. If the Demon desires those results, he must release a portion of his
control over his Psyche. When doing so he also embraces the chaos that his Psyche works so hard to
suppress, possibly resulting in a Degeneration roll (See: Psyche). No Turmoil roll is necessary when the
Turmoil effect is desired. If the Turmoil effect changes due to the number of successes on the Turmoil
roll, use the number of successes on the Evocation roll instead.
Evocation Sequence
1) Determine dice pool to roll for the Evocation (Attribute + Ability + Domain + modifiers) Note: Dice
pool may be limited by player in order to reduce or eliminate the Storyteller's Turmoil dice pool.
2) Determine dice pool to roll for Turmoil (Evocation dice pool + modifiers)
3) Player rolls Evocation dice pool while Storyteller rolls Turmoil dice pool
4) Count successes (Evocation and Turmoil)
5) Determine if the Evocation is a Turmoil (any successes in the Turmoil roll)
6) Evocation happens
Evocation Example:
John’s Demon character, Cleveland, is falling off the roof of a tall building. He wants to use his Domain of
the Fundament to decrease his rate of fall. He rolls his character’s Strength + Athletics + Fundament (2 +
3 + 3 = 8). His character’s Psyche rating is only 6, meaning that the Storyteller rolls 2 dice for Turmoil (8 –
6 = 2). The Turmoil roll yields 1 success, indicating a Turmoil version of the Evocation. If John wanted, he
could have only rolled 6 dice and avoided the Turmoil roll, altogether. He didn’t want to risk his
character’s life, so he’ll have to deal with the Turmoil this time.
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Domain of Awakening
• Understand Life
Demon’s with Domain of Awakening have an almost unparalleled understanding of the animating force
of man, beast and even plant. With a glance these beings are capable of immediately understanding an
organism’s place in the ecology as well as any harm or affliction it suffers.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Survival + Awakening
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon immediately grasps the creature’s purpose in its environment, as a scavenger,
predator or janitor and the manner it which it performs that function. This can eliminate the need for an
Academics or Science roll when confronted by an unknown creature. If used on a human it only registers
that they determine their own role. If used on a supernatural creature it has a very specific effect
depending on the target: Vampires are revealed as not being alive; werewolves are revealed as
predators that protect; Mages appear as humans do while Demons and Prometheans are revealed as
having no place in the environment. These are all the description the Demon gets however, without
extensive occult knowledge he will not recognize a Promethean as anything other than out of place. If
this Evocation is used on an injured creature it can eliminate the need for a physical examination, scans
or biopsy etc. The Demon simply understands what is physically wrong with it.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon can only see what injuries or sickness the target is afflicted with.
•• Cleanse
With this Evocation the Demon lays his hands on the target and summons forth any impurities in the
target’s body. Whatever affliction the target suffers bubbles up out of his or her pores as a viscous black
goo that quickly grows putrescent then turns to ash. This Evocation can be used to heal the sick and
draw out all the poisons of our modern age. Minor toxins such as caffeine and nicotine are easy but
virulent diseases such as AIDS or cancer may incur penalties as high as ‐6 or more.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Medicine + Awakening vs. Target Stamina + Dominion if resisted
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can draw out poisons and cancerous tissue harmlessly. Alcohol or caffeine are
simple while Cancer or AIDS incur a ‐6 penalty. If the Victim is in the terminal stages of Cancer the
difficulty might be as high as ‐10.
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Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon cannot draw out the disease or toxin as a viscous liquid and instead it exit’s the
body as a chunky vile mass from the mouth and nose. The target loses his next action as he coughs the
sloughing mass out.
••• Heal
It’s a miracle. The Demon can simply lay his hands on the wounded and put their broken bodies back
together. Miracles are not everyday occurrences though, and though Demons have a little more leeway,
this Evocation can only be used once per scene on a given target. The attribute used in the Evocation is
dependent on the type of injury suffered. Cuts and bruises, injured muscle tissue require the Demon to
roll Strength + Medicine. Broken bones or damaged joints require Dexterity. Soft tissue damage like
bullet wounds to the organs require Stamina.
Cost: None or 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Attribute + Medicine + Awakening
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success heals one level of bashing, lethal or Aggravated damage. One Faith must be spent
per point of Aggravated damage healed. If the Demon cannot spend enough Faith per round to equal
the successes he may sacrifice his action in subsequent rounds until all the successes and Faith are
spent.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon’s ministrations are more horror than miracle. The healing process is excruciating
and leaves horrible scars, possibly ruining Striking Looks or presenting the opportunity to purchase the
merit for being Strikingly Ugly!
•••• Animate
The Demon learns now how to copy one of the most divine skills though only in the crudest fashion.
With this Evocation the Demon can gift crude matter a semblance of life.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Science + Awakening
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can animate 1 object of a Size equal to his Dominion. Each additional Faith spent
adds the Demon’s Dominion to the Size limit again so a Demon with a Dominion of 3 who spends 3 Faith
could animate an object of Size 9. Animated objects gain a semblance of life and so move in an organic
fashion “running” on legs rather than simply floating or sliding around. Regardless of size all such
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creatures have base attributes of Power, Finesse, and Resistance of 1/1/2. Each additional success can
be used to add 1 to one of the creatures attributes. The creature has a movement equal to Size + Power
+ Finesse. Any Durability it had becomes an Armor rating and it has Health equal to its structure.
Animated objects can be given simple orders (Flee, Attack, Protect) that they continue to carryout even
in the Demon’s absence. They listen only to their creator.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The object is possessed of a blood lust and will attack the nearest moving thing. The Demon
may spend a willpower point to prevent himself from being a target.
••••• Eidolon
The two Mages who know of this Evocation fear it though it cannot affect the Awakened. They believe it
can actually keep a sleeper from a True Awakening. That might even be true. This Evocation empowers
the mortal Anima or Animus. It elevates the mortal Soul to heights never dreamed giving the target
great power... for a time.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Empathy + Awakening
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success unlocks more of the target’s inherent potential. If using the Second Sight rules
each success might be 2 dots of Second Sight Merits such as Telekinesis, Pyrokinesis, or Telepathy. If not
using the Second Sight rules assume the Target can do any one of the following (Target’s choice) for 1
Willpower with Concentration duration; Use the Ignite Evocation; move and manipulate objects in
Sensory Range with an Intelligence + Presence roll; read a target’s surface thoughts with a successful
Wits + Composure ‐ Target's Composure roll.
Exceptional Success: The target may choose 2 abilities.
Turmoil: The target’s potential is unlocked but they are pushed from genius to madness and suffer a
Derangement for the next 24 hours.
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Domain of Beasts
• Summon Beasts
With this Evocation the Demon can get a sense of the local fauna and even summon it to his side for
protection. Summoned beasts behave as they normally would in the Demon’s presence, but attack
those that attack or overtly threaten the Demon as if they themselves had been attacked. This Evocation
overcomes the flight instinct. The Demon becomes the corner into which they are forced so even an
animal inclined to flee will feel it has no choice but to stay and fight as long as the Demon does. With the
expenditure of an additional 3 experience, the Demon may learn to summon insect swarms as well.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Animal Ken + Beasts
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon gets a sense of the animal populations around him out to a radius of 1 mile per
Dominion and in what direction concentrations of a specific animal type may lie. Finding a specific
animal is outside the scope of this Evocations power, however, creative thinking and deductive
reasoning can accomplish such a task.
Once the Demon has a sense for the area he can summon 1 beast per success. Beasts move at their
running speed to the Demon’s side, but cannot overcome barriers that the animal simply cannot handle.
Large dogs might hurl themselves through a window, but they could not open a door. It can usually be
assumed the animals will arrive in 1 to 10 minutes. If he Demon chooses to summon a swarm of insects
in which case each success represents how many square yards the swarm occupies.
Exceptional Success: The animals move as if possessed to the Demon’s side and arrive in half the time
dictated by the storyteller.
Turmoil: The beasts are in a fighting frenzy and cannot be controlled by the Demon. However, this
frenzy gives them a bonus to all attacks equal to the number of successes on the Turmoil roll.
•• Command the Beasts
The Demon can give a Beast or swarm a simple command such as “Attack her!“ or “Gather those!“
which they must obey for the duration of the scene. To change commands the Demon must use the
Evocation again.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Presence + Intimidation + Beasts
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The target animal or swarm obeys the command until the end of the scene or they complete
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the task. A beast set to attack someone will dog that individual until the end of the scene, their own
death or that of their prey.
Exceptional Success: The Demon may give the animal or swarm a complex order consisting of several
parts such as “Go to this location and kill the brown haired man then bring me his wallet.” The ST sets
the limit to this Evocation’s usefulness.
Turmoil: The animal becomes inspired to a frenzy. It cannot follow instructions other than to attack and
receives a + 2 bonus to those attacks.
••• Possess Beast
The Demon falls comatose as his power and senses reach out to an animal in sensory range and seize
control of it. The animal acts as the Demon wills it and can thus complete complex tasks it might not
normally be able to such as typing up a suicide note or programming a VCR.
Cost:1 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Empathy + Beasts
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon seizes control of the beast, seeing what it sees and so on. The Demon can employ
Evocations as if physically present with the animal. If the animal dies, the Demon suffers a level of
Bashing damage and is returned to his body. While possessing an animal the Demon has limited
knowledge of his own body’s well being (He will know if his body is touched or harmed in any way).
Exceptional Success: The Demon is able to split his consciousness between the animal and his body. The
Demon is limited to performing actions at only one location at a time and it takes the Demon one round
of concentration to change which body can take an action.
Turmoil: The Demon leaves his body completely to control the beast, so his conscious is less fettered by
the Psyche. While this way the animal attacks with a + 2 bonus and the Demon has no knowledge of the
status of his body.
•••• Animal Form
The Demon can transform into any beast of the Earth. With effort, a Demon may even assume the form
of an extinct great beast such as a Dinosaur.
Cost: 1 Faith ( + 1 Willpower)
Dice Pool: Stamina + Survival + Beasts
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon transforms into any creature of size 1 to 5 + Dominion. He becomes a common
example of the type. If he spends a Willpower he can attempt to become an extinct animal and/or of
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Size 10 + Dominion score.
Exceptional Success: Even regular beast forms become a powerful variety of the beast with heavier
bones and thicker hide. The Demon gains 1 additional point of Armor while in this form.
Turmoil: Regardless of the form chosen the animal comes with large fangs and claws, this can be
horrifying when the form is that of a cow. These fangs and claws give the Demon + 1 to Lethal attacks
while in this form.
••••• Control Evolution
The Demon now has such potent control over animal life he can choose to evolve or devolve a beast
with a thought, or even combine the two effects creating a horrific beast.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Science + Beasts
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Round per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success can add 1 to an animal’s physical attributes or size as the Demon devolves it into a
more primeval form. Conversely, the Demon can add dots to the beast’s mental attributes gifting it with
a vicious and brutal cunning. Finally, each success can be used to add 1 point of Armor to the animal by
giving it a thicker and heavier hide.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The burden of the transformation is so great the animal flies into a pain maddened frenzy,
attacking the nearest living thing with a + 2 bonus. This persists until the Evocation ends.
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Domain of Celestials
• Lamp of Faith
With this Evocation the Demon causes the Faith of those around him to flare brightly enough for him to
see. This can give the Demon a sense of a mortal souls purity, a dim guttering flame indicates one of low
Morality while a bright blaze might be one of great virtue.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Occult + Celestials
Action: Instant
Duration: Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can see the Faith of Mortals and Demons and get a rough sense of a Demon’s
reserves or a mortal’s Morality. Another Demon can roll Wits + Composure to detect the use of this
Evocation.
Exceptional Success: The Faith flares so brightly the Demon can see it through other solid objects such
as walls and overturned tables.
Turmoil: The Demon senses only the absence of Faith. This allows him to clearly pick out Supernatural
creatures such as werewolves and Mages.
•• Send Vision
This Evocation gives the Demon a means of instructing Thralls who Invoke him seeking guidance or
orders or it can be used to silently pass orders to a Thrall in sensory range. Its utility has suffered in the
modern era as Tormented Demons send only instructions to wreak havoc or seek revenge on the
Demon’s enemies.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Presence + Expression + Celestials ‐ Target’s Resolve (if resisted)
Action: Instant
Duration: One Round per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon grants his Thrall of a Vision dictating the course of action his Thrall should take.
This is excellent for a Cyrano style seduction.
Exceptional Success: If the Thrall does as the Vision dictates his actions are bolstered by Faith and he
receives a + 1 bonus for the Duration of the effect.
Turmoil: The Demon gives the Thrall only visions of havoc and destruction (though if the mortal does as
instructed on an exceptional success he still receives the + 1)
••• Pillar of Faith
In ages past Demon’s used this Domain to further empower their Thralls for with this Evocation the
Demon may bolster the Evocations of others.
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Cost: None
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Persuasion + Celestials ‐ Target’s Resolve (if Resisted)
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon must have a readied action or not yet acted in the turn in order to use this
Evocation. If the target is not in sensory range the Demon can employ this Evocation in response to
being Invoked. Each success rolled for Pillar of Faith becomes an additional die the target may roll for
their next Evocation.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon’s Turmoil taints the empowered Evocation and regardless of that Evocation’s roll, if
the Evocation is successful the Turmoil effect occurs.
•••• Blaze of Faith
The Demon causes his Faith to pool and flare in his hands before directing it to leap onto a target. This
overabundance of pure Faith rends the target asunder from the Soul outward.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Athletics + Celestials
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon may strike a target up to his Dominion + Domain in yards away. The Target suffers
one level of Aggravated Damage per success. Like most ranged attacks this Evocation is unaffected by
Defense unless the Demon is within close combat range. This Evocation can be effected by Armor.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect
Turmoil: The Demon’s Faith rises to a boil so fast it cannot be directed and instead rages out of control
damaging everything within the Demon’s Dominion in yards. This effect ignores Armor.
••••• Gauntlet of Faith
With this immensely powerful Evocation the Demon can seize another’s Evocation as it comes into being
or at any time during its duration, redirecting it or negating its effect entirely.
Cost: Equal to the cost of the target Evocation (minimum 1)
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts + Celestials vs. Target Evocation roll
Action: Instant
Duration: As targeted Evocation
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
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Success: The Demon may use this Evocation as a “Dodge action” if he has not acted yet in the Round. If
the successes of the Demon using Gauntlet of Faith exceed those of the targeted Evocation the Demon
takes control of the targeted Evocation.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon’s Turmoil backlashes against the targeted Evocation’s original master dealing one
point of Lethal damage.The power over death is one that is desired by many. Causing death is easy,
controlling it is not. A Demon with power over the Domain of Death can master its effects and even gain
control over unlife. Most Demons that master this Domain are on the Modus of Reanimation. Their cold
dead bodies resonate with the Domain of Death like graveyards and mortuaries. While any Demon may
learn the Domain of Death, the Reanimated are those that make it look the most gruesome.
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Domain of Death
• Corrosion
This Evocation can be used to accelerate the process of corrosion of non‐living matter into its
component particles.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Science + Death
Action: Instant
Duration: Lasting
The Demon must be able to touch his intended target to perform this Evocation.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Successes achieved on the Evocation roll must exceed the Durability rating of the item to cause
any Structure damage. So, if a wall has 1 point of Durability, any successes achieved in excess of one
remove Structure points from the target. If the Demon spends a point of Faith, he is able to ignore any
Durability that the item may have. If preformed on a dead body (one whose health has been reduced to
zero) each success removes a dot of Stamina. When all the dots have been eliminated, the body is
reduced to dust. Walking corpses (like vampires or zombies) that still have points in their Health trait
cannot be affected by this Evocation.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Demons that lose control, corrode objects in the area as opposed to single targets. Every object
(floors, walls, cars, guns) within a radius of yards equal to the character’s Dominion score is affected.
•• Decay
Similar to the Corrosion Evocation above, this Evocation accelerates the process of decay. Instead of
affecting non‐living matter, this Evocation affects the living and even the unliving.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Medicine + Death versus target’s Stamina + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: Lasting
The Demon must be able to touch his intended target to perform this Evocation. (See “Touching an
Opponent,” p. 157 of the World of Darkness Rulebook.)
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success inflicts one health level of lethal damage. Armor does not gain the target any
benefit, unless it is mystical in origin.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Losing control affects those in the area as opposed to a single target. Everyone (but the
character) within a radius of yards equal to the character’s Dominion score is affected.
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••• Vision of Mortality
There is nothing more disturbing than having your soul forcibly ripped from your body only to have it
slam back in a moment later with a force that knocks you off of your feet. This Evocation doesn’t
actually allow a Demon remove a person’s soul. It still remains attached to the person. It is merely
pulled and stretched like taffy until it slips from the Demons grip and springs back into it’s body.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Strength + Occult + Death versus target’s Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant (resisted)
Duration: A number of turns equal to the number of successes
The Demon must be able to touch his intended target to perform this Evocation. (See “Touching an
Opponent,” p. 157 of the World of Darkness Rulebook.)
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success equals a number of turns that the Demon can hold on to the target’s squirming
soul. Unless they spend a Willpower point per action, neither the target nor the Demon can perform any
other actions while the Demon is maintaining his hold on the soul. Both the victim and the Demon lose
their defense rating during this time unless the Willpower point is spent. The Demon releases the soul
early if he takes any damage or just decides to let go. Once the soul is released (or slips away from the
Demon), the victim looses 1 Willpower point per turn his soul spent in the grips of the Demon. Mortals
immediately abandon their actions and flee from the Demon’s presence, while Demons (or other
supernatural creatures) that are the subject of this Evocation may make a Wits + Composure roll to
remain. Fleeing victims must flee for a number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Exceptional Success: The Demon can perform other non‐Evocation actions while holding on to the
victim’s soul without the need to spend Willpower points.
Turmoil: The Evocation additionally warps the victim’s soul in such a way that he may gain a
derangement. Unless he gains more successes on a Wits + Composure roll than the Turmoil roll
received, the victim gains a minor derangement or increases a minor into a major derangement.
•••• Unlife
This powerful Evocation allows a Demon to animate a dead body without the presence of a soul or vital
spirit, creating an unliving creature completely under the Demon’s control.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Medicine + Death
Action: Instant (or Extended, if desired)
Duration: See below.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: A walking dead creature has only one point in each of its Attributes upon creation (Power 1,
Finesse 1 and Resistance 1), though each extra success can be used to add additional points in any
Attribute, at your discretion. These creatures do not suffer wound penalties in combat, using their full
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dice pools at all times. Their Health points must be reduced completely with aggravated damage before
being destroyed. Undead minions are mindless automatons, acting solely according to your Demon’s
will. Each time your character wants one of her minions to perform an action, make a Wits + Composure
roll. If your character controls more than one creature at a time, subtract the number of minions being
controlled from this roll. Not all need to be controlled each turn. If they are not told what to do, or if the
Wits + Composure roll fails, the zombie will continue the last action it was commanded to perform.
Alternatively, a Demon can program a minion to perform a rote set of instructions; one action per point
of Wits that your character has, all by spending a temporary Willpower point. Since these instructions
are transmitted mentally, it’s possible to create a detailed set of commands, including complicated
travel routes and detailed physical descriptions. Once programmed, however, a minion cannot be given
further commands. If the Demon uses her will to command the minion to perform an action outside the
realm of its instructions, its programming is lost.
Demon’s can raise and control a number of minions equal to their Dominion score at one time. The
bodies must be within the character’s Dominion score in yards to be affected.
This Evocation lasts until the creature is destroyed or dismissed by the Demon.
(See: Zombies in the Antagonist section)
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The number of dead bodies animated is not limited by the Demon’s Dominion score, only by
the number of dead within range. Unfortunately, they are uncontrollable flesh‐eating monsters. By
spending a Willpower point, the Demon can at least convince them that he is not on the menu. These
zombies cannot be dismissed by the Demon and will continue until they are destroyed or decompose
naturally.
••••• Extinguish Life
The touch of the Demon can mean death. By placing a hand on a living body and exerting her will, a
Demon can sever the victim’s soul from his body, killing him instantly. Even if the Evocation fails to
completely sever the soul, it still produces an icy chill that saps the vitality from the victim’s body as he
realizes his soul is being torn away.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Strength + Occult + Death versus target’s Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant (resisted)
Duration: Lasting.
The Demon must be able to touch his intended target to perform this Evocation. (See “Touching an
Opponent,” p. 157 of the World of Darkness Rulebook.)
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success causes one point of aggravated damage as the victim’s soul is torn away. If the
victim is a mortal and the number of success exceed his Willpower or remaining Health (whichever is
less), his soul is immediately severed from his body and he dies. If the target is a Demon (or other
supernatural), the connection is tighter, so the damage must exceed his Willpower + Dominion (or other
supernatural trait) before being disconnected from his body. Use of this Evocation on mortals can and
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normally does create ghosts. With the use of the Domain of Spirit, this newly severed soul can be
captured and possibly used. The soul will only stick around for the next turn, so the Demon must be
quick. If the damage did not exceed the victims Health, but still severs the soul, the body remains alive
(and vacant) for a number of turns equal to its Stamina. Such bodies may be possessed by Demons (or
spirits and ghosts with the proper numina) without a host.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The lack of control in this version of this Evocation shreds the target’s soul instead of severing it
from the body. Each success inflicts one point of aggravated damage directly to the target’s soul. Once
the target’s health is full of aggravated damage, its soul is shredded into pieces and he dies. Shredded
souls are destroyed and do not yield ghosts. Demons can be permanently destroyed by use of this
version.
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Domain of Earth
The power to collapse buildings and whole cities lies within the power of the Earth. A Demon with
Domain over Earth controls these forces. The ground holds no secrets from these Demons and it gives
up its treasures at the Demon's behest.
• Dowsing
This Evocation allows the Demon to find the things the ground hides. Precious metals, crystals, bodies
and water, if it is under so much as an inch of earth this Evocation can allow the Demon to find it,
provided he has at least an idea of what he‘s looking for. It can even find a body buried in concrete or
other such derivative products.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Investigation + Earth
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can either get a general sense of things buried in the earth within sensory range
(about 200 yard radius) or he can attempt to locate a specific thing or type of thing out to a range of his
Dominion in miles. The more successes on the roll, the more detail that is revealed. The weakness is that
the Demon gets no sense of things simply lying on top of the earth, so a thirsty Demon in the woods
might wander for miles searching for an underground stream while a raging river winds a few hundred
feet in the other direction.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon can only get a general sense of things no matter how many successes he gets on
the roll.
•• Bury
The Demon must touch his target to affect it. This Evocation allows a Demon to bury an immobile or
incapacitated target in the earth without the use of a shovel.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Strength + Athletics + Earth
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The target is buried under 1 foot of earth per success. Targets must be at rest in order to be so
buried, so while an unconscious person might be buried a struggling victim in a grapple could not. This
Evocation is only effective in earth sand and perhaps concrete or stone though such hard materials
require the expenditure of a point of Faith. A Demon cannot bury a target in ice, snow, or linoleum etc.
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Exceptional Success: The Evocation clears away any evidence of the earth having been disturbed.
Turmoil: Rather than burying the target the Demon creates a quagmire of loose dirt, sand or mud in a
radius around himself equal to his successes in yards. Anyone caught in the radius must spend an Instant
Action to extricate themselves or they cannot move, but may otherwise act normally.
••• Treasures of the Earth
This powerful Evocation allows the Demon to force the Earth to give up its buried treasures. Anything
the Demon might find with Dowsing can be called up and laid at the Demon‘s feet.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Investigation + Earth
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Provided the Demon is in a place with such reserves, each point of Faith spent summons one
uncut precious gem or 1 kilo of raw minerals of the Demon’s choice allowing him to summon lumps of
gold or iron as desired. If the Demon so desires, he can summon out a buried corpse or only the gold
fillings in its skull and the gold watch on its wrist. This evocation can extricate a corpse from a concrete
bridge support or the like. If summoning something from the ground, the Demon can have it appear
anywhere within sensory range, allowing anonymous gifts or a chance to scare someone by having a
dead body erupt from the earth at their feet.
Exceptional Success: The Evocation leaves no trace of the earth having been disturbed.
Turmoil: The summoned objects or materials are ejected explosively from the ground or stone dealing a
point of Bashing damage to anything within a yard of its exit point.
•••• Burrow
The Demon can use this Evocation to tunnel through earth, sand or stone leaving tunnels behind him or
not as desired. This can be a devastating weapon if applied to a structure’s foundation. A Demon can
transforms such a foundation into Swiss cheese.
Cost: 1 Faith per round
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Survival + Earth
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can travel at half speed through any kind of earth, even solid stone or concrete
leaving a tunnel behind him or not as desired, thus a Demon with sufficient reserves of Faith can destroy
building foundations or rapidly create sink holes, moats or other such manipulations of earth.
Exceptional Success: The Demon may move at normal speed.
Turmoil: The Demon leaves a wake of destruction roughly 1 yard wide on the surface when traveling
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underneath. This deals Bashing damage to anything in contact with the earth equal to the number of
Torment successes.
••••• Rattling the Earth's Bones
This Evocation is a disaster movie come to life. The Demon sends his Faith into the Earth and roils it into
a tumultuous nightmare that shatters buildings and casts living beings to the ground. If the Demon
cannot spend the required cost in one round he may sacrifice his Action, Movement and Defense each
round until a sufficient charge is gathered.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Strength + Survival + Earth
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Round per success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon affects a radius of his Dominion x 10 yards dealing Bashing damage equal to his
Dominion + Domain rank. Any animate being other than the Demon and not rooted to the ground
immediately suffers a knockdown and the Evocation’s damage. If the regain their footing, they are
knocked to the ground again on the Demon’s next initiative and suffer the same damage unless they
were able to escape the radius of effect. If they stay prone they suffer a ‐5 penalty to all actions as the
roiling tumult of earth makes almost anything nearly impossible but suffer no further damage.
Structures sitting on or rooted into the ground immediately suffer the Evocation’s damage which
ignores durability though vehicles with rubber tires receive their durability they are rapidly rattled out of
the area or into each other. This Evocation does not function on bridges, aircraft, or floors above first or
the basement.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: In addition to the tumultuous shaking the Demon’s Anguish becomes noxious fumes, such as
methane gas and bursts of asbestos. Victims in the area other than the Demon must roll Stamina, Those
that fail are poisoned, using the rules for ammonia.
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Domain of the Flame
Perhaps the most popular element when thinking of Demons, fire is as much a destructive force as it is a
tool. Prometheus is said to have brought fire to mankind. Giving them a tool to fight back the night,
forge weapons and cook meals. Prometheus may or may not have been a Demon teaching man how to
harness the flame, but the true power of fire is still in the hands of the Demons.
• Fuel
The Demon begins his mastery of flame with the power to empower an existing blaze causing it to
increase in size or intensity.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Survival + Flame
Action: Instant
Duration: Concentration
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success increases the fires size by one regardless of the fire’s fuel source. This is highly
effective against swarms.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The intensity of the fire increases to a blistering heat like that of hell. It does not increase in
size but the damage does increase by 1 point per success. This is no more effective against swarms than
a fire of the original size, but if wielded on the end of a torch can increase the equipment bonus on a
weaponry roll.
•• Ignite
This Evocation allows the Demon to start fires through sheer force of will. Only objects can be targeted
at this level though held equipment is as valid a target as any. Different materials may be harder to
ignite than others of course. Exceptionally combustive substances (gasoline) may provide a + 1 benefit.
Wood, Paper, Cloth and the like are at no penalty. Plastics might be ‐1 while exceptionally damp or wet
materials might be ‐3. Metals are ‐5 for substances like magnesium but might be as high as ‐10 for steel.
Patently flame retardant substances such as water cannot be ignited with this Evocation.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science + Flame
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: One targeted object within sensory range ignites and suffers one level of Structure Damage
that ignores Durability. An object will continue to burn if the circumstances allow otherwise the fire dies
at the end of the round.
Exceptional Success: Regardless of circumstance the fire burns until the end of the scene or the fuel
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source is gone. This fire continues to deal structure damage despite Durability each round.
Turmoil: The Demon cannot limit the effect to a specific object; instead every flammable object within a
radius of Dominion in yards ignites.
••• Command Flame
The Demon controls the fire, not just causing it to swell as if adding Fuel, but move and even burn as the
Demon sees fit. Now the Fire is fueled by a constant trickle of the Demon’s Faith, allowing it to move
across a sheet rice paper without scorching it or away from its fuel where the Demon can let it die
harmlessly.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Intimidation + Flame
Action: Instant
Duration: Concentration
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Evocation allows the Demon to spend an Instant Action to direct the fire as desired. Any
Round the Demon does not direct the fire he suffers a ‐2 penalty to all Dice Pools to maintain
concentration. When directing the fire the Demon may move the blaze up to his Dominion + Domain
rank yards per round and have it lash out with an attack roll equal to its size penalized by the target‘s
Defense.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon must continually concentrate and cannot take any other actions while controlling
the flames. Due to the intense concentration, the flames gather strength, adding the number of
successes on the Turmoil roll to damage.
•••• Ride the Flames
The Demon uses the power of its Faith to not just command the fire but to become it.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Survival + Flame
Action: Instant
Duration: One Round per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon becomes a column of fire Size 5 + Dominion. The Demon uses this Size rating +
Brawl to attack foes ignoring armor and dealing Lethal damage. The Demon races along at double his
normal speed and can go anywhere air can reasonably go, through the crack under a door, along the
ceiling etc. Anything coming into contact with the Demon’s fiery form suffers one point of Lethal
Damage. Finally the Demon cannot be harmed by fire or physical attacks.
Exceptional Success: The Demon’s Size increases by an additional + 1.
Turmoil: The Demon’s transformation is only partial, he is still vulnerable to physical attack and uses his
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regular Attribute for Brawl attacks, but the fires are so intense they deal Aggravated damage and ignore
Durability of objects. Unfortunately the hungry flames try to consume the blackened remains at the
center of the blaze and each round he does not deal damage to something he suffers a point of lethal
damage.
••••• Firestorm
This power epitomizes fire’s ability to pave the way for renewal. The Demon conjures a Firestorm with a
radius of Dominion + Domain x 10 yards. The only shield is Faith or great sacrifice. It rages over an area
scourging the souls of Mortals and Demons alike.
Cost: 1+ Faith, 1 Willpower
Dice Pool: Strength + Science + Flame ‐ Gauntlet Strength
Action: Instant
Duration: One Round per point of Faith
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: When the Demon Evokes the power he creates an invisible storm that scourges Souls. It scours
clean an area’s Resonance starting with the surface or most recently acquired Resonance(the ST
adjudicates the exact effects of this). For those present besides the Demon the Storm deals one level of
Aggravated Damage per round. A Demon can spend a point of Faith each round to negate this damage.
Mortals and Thralls can spend 2 Willpower per turn to negate this damage. Supernatural creatures can
move their own reserves of supernatural Essence, Mana or Vitae in such a sway as to shield themselves.
This consumes 3 points of such a reserve. When that reserve is exhausted they can begin spending
Willpower though need only spend 1 per turn.
Exceptional Success: Mortals and Thralls who can still “stumble upon” higher Morality gain one Dot of
Morality.
Turmoil: The storm manifests not only as Faith but as dancing sparks that rain in the affected area as
well dealing 1 Lethal damage per Round. The prevalence and heat of these burning motes makes the
only sure defense fleeing the affected area.
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Domain of the Flesh
• Lesser Master of Self
The Demon can use this Evocation to change minor aspects of his physical appearance or overcome
minor weaknesses of the flesh.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Expression + Flesh
Action: Instant
Duration: Special
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each Success allows the Demon to change one minor aspect of his appearance such as
hair/eye/skin color (though only natural hues can be accomplished), nose size or a add or lose a few
inches in height or girth. The Evocation can also be used to reduce wound penalties or overcome those
associated with drugs or poison, each success reduces the penalty by 1. Changes and ignoring wound
penalty effects only last the scene. The Evocation can also be used to overcome the need for hunger,
sleep and water though only temporarily. In this case each success becomes 1 day the Demon need not
eat, drink or sleep, at the end of this time however the Demon must return to a normal pattern for an
equal length of time or he loses 1 point of Stamina each day until he does.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s appearance becomes predatory, his eyes grow slightly larger, his canine teeth
become more pronounced and his fingernails lengthen almost into claws and his body produces a faint
musk detectable by animals. The Demon gains the 9 again rule on Intimidation rolls for the duration and
most animals will shy away from him rather than risk a confrontation.
•• Manipulate Nerves
The Demon can touch someone and perform the same effects as Lesser Master of Self. Allowing others
to overcome hunger, pain or drugs or slightly altering their appearance. However, he now has the power
to coax a body to perform, improving reflexes and perception. He can also overcome severe nerve
damage temporarily allowing the paralyzed to walk or those wracked with constant pain to rest easy.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Medicine + Flesh
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success can be used as Lesser Master of Self but on another. The Demon may also give the
target a + 1 to Initiative and Wits rolls to notice or sense things. Finally he may temporarily repair even
severe nerve damage allowing the paralyzed to walk etc.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
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Turmoil: The Demon tunes the target’s nerves so tightly they become easily excitable, ready to lash out
or flee any moment. The near constant rush of adrenalin in response to stimuli gives them + 1 Strength
for the duration, but leaves them feeling quite tired afterward.
••• Greater Master of Self
This Evocation is quite potent allowing many alterations and transformations to be made to the Demon.
The Demon may temporarily restore lost limbs and organs, significantly increase his Size or assume the
appearance of another.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Expression + Flesh vs. Stamina + Dominion (if resisted)
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success can be added to a physical Attribute, but one additional Faith must be spent for
each success used in this way. The Demon is still limited by how much Faith he can spend in a turn.
Another use of this Evocation replaces the previous one.
This Evocation is also capable of significant and refined alterations to appearance allowing the Demon to
alter his appearance to match that of another, each success used in this way sets the difficulty for
another to see through his disguise if they view him suspiciously. So if a Demon uses 3 Successes to
make his target look like a mob boss his goons won’t even roll until he does something out of character,
at that point the goons will roll Wits + Composure or Wits + Subterfuge and will need 4 or more
Successes to see through the deception. Any Demon that assumes the likeness of a celebrity had best be
prepared for everyone eying him suspiciously. The Domain of Longing synergies exquisitely with this
power.
The Demon may also decrease his own physical Attributes, 1 per Success as desired. The reason or
appearance for this decrease is up to the Demon allowing him to lower his strength by becoming
paraplegic or simply very thin.
Finally, the Demon may devote 1 Success to increasing or decreasing his Size by 1.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon or his target take on the same predatory appearance associated with the Lesser
Master of Self but now his bodily fluids have become charged with Turmoil as well. Any fluid exchange
poisons the recipient with a toxin as potent as ammonia.
•••• Regenerate
Each success heals 1 level of bashing or Lethal Damage, healed damage does not return at the end of the
scene. Each success can also replace a specific limb or organ or undo the atrophy of a comatose or
decrepit old patient restoring them to regular mobility.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Medicine + Flesh vs. Stamina + Dominion (if resisted)
Action: Instant
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Duration: Instant or 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success heals 1 level of bashing or lethal damage or can stabilize a dying patient. A
Success can also be used to restore a lost organ or limb for the Scene. Finally, the atrophy of age or
years of inactivity can be washed away restoring the target to full mobility.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Despite the Demon’s best intentions his subjects are transformed into horrors of twisted limbs
and grotesque scars. Subjects with the Striking Looks Merit keep the Merit because they are Strikingly
Ugly, others gain the Merit at 2 dots.
••••• Mold of Man and Beast
The Demon can now visit a classic curse upon a target by turning them into an animal. He may also
employ all the effects of Greater Master of Self on another. Finally, he may sunder that which he can
mold with a touch.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Science + Flesh vs. Stamina + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each Success deals one level of Lethal Damage to any living target the Demon can touch, man
or beast. He can transform himself or a target into an animal of his choosing but no larger than his
Dominion + Domain in Size and cannot mix attributes of animals that couldn‘t breed together naturally.
Targets so changed retain their own mental and social stats but gain the physical Attributes of the
animal. They may be affected by Domain of Beasts but can resist with Resolve + Dominion.
Finally, he can employ all the effects of Greater Master of Self on another.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The target becomes a murderous carnivorous beast of some sort. Despite the Demon’s intent.
The animal rages for the Demon’s Dominion in rounds before collapsing and reverting to its natural
form. The beasts are fully subject to Domain of Beasts.
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Domain of the Forge
• Gleaning
This Evocation allows a Demon to gain an innate understanding of an object and its intended function,
simply by running her hands over it or working its moving parts.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Crafts + Forge
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon an innate understanding of how the object is constructed and the way it works; she
can operate it as though she possesses familiarity with its capabilities, meaning that Skill penalties do
not apply.
Exceptional Success: The Demon gains such an understanding of the object that she gains a specialty ( +
1 dice) in using that object. Note: This new temporary specialty can only be accessed by using the object
that the Evocation targeted. A chair targeted by the Evocation can be more easily used as an improvised
weapon, but the Demon gains no additional ability for using an umbrella (or another chair) in the same
fashion.
Turmoil: Instead of gaining understanding of the object, the targeted object suppresses any knowledge
of how to use it by touching it. If anyone touches it, all skills for using the object are reduced to zero for
the scene. Skill penalties now apply to any skill use of the object as well. Skills are only affected for the
use of the exact object. Skill ratings remain the same for all other objects. A person holding two swords
(one of them cursed this way) can still use the non‐cursed one normally.
•• Shape
This Evocation allows a Demon to take matter and work it with ease. A wooden board can be worked
into a model ship, a plate glass window can be worked into a delicate glass crown or a steel pipe can be
shaped by the Demon’s hands into a razor‐edged sword. Objects can also be repaired with this
Evocation. The Demon can pull dents out of his truck’s fender or return a splintered baseball bat to
pristine condition.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Crafts + Forge
Action: Instant / Extended
Duration: Scene or Permanent
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The number of successes required equals the structure of the object being affected, whether it
is to reshape an object or repair it. If the roll doesn’t garner enough successes in one use, the Demon
can continue to shape or repair the item (with an extended roll). The creation of complex devices (like a
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computer or car) is not possible with this Evocation unless each piece is shaped separately. Unless a
point of Faith is spent to make the effect permanent (upon completion), the Evocation wears off at the
end of the scene and the object returns to its previous condition. If the Demon sets the object down to
finish at a later time (not in the current scene), he must spend the point of Faith to maintain any
changes made so far.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Instead of shaping or repairing an object, it is damaged or destroyed. Each success on the
Evocation roll becomes a point of damage to the structure of the item (ignore the object’s Durability
unless it is supernatural in some way).
••• Template
This Evocation allows a Demon to duplicate objects just by touching them. The Demon’s last bullet in a
gun fight, can turn into a box of ammo to help turn the tide. A quick switch‐a‐roo with a magic amulet
and it’s fake can also buy a Demon needed time to escape with the loot.
Cost: Variable
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts + Forge
Action: Instant
Duration: Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon may fashion an exact Duplicate of any normal physical object that lasts for 1 Scene.
Any object up to the Demon's Dominion rating in Size can be duplicated. Multiple objects can be created
as long as their total size (all duplicates sizes added together) do not exceed the size limitation. For each
additional Faith spent the Demon may increase the Size limit by 5. This Evocation may duplicate simple
to complex devices. Relics, Enhanced or Imbued Items can be duplicated as well, but only normal
physical aspects are copied, mystical effects or enhancements cannot be copied. When duplicating a
complex object it includes any component parts (this includes guns and their current amount of
ammunition). Monstrously complicated devices and exquisite works of art may apply penalties to the
roll. If the Demon replicates a broken or malfunctioning item it functions as the original would (or
wouldn't).
Exceptional Success: The Demon was able to improve on the objects functionality. The duplicate grants
a +1 Equipment bonus above the norm.
Turmoil: These duplicates don’t last long, only one round per success, then they burn out. When the
object burns away, roll the Demon’s Dominion score in damage to anything still touching it. Bullets,
knives, and arrows still in your opponent can sear away flesh as the object burns away into nothing.
Circumstances vary whether or not armor works against this damage and is up to the storyteller.
•••• Alchemy
It was a Demon that first showed man how to change earth into concrete, iron into steel and sand into
glass. Demons kept the best for themselves. With this Evocation, a Demon can convert one substance
into any other, but states of matter cannot be changed. A wooden chair can be changed into a bronze
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chair, but not into a puddle of mercury.
Cost: 1 Faith + Varies
Dice Pool: Strength + Athletics + Fundament
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Evocation requires one success per size category of the object being converted. Partial
changes are possible, but usually are worthless for their intended purpose or fall apart quickly. The
change can be made permanent with the expenditure of a temporary Willpower point. But, a lead to
gold assembly line does not automatically increase the Demon’s Resource level, he must be willing to
spend the time and experience points to raise it.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Evocation causes the object to fluctuate uncontrollably. It randomly transmutes for the
duration of the Evocation (cannot be made permanent), and gives off radiation. This radiation damages
those holding or in close proximity to the object. Damage is equal to the Demon’s Dominion score for
those touching it, Dominion ‐1 for 1 yard away, Dominion ‐2 for 2 yards away, etc., until damage is zero.
••••• State Change
The Demon can manipulate the state of any inanimate matter she touches. She can walk on water or air
or break down solid objects into their component particles.
Cost: Varies
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science + Forge
Action: Extended
Duration: : A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: One success per structure point of the object is required to change the objects state to any
other state. Partial changes are not possible, effects are all or nothing. Faith cost is one point per level of
change in the state of the mater. Solid ‐ liquid = 1, solid ‐ gas = 2. Note: Although “plasma” is a state of
matter, this Evocation does not change the temperature of the material and cannot change the state to
“plasma”. Solid objects changed into liquids or gases want to remain in a coherent state, but physical
disruption is possible with minor force. A concrete wall changed into smoke can be walked through
easily. The effects of this Evocation can be made to last the scene with the expenditure of a Willpower
point. At the end of the duration, the material affected returns to normal, converting any changes made
to the it in the altered state (such as a table being changed into liquid and half of it is scooped away will
return as a partially destroyed table).
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Partial changes are possible with this version. Unfortunately, any material affected becomes
toxic, corrosive or poisonous depending on its state and the Storytellers discretion. Damage done to
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anyone or anything that comes in contact with the material has a dice pool equal to the Demons
Dominion rating.
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Domain of the Fundament
• Influence Gravity
The Demon can alter the way gravity affects her body, allowing her to leap enormous distances, hang
suspended in the air or plunge at her foes like a meteorite. Demons who defy gravity aren't weightless,
per se ‐‐ they are still affected by outside forces as normal.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Strength + Athletics + Fundament
Action: Instant
Duration: One turn.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Use the normal jumping rules (See: World of Darkness rulebook page 66) with the above dice
pool and multiply the height or distance by 10.
If used to avoid falling damage, each success subtracts 3 bashing or lethal wounds from the fall’s
damage.
If used to speed your decent, each success adds 3 levels of bashing damage from the fall.
Exceptional Success: The demon can completely cancel the effect of gravity, able to float in mid‐air. This
effect also lasts the scene. Note that when combined with some form of propulsion (wings for example)
flight is possible.
Turmoil: Normal roll result occurs with the added effect of the gravity surrounding the Demon randomly
increasing or decreasing within a number of yards around the Demon equal to his Dominion score. The
Storyteller is free to use her discretion when describing the chaotic effects that occur around the
Demon. The random gravity effect lasts a number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
•• Direct Gravity
The Demon can access the micro‐gravitational fields of solid objects such as walls to reorient which way
is “down". Allowing her to run up walls or walk on a ceiling.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Strength + Athletics + Fundament
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon is able to choose the direction of gravity for herself by altering her gravity to come
from nearby objects (such as a wall or ceiling. Once the direction is chosen (up, left, right, forward, etc.),
it remains that direction for the remainder of the duration, unless this Evocation is called again. The
Demon must be near an object of greater mass than her to redirect her gravity in that direction. The
range limit is the Demon’s Dominion score in yards (if the ceiling is too high, it cannot be chosen as the
new source of gravity). Note that when Evocation is over, normal gravity reasserts itself. This can be very
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dangerous if the Demon was walking across a high ceiling.
Exceptional Success: For the duration of the effect, the Demon can change the direction of her gravity
as a reflexive action, allowing her to walk on all four walls, the ceiling and the floor with a single use of
the Domain.
Turmoil: Objects and people touched during the duration of the Evocation, receive 1 point of bashing
damage each round of contact due to the warping of gravity. This effect shows up as footprints and
hand prints in the walls and ceilings climbed upon, while living things receive bruises.
••• Dampen Inertia
The Demon can reduce the inertia of anything that touches her, slowing it down or stopping it in its
tracks. Bullets fall away from her skin without harm. She can snatch projectiles out of the air (provided
she can see them), or block a broadsword with her pinky finger.
Cost: 1 Faith.
Dice Pool: Stamina + Science + Fundament
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success gains the Demon a form of armor subtracting dice from the attack. This armor
protects him from damaged caused by moving objects (such as bullets, knives, fists, or the ground) by
slowing (or stopping) them as they touch the Demon’s skin (this includes falling damage as well). Thus,
other forms of damage such as acid, lightning, and fire are unaffected. To actually snatch a projectile out
of the air, add the Demon’s Fundament rank to the Dexterity + Athletics roll for catching objects. (See
pages 67 and 68 of the World of Darkness rulebook for rules on catching objects.) Note: A projectile
must be seen to be able to catch it. This armor is stackable with normal armor (like a Kevlar vest).
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Objects are not caught, but they are blocked. Blocked attacks fly off in a random direction. If
the random direction would endanger another, re‐roll the blocked attack roll. Armor bounces the
attacks off in random directions just as blocked attacks.
•••• Acceleration
The Demon can affect the speed of her own body, granting her supernatural speed or force.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Varies
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: There are three possible effects (only one of which is chosen when evoked)
1) Roll Dexterity + Athletics + Fundament. Each success adds the Demon’s normal speed to itself,
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doubling it with one success and tripling it with two successes. A speed rating of 8 becomes 16 with one
success and 24 with two.
2) Roll Dexterity + Athletics + Fundament. For the duration of the effect, add the number of successes as
dice to any melee, brawl, or thrown object attack.
3) Roll Dexterity + Wits + Fundament. The Demon increases her reaction speed. She retains her defense
rating against ranged attacks and can also add the number of success rolled to her initiative for the
duration of the Evocation. As an added bonus, the Demon can now perceive in high speed. Allowing her
to see, for example, bullets as they fly through the air.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: As normal, but the accelerations of the Demon so disturbs the air around her that she is
surrounded by an aura of blistering heat that radiates out a number of yards equal to the number of
successes on the Turmoil roll. Living beings caught within the area of effect suffer one level of bashing
damage.
••••• Phase Out
The Demon can move himself (and held objects) temporarily out of phase with the rest of the world.
Although he is still visible, his new “phase” makes him temporarily invulnerable to normal physical
attacks. Allowing bullets to pass through him without harm and even allows the Demon to pass through
solid objects such as walls.
Cost: 1 Faith ( + Varies)
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Science + Fundament
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Demon stuns himself for 1 round, unable to perform any actions.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon may ignore any physical object that passes through him (including attacks) and any
object that he passes through. However, each turn that a physical object passes through him (or vice‐
versa) he loses one point of Faith. Multiple attacks in the same turn only cost the Demon 1 additional
Faith point, although walking through a large object may take multiple turns costing multiple Faith. If the
Demon ever runs out of Faith while out of phase, he returns to normal immediately. Returning to
normal while phasing through objects will cause lethal damage to the Demon. Exact damage depends on
the situation and is up to the ST.
Exceptional Success: Faith is not lost when objects pass through the Demon (or vice‐versa).
Turmoil: Lack of control by the Demon prevents him from phasing out completely. Damage is not
ignored, but only halved. However, the object passing through the Demon takes the other half as the
Turmoil affects the object. This damage ignores durability ratings. Bullets are destroyed and fists are
mangled. If there is no damage to divide (ex. Walking through a wall or a slow hand passing through an
arm) The object and Demon both still take 1 point of lethal damage each.
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Domain of Humanity
• Language of the Ages
This Evocation allows the Demon to conjure the ancient memories of the first languages into the mind of
humans and speak in the "ideal" language that all mortals instinctualy know and understand.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Empathy + Humanity
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal successes or scene.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success becomes 1 Turn the Demon can communicate thusly or by spending 1 Faith the
Duration can be extended to 1 scene. This is an overt effect as the mortal hears unrecognizable syllables
that their mind puts together to unexpectedly form meaning. While this Evocation is active the Demon is
capable of speaking the ideal language and can understand any and all forms of communication.
Exceptional Success: The effect is extended to the whole scene without the need for the Faith
expenditure.
Turmoil: The Demon cannot help but speak with spiteful invective. The manner of speech lends itself to
intimidation providing the 9 again rule on such rolls but taking away the 10 again rule on persuasion
rolls.
•• Insinuate
With this Evocation, the Demon can seem to make friends very quickly. Meeting a stranger at a bar and
talking like old friends after only moments. These new friends reveal business plans and family troubles
almost without any prodding by the Demon. Although, the Evocation only works if the Demon isn’t
already seen as an adversary.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Subterfuge + Humanity vs. Target’s Composure + Dominion (largest of group,
if multiple targets are being affected)
Action: Instant
Duration: Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Only one success is needed to give mortals the sense they have known the Demon for some
time and consider him a friend. While the ST adjudicates the exact impact on the target’s behavior it
generally means they speak openly and honestly about casual subjects at least and may reveal more if
encouraged. This Evocation cannot be used during stressful situations such as combat, high stakes
gambling or hostage negotiations.
However, mortals in distress not directly related to the Demon can be made easy prey with this power.
The maximum number of people that can be affected at a time are equal to the Demon’s Domain of
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Humanity + Dominion.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Evocation results in the target seeing a kindred spirit of sorts in the Demon with regard to
their secret desires. These victims will often attempt to broach the topic of their own Vices in
conversation hoping to find that enabler they’ve been looking for.
••• Fade
The sight of a Demon is hard to forget, but their human form is easier to wipe from the minds of
mortals. Using this Evocation, a Demon can blur mortal memories of the Demon and possibly erase
them completely.
Cost: 1 or 2 Faith (see below)
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Socialize + Humanity
Action: Instant or Reflexive (see below)
Duration: Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success becomes a ‐1 penalty on Intelligence rolls for onlookers to recall details of the
Demon (like name or appearance), if questioned about events of the scene. If the number of successes
on the Evocation exceeds a mortal onlooker’s Resolve, that mortal does not remember the Demons
presence at all. If the Demon unexpectedly becomes involved in something he’d rather not be
connected to, he may activate this Evocation reflexively immediately after the event begins by spending
2 Faith. In this case, the Demon will not be remembered at the event, unless he performs some
momentous action after activating the Evocation. Note: Regular rules on the number of Faith that a
Demon can spend per turn still apply.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: This version of the Evocation can be very dangerous. The Demon radiates such an intense aura
of inhumanity, onlookers clearly remember the Demon’s image for weeks, but fear if they talk about
him he’ll know and come for them. For most, this means they’ll be happy if the Demon never appears
again, but for the strong willed, vengeful or fanatic they may hunt the Demon down to eliminate the
source of their terror.
•••• Confessional
This Evocation allows the Demon to extract information out of someone with ease. Questions asked of
the target must be answered quickly and truthfully. The Evocation is as useful in an interrogation as it is
in a social conversation.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Empathy + Humanity vs. Target’s Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
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Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Success results in the Target responding with complete candor to the Demon’s questions. The
Demon has to be very careful in what he asks. With a circuitous conversational route to cover all his
questions the target may think he was outfoxed, led into a conversational trap. Direct questions about
secret things will reveal the compulsion to the victim likely creating a life long enemy.
Exceptional Success: With an exceptional success the target will not remember any part of his
conversation with the Demon allowing the fiend to be as brutally direct as desired.
Turmoil: The Evocation can only reveal the target’s most shameful memories and desires. This is
excellent for gathering leverage, but not necessarily the most effective means of gathering information.
••••• Alter Memory
A mortal’s memories are what defines him. Altering those memories is no easy task then for it means
redefining the mortal. However, the mortal mind is tricky and some memories, unpleasant or
embarrassing, the mind may want to forget.
Cost: Varies
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Subterfuge + Humanity vs. Target’s Resolve + Composure
Action: Instant
Duration: Permanent
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Storyteller determines the value of the memory the Demon wishes to alter based on how
integral it is to the mortals persona and how much the mortal wishes to forget or remember differently.
The value of the memory determines the Faith cost of this Evocation, very fresh or casual memories may
only cost one while something that is precious or defines the character, like a shoe salesman’s recall of
his glory days on the high school football team, may cost 5 or more. The ultimate effects this Evocation
has on a character are up to the ST but it may eliminate a derangement, restore lost Morality or alter a
Virtue or Vice. Usually terrifying, but potentially life altering memories, such as being victim of a
demonic cult or being the victim of child abuse, are about 3 Faith, the desire to forget the horror
offsetting the character’s altered perspective on the world. Note: This Evocation can only be used on
mortals, though Thralls, Sleepwalkers, the Wolf Blooded and Ghouls are all valid Targets.
Exceptional Success: Faith cost is reduced by 1
Turmoil: The Demon can only obliterate memories. The mortal has no sunny afternoon playing catch in
place of his beatings in the shed, instead he only has vacuous holes. He gains the Severe Amnesia
derangement. Not even therapy or Mind magic can restore these gaps meaning the target may be
trading one torture for another.
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Domain of Light
• Illuminations
With this Evocation, the Demon can Illuminate the area surrounding himself. This illumination is bright
enough to read by, but easy on the eyes. The Demon can create Light of any spectrum (the ST is the final
arbiter of what this effect can do, usually bonus dice on Investigation rolls, but the light can never be
used to damage or injure a target).
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Expression + Light
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can illuminate up to an area equal to his Dominion + Domain in cubic yards per
success for 1 scene.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s light blazes out in a searing flash in every direction blinding any within yards
equal to the Demon’s Dominion. Anyone seeing the light is blinded for 1 round per success on the
Turmoil roll, and is subject to the rules for blind fighting.
•• Scintillating Cloak
The Demon can wrap himself in a cloak of warped light making him almost impossible to see.
Cost: None (or 1 Faith)
Dice Pool: Wits + Subterfuge + Light
Action: Instant
Duration: Concentration or 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Even 1 success is sufficient to evoke the effect which reduces dice pools to perceive the
character by 1 per dot in this Domain. If spotted it still provides 1 pt of Armor for each dot in this
Domain, but only against ranged attacks. Normally this effect is of Concentration duration but for the
expenditure of 1 point of Faith it can be made to last a scene.
Exceptional Success: A Concentration effect needn’t be concentrated on and a Scene long variant has no
cost.
Turmoil: The coruscating patterns of angry light that surround the Demon confuse his position to any
who look toward him. The camouflaging effect is not evoked but the evocation functions as Armor
against all attacks not just ranged.
••• Phantasmic Masquerade
The Primary use of this Domain is to create momentary illusions to distract or beguile.
Cost: None or 1 Faith or 1 Faith and 1 Willpower
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Dice Pool: Presence + Expression + Light
Action: Instant or Extended
Duration: Concentration or 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: If the Demon wishes to fabricate a single illusion and direct its action with an instant action
from round to round the evocation is free.
For 1 Faith the Demon can “script” a series of actions the illusion will perform for the scene. Successes
on the Evocation roll become the number of success required on a Wits + Composure roll to pierce the
deception. Opponents that are close enough to hear the illusion gain a bonus die since the illusion
makes no sound. If the subject attempts to engage or physically interacts with the illusion he
immediately sees through it, it is not however dispelled he simply passes through harmlessly.
For 1 Faith and a Willpower the Demon can script an entire scene with multiple actors. This effect can be
performed as an extended action rolling once per turn until the target number is met. Each Actor
beyond the first requires a success and the amount of action they take requires a certain number as
follows:
Somber (sleeping, chilling, smoking dope) 1 success
Average (chatting quietly walking around) 2 successes
Active (working out, street fighting, triathlon) 3 success
Movie Kung Fu, 4 successes
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Phantoms are tainted and careen from target to target silently howling and twisting their
images into visages of horror. Witnesses must succeed on a Resolve roll or lose 1 die from all pools until
the phantoms abate. The evoking Demon himself is not immune to this effect unless he spends a
Willpower point.
•••• Wrath of the Sun
The Demon has sufficient control over Light to gather it into a tightly focused destructive force.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Athletics + Light
Action: Instant
Duration: One turn.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: This is a targeted ranged attack that deals 1 bashing damage per success.
For the cost of 1 Faith this damage can be made Lethal.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The gathered energy rages out of control searing glyphs and patterns onto everything within a
radius of Yards equal to the Demon’s Dominion (bashing or lethal depending on Faith spent).
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••••• Chimerical Legion
The pinnacle of achievement for the Incarnate it allows them to extend the same refined control they
have over their own forms to Light in their area. Gathering the light and shaping it into nearly any form
imaginable.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Expression + Light
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon spends 1 Faith per Creation to the Limit of their Dominion.
Creations can be up to Dominion + Domain in Size. Each success becomes 1 pt of durability for objects or
1 pt of Armor for “creatures“. So 2 Successes grants each object a durability of 2.
Regardless of size or appearance, objects have only 1 point of Structure and creatures have only 1 health
point. The Demon can direct up to their Wits in constructs each round as an Instant action, but if he
directs more than 1 he cannot move and loses his defense. Undirected constructs either stand still or fall
to the floor. Switching constructs to be directed is a reflexive action.
Creations must all be of a similar type, so a Demon could summon a few swords, but not a horse and a
sword. However there can be infinite variation within those confines, so the Demon might summon a
katana, scimitar and rapier all with the same Evocation. Weapons created only gain their damage bonus
if wielded physically by a character. Attempts to physically wrest control of an object or creature from
the Demon automatically fail.
Creations are directed with the Demon’s Intelligence + Appropriate skill (specialties may apply). So a
Demon directing a sword to attack uses Intelligence + Weaponry. (At ST discretion working examples of
complex machinery are possible but the Demon would have to load a shotgun or put gas in a
motorcycle).
Creations have only the defense their Armor or Durability affords them. The Demon can direct them to
evade as their action in which case they have a defense equal to of the Demon’s Wits.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon must roll Resolve each round to direct constructs. Undirected constructs attack the
nearest animate target whether the Demon succeeds on his roll or not.
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Domain of Longing
• Read Emotion
The Demon can read the emotions of a target with startling clarity. This makes the target much easier to
manipulate.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Empathy + Longing ‐ Target's Composure
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success gives the Demon + 1 to social rolls against the target for the scene.
Exceptional Success:
Turmoil: The target must roll Resolve. On a failure the target’s Vice is perpetually under the surface for
the next 24 hours making him more likely to indulge it should the opportunity present itself.
•• Empath
With this Evocation the Demon becomes exactly what the target expects. They just seem to “click“. For
the most part this eliminates the need to make Subterfuge rolls for casual or “white” lies and Persuasion
rolls for small or reasonable requests.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Socialize + Longing vs. Wits + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The target can be easily manipulated with small or easily fulfilled requests and lied to easily. If
the Demon attempts outrageous lies “I’m really Kevin Costner in drag!” it tends to ruin the effect.
Exceptional Success: The target will give away their expectations with a question or phrase, “So how do
you like modeling?” or “Didn’t I see you at Starbucks?”
Turmoil: Rather than becoming what the target wants the Demon epitomizes everything they fear. The
target will make every effort to leave the Demon’s presence, even taking unnecessary risks like walking
down dark alleys and possibly getting into strange cars.
••• Center of Attention
With this Evocation the Demon attracts the attention of up to Dominion + Domain individuals. As far as
they are concerned, for that moment the Demon just has “It”, the certain something that made the rest
of the world fall away. In a social situation it usually results in the target’s at least making a cursory
attempt to talk to the Demon allowing the use of effects like Empath and Read Emotion. The Demon
chooses who the targets are when Evoking the Domain meaning she need only attract the 2 richest men
in the room if she knows them by sight or only her to Host mates in a crowded night club.
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Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Expression + Longing
Action: Instant
Duration: One Round
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The targets take notice of the Demon for the following round.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon has “It” alright, but rather the target thinks the Demon is the perfect target for his
or her Vice. A Greedy target may think the Demon a rich mark to be bled dry while a Prideful target may
think the Demon is just the sycophant he’s been waiting for.
•••• Obsession
The Demon must first know of a target’s secret desire. Once they know what the desire is they can fill
the target with such a burning need for it they can think of nothing else. Some victims of this power will
drop what they’re doing, walking off jobs or out of conversations without a word to make their desire
reality.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Persuasion + Longing vs. Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The target must make a resolve roll each round they wish to take an action that does not
directly involve accomplishing their goal. Once the target fails a roll he pursues his desire to the
exclusion of all else save self preservation, this Evocation normally lacks the power to drive the target to
self destructive lengths.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The target will do anything to satisfy their need. Anything.
••••• All Consuming Passion
Now, rather than needing to know of the target’s secret desire the Demon simply fabricates such a
desire and burns it onto their Soul. The target becomes a Moth to a flame of the Demon’s choosing,
driving him to impossible heights or into the very depths of his own Hell. A businessman cursed with an
obsession to create a masterful painting is bound to become depressed, morose, even suicidal as his
years of business experience and acumen do nothing to help him achieve his new goal. Many mortals
may find that the new obsession is their meaning in life and the years and decades preceding have been
a complete waste. Further the obsession can be made something as tedious or hateful as the Demon
desires, like counting 10, 000 grains of sand on a particular beach.
Cost: 1+ Faith
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Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts + Longing vs. Target’s Resolve + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success increases the duration of the compulsion as follows: 1 Success lasts 24 hours; 2
successes lasts 1 week; 3 successes last 1 month; each additional success adds another month. This can
be torturous. Each additional point of Faith spent penalizes the target’s Resolve rolls by 1 making
resisting the compulsion all but impossible.
Exceptional Success: No additional benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon twists the victim’s mind blurring the line between desire and loathing. The stress of
the compulsion fractures the mind and the victim gains a Self Mutilation Derangement that lingers for
one month after the duration has expired.
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Domain of Paths
• Know Path
With this Evocation the Demon can get a much better idea of the challenges he will face on any journey,
the secret is to plot his path ahead of time.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Survival + Paths
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Journey
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success gives the Demon foreknowledge of one potential obstacle. Examples include
existing natural hazards such as sink holes or planned threats such as ambushes.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon sees threats at every intersection giving him an edge. He gains a + 1 bonus in the
first round of any combat encounter of which he has foreknowledge.
•• Find Path
The Demon can see a path before him like moonlight coming through the trees. It will lead him
wherever he desires provided he knows where he’s going if not how exactly.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Survival + Paths
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can follow his senses to any location, but he must have an idea of where it is he
wants to go. Less familiarity can penalize the roll, ‐1 for only having seen a picture to ‐5 for only having a
vague description.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s path actually crosses another of violence or pain. The Demon will get the drop on
any such situation effectively ambushing combative foes. If the path instead crosses one of great
suffering such as a cancer patient the Demon may interact as desired.
••• Conceal Terminus
This Evocation is most commonly used to keep others out of the Demon’s Lair.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Stealth + Paths
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
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Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Those who seek the Demon’s Lair but who don’t know a special password or have a special key
item must garner more successes on a single Wits + Survival roll than the Demon did on the Evocation
roll. They seem to get confused as to its location or simply lost. They repeatedly take wrong turns or
simply forget how far they should be going. The seeker can make multiple attempts, but suffers the
normal penalty for repeated failure. Maps or exceptional familiarity with the area in which the Terminus
resides may provide a + 1 to + 3 bonus to the Survival roll. When a seeker overcomes the Demon’s
Evocation the effect is broken and must be renewed, but those who stumble upon the location through
sheer bad luck do not break the effect.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Seekers suffer a level of Bashing damage as they pursue their goal. This is often times a rather
effective deterrent.
•••• Follow Path
Ever heard of Parkour? The Demon defines the terminus of his journey and then begins to move toward
it at a brutal pace, sprinting without fatigue or distraction. He becomes a kind of juggernaut bashing
down doors and bounding up walls.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Athletics + Paths
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon adds his successes to any athletics roll to overcome obstacles that might stand
between him and the goal. He must attempt to reach the target destination at full running speed each
round or the Evocation ends, however he doubles his Defense (but not armor) each round he makes his
way toward his goal. The Demon must define a stationary place in order for the Evocation to take effect.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon leaves a trail of destruction in his wake, knocking over nearby furniture and
scorching places he makes contact with. Instead of doubling defense for his journey, the Demon adds
the Turmoil successes as damage dice to all he touches on his way to his destination.
••••• Trailblazer
Now the Demon can lead a team of trackers. Those that follow him move at the same brutal pace. With
this Evocation the Demon can also employ a vehicle provided he can affect every passenger. This allows
the Demon to accomplish amazing feats such as riding a motorcycle up a wall etc.
Cost: 3 Faith (for lone Demon and Vehicle) or 2 + 1 per target other than the Demon
Dice Pool: Presence + Athletics + Paths
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
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Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon adds his successes to Athletics rolls made by himself or his followers to overcome
obstacles. Or the Demon can add those successes to his Drive rolls to overcome obstacles. The Demon
and Followers all benefit from the Defense doubling effect of level 4.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Both the Demon and his followers leave the same wake of destruction. If the Demon is in or on
a vehicle the tires burst into flame and deal Lethal Damage to anything they come into contact with.
Such tires revert to normal when the Evocation ends but smoke and smell of burned rubber.
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Domain of Patterns
• Sense Congruence
This Evocation allows a Demon to sense when and where a specified type of event is most likely going to
occur. The value of this evocation comes from its power to put a Demon in an exploitable situation. For
instance a Demon masquerading as a lawyer might benefit by knowing where the next environmental
disaster would occur. The Evocation is enhanced by mundane Investigation. By predetermining one
factor the likelihood of the Demon learning something useful increases.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Streetwise + Patterns
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Multiple successes yield more information, but the Demon must be very specific in what he is
looking for. For example, Ashardalon has been following a Cult’s activities to try and prevent them from
summoning his old nemesis Zedacbrim. He uses Sense Congruence to determine when and where the
next Demon Summoning Ritual will take place and it is revealed as midnight tomorrow in Bucharest,
Romania. Knowing the Cult is limited to New York that probably does him no good. By searching a
Cultist’s apartment he finds a note that they should be ready to start at 11 pm on the 23rd. He uses
Sense Congruence again to see where a Demon Summoning Ritual will occur at 11 pm in the 23rd and
the location of a Barn in Syracuse is revealed to him. Time to plan a party crashing thinks Ashardalon.
Exceptional Success: An exceptional success lets the Demon know if he has a personal stake in the
event. For instance, if the Bucharest Ritual in the example were to summon an ally, he might get the
sense he has such a stake, otherwise no extra effect.
Turmoil: Sometimes the Demon feeds his own Turmoil into the pattern directly and works to unravel
the pattern that will cause the congruence. In effect, each success on the Turmoil roll decreases the
chances that the congruence will happen the way it was "supposed to". The event will still happen,
maybe at a later time or different place.
•• Pattern Riding
This Evocation allows the Demon to enter a sort of “go with the flow” allowing him work within the
confines of reality more fluidly than otherwise possible.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Composure + Empathy + Patterns
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success becomes one roll the Demon gains the 9 gain rule for during the scene.
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Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon focuses all of his attention on the action being preformed and ignores everything
else around him. All chosen rolls gaining the 8 again rule, but each time the Demon uses the 8 again rule
he forfeits his Defense. Note: If the Demon uses his Defense in a round, he cannot choose to use his 8
again on actions occurring later in that round.
••• Congruence
This Evocation allows the Demon to tie objects or people to himself. It is not a particularly refined ability
and is incapable of governing the manner in which the target interacts with him. People may arrive with
lawsuits or as potential in‐laws the Evocation does not discriminate The Demon can insure that
sometime soon he will come into contact with the target.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Persuasion + Patterns vs. Resolve + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The number of successes gained controls how soon the Evocation comes to fruition.
1 Success ‐ sometime in the next year
2 successes ‐ sometime in the next 6 months
3 successes ‐ sometime in the next month
4 successes ‐ sometime in the next week
The Demon is capable of affecting multiple targets, but he must spend 1 Faith per target. The Demon
suffers dice penalties based on his level of familiarity with the targets, close friends suffer no penalty
while someone he’s never seen would be ‐10, in addition to any Occultation or Fame modifiers.
Exceptional Success: Sometime in the next 2 days
Turmoil: Tormented Demons draw things to themselves through a series of misfortunes dealing bashing
damage equal to successes to targets during the duration. Injuries are always sustained under highly
memorable even freakish circumstances.
•••• Trace Pattern
This potent Evocation allows a Demon to see the immediate circumstances of an event that occurred in
an area.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Wits + Investigation + Patterns
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success becomes 1 turn both before and after the event the Demon can observe. The
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reading is contingent upon the Demon’s knowledge of the event’s occurrence and mundane
investigation can enhance the utility of the Evocation. If a Demon has no evidence of an event he cannot
attempt to trace its Pattern.
Example:
Mustakrakish finds a dead body in his hotel room. With the body present and the blood on the walls it’s
clear she died here and simple to see the immediate circumstances of her death revealing a masked
assailant. With multiple successes Mustakrakish can see for several seconds before and after her death.
If Mustakrakish had been told of the murder, but not arrived till the body had been removed and all
evidence of murder covered up or destroyed he would not be able to use Trace Pattern.
If the Demon has reason to believe evidence had been removed or covered up he might be able to find
less obvious evidence.
Example:
Mustakrakish enters the room expecting a dead body, but finds nothing. He does however smell a fresh
coat of paint. Scraping a wall with his key he finds some spattered blood underneath the new paint. Not
evidence of a murder, but he can use Trace Pattern to see the circumstances of the blood getting on the
wall.
Exceptional Success: the Demon’s successes count as minutes he can observe before and after the
event.
Turmoil: A Demon’s Torment consumes the evidence of the event as if he were burning its pattern
dealing his Successes as bashing damage to whatever evidence he uses to spark the Evocation.
••••• Twist Time
The Demon’s refined sense of the pattern of reality allows him incomparable foresight that is processed
so quickly it can be used in even combat situations effectively. For the duration of the Evocation the
Demon does not use his initiative but may interject his action at any time. After the Evocation expires
the Demon is considered to have the highest initiative.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Wits + Science + Patterns
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Turn per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon’s refined sense of the Pattern of Reality allows him incomparable foresight that is
processed so quickly it can be used in even combat situations effectively. For the duration of the
Evocation the Demon does not use his initiative but may interject his action at any time. After the
Evocation expires the Demon is considered to have the highest initiative.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Tormented Demons do not use their foresight in the same tactical sense. Instead the use it to
become a storm of pain insuring after they’ve taken their own actions they are in a position to maximize
the injury they can inflict. At the end of any combat round this Tormented Evocation is active the
Demon may make one additional physical attack.
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Domain of Portals
• Open/Close
With this Domain the Demon can cause any portal within reach to fly open or slam shut.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Dexterity + Larceny + Portals
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Only one success is required to open or close any portal, although locks may provide a penalty.
A simple house hold door’s lock might subtract 1 die, a dead bolt ‐2, while a coded key pad or key card
controlled door might be as much as ‐4. Magically sealed portals can be opened, but impose a penalty of
the spell’s Potency.
Exceptional Success: Doors and windows are shut and lock or become tightly sealed (‐1 to open) and
opening portals stick them open (‐1 to close).
Turmoil: Turmoil magnifies the potency of this Evocation violently. A portal opened is blasted to
splinters and any door shut becomes sealed shut as if welded or fused to the jamb.
•• Create Ward
The Demon can bar entry or egress from a location with this Evocation.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Resolve + Survival + Portals
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene or 24 hours
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The target area must have defined borders and the Demon must ward the entire area, making
it difficult to ward whole parks or forests, but easy for small rooms or cars. A password or key can be
specified during the creation of the Ward to allow those who know it to pass. If the Demon wants to
specify individuals he may assume dice penalties, ‐1 per target exemption. The area effected is equal to
the Demon’s Dominion in yards radius. A Demon may increase the area effected by taking a ‐1 penalty
per yard added to the radius.
Any who wish to enter without the password or a key must roll Resolve + Dominion and gain more
successes than the ward’s rating to enter, failure means the aggressor cannot attempt to intrude until
the ward expires. Attempts by those outside to use Domain on targets within the ward’s area must
exceed the ward rating to be effective. If successful they have their full effect. This Ward has no effect
on Twilight beings or objects hurled into the area. The normal duration of this Evocation is 1 scene, but
for a point of Faith it can be increased to 24 hours.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
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Turmoil: Wards are infused with such intense power that they deal their Ward rating in bashing damage
to any being that passes their borders. This damage can be reduced by armor.
••• Teleport
The Demon may now move between geographically disparate regions without having to traverse the
intervening space.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Wits + Survival + Portals
Action: Instant
Duration: Lasting
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon may travel anywhere within “sensory range” for 1 Faith. This is effectively a 200
yard radius and the ST may determine penalties based on the Demon’s knowledge of the area and
ability to see where he‘s going but the Demon can name a target Distance and direction without penalty
suffering consequences on arrival. No knowledge of his destination fails as does any attempt to travel
into a solid object.
Each additional point of Faith increases the distance a Demon may travel as follows:
+ 1 Faith‐ up to 1 mile per success.
+ 2 Faith‐ up to 10 miles per success
+ 3 Faith‐ up to 100 miles per success
+ 4 Faith‐ up to 1000 miles per success
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Evocation wreak havoc upon the Demon’s departure, waves of heat and force that scorch
walls and turn over furniture radiate outward doing bashing damage equal to the Turmoil successes.
Armor and Durability reduce this damage.
•••• Egress
The Demon may now tie 2 locations together by means of a special gateway. The gateway’s one way
nature has resulted in the Evocation being known as Egress though it could be used to allow others in a
known location to come to the Demon. The gate is invisible from the exit side but those entering can see
their destination clearly. Usually this Evocation is used on an existing Portal of some sort, doorway,
window etc. tying it to another elsewhere but the Demon can use any portal that leads from one place
to another such as a toilet or a sink drain.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts + Portals
Action: Instant
Duration: Number of turns equal to Demon's Dominion Score or One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
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Success: The gateway allows one object of Size 5 to pass through each round. This gateway lasts only
moments but the Demon may spend 1 willpower to extend its duration to 1 scene. The distance this
gateway can cover is determined the same as Teleport as are the penalties associated with familiarity of
destination. With this Evocation the Demon cannot simply designate distance and direction, he must
have a location in mind.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The gateway is dangerous and injures those that pass through them. Spitting them out at
significant speed into walls or the ground, while dealing bashing damage equal to successes on the
Turmoil roll to anything that passes through. Armor and durability functions as normal against this
damage.
••••• Gate
The Demon conjures a Gate that allows 2 way passage between 2 locations.
Cost: 3 + Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Crafts + Portals
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The default duration is 1 scene, but can be extended to 1 day by expending a point of willpower
or be made permanent with the expenditure of 1 Permanent Willpower (that can be replaced by
spending 8 experience points). This Gate requires no existing portal, it can be made to manifest in the
middle of a field or in mid air. Its dimensions can be reduced without cost, but at its base it can allow 1
size 20 object through per turn, Each additional Faith spent can increase that by Dominion + Domain
Level. The distance the Gate can cover is determined as it is for the Teleport Evocation.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Gateways chew on whatever passes through doing Successes on the Turmoil roll as bashing
damage to everything that passes through it. With the expenditure of an additional point of Faith, this
damage can be increased to lethal levels.
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Domain of Radiance
• Divine Voice
The Demon elevates and modulates his voice to one of piercing clarity that speaks to the very soul of the
target compelling them to follow the Demon’s command.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Presence + Persuasion + Radiance vs. Target's Resolve + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Round per Success or Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can issue a simple command such as “Flee!” , “Attack your allies!” or “Give me the
lamp!” and the target is compelled to obey for one round per success. Supernatural creatures (non‐
mortals) may spend a point of Willpower to avoid this effect.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon spews forth a stream of profanity and vilification so black and foul it physically
injures his target. Each success on the Turmoil roll becomes a level of bashing damage.
•• Exalt
This is a signature power of many prolific Pact makers. With this Evocation the Demon can gift a Thrall
with a momentary burst of seemingly super human capacity for a given action. While any mortal in
sensory range can be targeted, Thralls do not need to be in sensory range, if they have Invoked the
Demon. If the Demon is successfully Invoked, it may use this power as normal on the Invoking Thrall no
matter where on Earth they may be.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Persuasion + Radiance (vs. Target's Composure + Dominion when resisted)
Action: Instant or Reflexive
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each Success becomes a + 1 bonus to the targets roll. This effect remains for a scene or until
the target uses the benefit. Normally a Demon must have an Instant Action readied to use this
Evocation, however it may be Evoked Reflexively for 1 Faith allowing a Demon with the necessary Faith
to empower his target and employ other Domain.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Rather than empowering the target, the Turmoil wraps around the Demon himself creating an
aura of chaos that penalizes the target Dice Pool (Ex: Strength + Melee) for anyone within a number of
yards equal to the Demons Dominion score. The Demon must spend a Willpower point to avoid being
affected by the penalty by creating an "eye of the storm" centered on himself.
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••• Aura of Legend
The Demon Evokes a shadow of their former station as one of the Gods of men. Mortals caught in the
magnificence of the Demon cannot help but bend to the Demon’s Will. The Demon may forgo the
adulation of mortals to instead bring the full weight of his Presence on a true Supernatural being,
compelling them as he did mortals with the Divine Voice.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Intimidation + Radiance vs. Target's Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: One Round per Success or One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can target up to his Dominion in mortals which resist with the highest Composure
among them. They are overcome with such awe that they can only understand simple commands such
as “Flee!” or “Attack him!“ This effect lasts for the scene. If the Demon instead focuses on one
Supernatural Target such as a Mage or Werewolf this Evocation duplicates the effects of Divine Voice.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: If used on mortals the Evocation inspires neither fear nor fealty, instead inspiring a murderous
frenzy causing them to attack the nearest living or moving things. If used against a Supernatural creature
of some sort, the aura becomes so charged with hate and rage it becomes a palpable rebuke and the
target suffers a knockdown.
•••• The Mark of Favor
The Demon mystically marks a Thrall with a blessing perhaps to fulfill a Pact or perhaps to insure the
Thrall can more efficiently forward the Demon’s agenda. The Demon must be able to touch the target.
Cost: 1+ Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Expression + Radiance vs. Target's Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon must state the nature of a blessing that guides the manner in which other mortals
will interact with the target such as “Let every man give him shelter no matter where he travels.” The
amount of Faith spent determines the Duration. One Faith and it lasts a day, 2 Faith and it lasts a week,
3 Faith and it lasts a month, 4 Faith and it lasts a year. Each Faith spent beyond 4 doubles the duration,
so 5 Faith would be 2 years and 6 Faith would be 4 years. A success indicates other mortals will behave
as the mark dictates unless the marked target does something to make the effect untenable (using the
above example, attacking someone then asking for shelter). Supernatural creatures such as Mages and
Vampires are unaffected by Marks of Favor.
Exceptional Success: The effect may be made permanent with the expenditure of 5 Faith and a
temporary Willpower point.
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Turmoil: A Tormented Mark of Favor inspires fear of the Target. Mortals meet the demands of the Mark
in order to placate the Marked individual. For those sensitive to such things this can be a rather
poisoned gift. The life of a tyrant is lonely.
••••• Revelation
The master of this Domain is one of the most puissant manipulators of mortals at large. The pinnacle
Evocation of that Domain then is one of the most potent tools for the job. The Demon strips away layer
after layer of self deception revealing the truth of mortal existence to the target. This can be a turning
point in a mortal’s life. The realizations a mortal comes to under the influence of this power can be so
overwhelming as to be addictive. Some Demons employ it expressly for the potentially addictive quality
while others use it solely as a means of refreshing mortals when a situation seems dire. A Thrall can be
given Revelation anywhere provided they Invoke the Demon before hand, but only once per scene.
Cost: 2 Faith and 1 Willpower
Dice Pool: Wits + Socialize + Radiance vs. Target's Resolve + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: All of the target’s self deception is stripped away and the target is confronted by their own
Vice. They have a momentary epiphany about it and its place in their life. A Glutton may learn they are a
comfort eater while a Wrathful individual may understand he is full of Wroth because he was beaten as
a child. This wave of understanding refreshes the target and it seems to fill them with reserves of
spiritual strength. In game terms all their Willpower is restored. The highs this form of self discovery
causes are as addictive as Cocaine. Use the rules for Cocaine in the Core book to determine if a target
becomes addicted.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: When out of control this Evocation serves only to highlight the target’s most base desires and
magnifies their flaws, the deferential seek to become slaves and the wrathful, murderers. The target
regains Willpower from their Vice as they would from their Virtue (refilling completely for enacting their
Vice), but they are also controlled by their Vice for the rest of the scene.
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Domain of the Realms
• See the Hidden World
This Evocation allows the Demon to see Twilight beings and objects such as Ghosts and Spirits on this
side of the Gauntlet.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Occult + Realms
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can see Twilight beings. He has no power to interact with these beings beyond
speech at this point.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s eyes become glassy and reflective giving him the appearance of one of the mad.
He gains the 9 again rule on Intimidation rolls or Subterfuge rolls designed to make others think he is
crazy.
•• See the Other Side
Like "See the Hidden World, this Evocation allows the Demon to see further. Allowing sight into the
Shadow world.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Occult + Realms
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can see into the Shadow Realm.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon attracts the attention of local spirits (usually of pain, anger, loneliness etc.) and
give them the ability to see the material world through the Demon’s eyes (consider the spirit to have
temporarily gained the "Material Sight" Numina).
••• Twilight Grasp
At this level the Demon can infuse his body with Faith allowing him to physically interact with Twilight
beings and objects.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Occult + Realms
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
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Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success becomes one round the Demon can physically interact with Twilight beings,
striking them with Brawl attacks or touching them to employ other Evocations.
Exceptional Success: The Demons Faith crystallizes around his body forming a thin diamond like sheath
of armor that protects him from Twilight beings. The Demon gains an Armor rating of 1 versus Twilight
beings.
Turmoil: The Demon’s Faith ignites when he strikes Twilight foes dealing Lethal damage. By spending an
additional point of Faith, this damage can be changed to Aggravated.
•••• Shadow Grasp
This Evocation allows the Demon to momentarily and partially breach the Gauntlet, just long enough to
push an object through into the Shadow or strike a being in the Shadow Realm.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Strength + Occult + Realms
Action: Reflexive
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can breach the Gauntlet. During this time he can perform an Athletics action to
push an object of his Dominion in Size or smaller into the Shadow Realm or pull one out. He may also
attack a Shadow Realm entity without fear of repercussion unless that being has numina or other
powers to affect beings in the material realm. If the Demon can make multiple attacks he may do so
using this Evocation.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s Turmoil burns and singes the Gauntlet in the area momentarily weakening it,
possibly providing the opportunity for a Shadow being to escape. The Demon reduces the Gauntlet
rating by the number of successes on the Turmoil roll for the scene. If the rating is reduced to 0, a Verge
is temporarily created, possibly causing all kinds of havoc. The effects of the Turmoil do not stack with
multiple Evocations. Use only the highest value when determining the Gauntlets reduction.
••••• Shadow Step
Traveling into the Shadow is a dangerous business but Demons with this Evocation can do so freely.
They usually prepare for such a trip by using See the Other Side to insure there are no hostile Spirits
waiting for them.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Occult + Realms
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
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Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon crosses from the material into the Shadow. If the Demon has not prepared his
clothes or other equipment with a Ritual (which simply involves investing a point of Faith in each item) it
stays in the material realm and he appears nude in the Gauntlet. Reliquaries need not be so prepared.
Exceptional Success: The Evocation is performed reflexively allowing the Demon to act immediately
upon entering the Shadow.
Turmoil: The closest spirit (usually one of anger, pain or sadness etc.) senses the Demon’s impending
arrival in the Shadow and as the Demon enters the Shadow the Spirit is juxtaposed into the material
realm.
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Domain of the Soul
Demons deal with souls on a regular basis. Whether it is to collect them or save them depends upon the
Demon. Those on the Modus of Merging alter the soul and Daemon to blend into one. This blending
grants the Demon an intimate understanding of the human soul. Speaking with, commanding and
imprisoning souls all fall within this Domain.
The Domain of the Soul is slightly different than other Domains. Because souls, ghosts, spirits and
Daemons are so very much alike, yet still different, a Demon may learn the Domain of the Soul so that
he may affect these other types of beings as well. With the expenditure of an additional 3 experience
per Evocation level, the Demon may affect ghosts, spirits or disembodied Daemons as if they were souls
using the Evocation. Thus, if the Demon player wishes to learn the first level Evocation for all four
beings, it would cost him an additional 9 experience points to affect ghosts, spirits and Daemons after
he has already learned to affect souls. If the effects of the Evocation change with the type, it will be
noted in the Evocation.
• Speak with Soul
This Evocation allows the Demon to communicate with a person's detached soul. Souls addressed in this
way are compelled to respond, and they must answer the Demon’s questions to the best of their ability.
Souls do not communicate well and most communication will be in the form of a yes or no answer. Note
that this Evocation does not confer any ability to see souls, only to speak with them.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Occult + Spirit versus the soul's Resistance
Action: Instant
Duration: Until questions have been answered (max. one scene).
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Any soul within the reach of his voice must answer the Demon’s questions. One question may
be asked per success on the Evocation roll.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: Detached Souls, Spirits, Ghosts and Daemons do not answer the Demon’s questions. Instead,
they get so irritated that they will lash out at everyone they encounter for days afterward (if they are
able). They become hostile to all for a number of days equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
•• Summon Soul
Demons can use this Evocation to summon a free roaming disembodied soul to their presence, their
influence reaching across entire city blocks and possibly into the afterlife. Souls summoned in this
fashion must come to the Demon whether they wish to or not, and they remain until dismissed. There
are not that many souls roaming free and available for summoning. This Evocation is normally used to
capture departing souls of the recently dead.
Cost: 1+
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Empathy + Soul versus the soul's Resistance
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Action: Instant / Extended
Duration: One Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can summon one soul, if there is one present in the area. The Evocation affects 10
yard radius per success rolled multiplied by the character’s Dominion score. Example: A Demon with 3
Dominion and 2 successes will have an effective radius of 60 yards (10 x 2 x 3 = 60). A soul within the
affected area is drawn to the Demon’s presence immediately. The soul remains until the effects of the
Evocation expire or the Demon dismisses them. If the Demon does not specify what soul he is
summoning, the closest one is summoned.
Exceptional Success: The summoning spans to nearby realms (ones that still have physical
resemblances, like the Shadow).
Turmoil: This version of the Evocation cannot summon a soul, but instead banishes them from the
affected area. If a soul enters the area during the Evocation's duration, it will take Bashing damage equal
to the number of success on the Turmoil roll each round. This damage bypasses any armor. Note: This
Turmoil effect can be made permanent with the expenditure of a permanent Willpower point.
••• Command Soul
A Demon may command a soul to do her bidding, forcing it to perform actions that the Demon desires,
if her will proves greater than its. Obviously, if a soul is not capable of performing an action, the Demon
cannot force it to such an action.
Cost: None or 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Empathy + Soul versus the soul's Resistance
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon may command any single soul that can hear her voice. The soul must obey the
Demon’s commands to the best of its ability. With the expenditure of 1 point of Faith, the duration may
be extended to the scene.
Exceptional Success: The duration is extended to a scene without the need to spend Faith.
Turmoil: Souls that are commanded to perform an action with this effect of the Evocation do not have
to obey. However, every turn they do not obey, they take a number of bashing points of damage equal
to the number of successes on the Turmoil roll. This can destroy souls (or ghosts, spirits and Daemons) if
the damage is severe enough (full aggravated).
•••• Anchor the Soul
This powerful evocation allows a Demon to anchor a soul to a physical object, creating a type of soul
infused item that traps the soul in the physical world. Soul infused items are traded by Demons as
currency and are valued higher than the Faith that they trade between them.
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Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Occult + Soul versus the soul’s Resistance
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of days equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: One success is enough to anchor a soul into an object. To affect a Spirit or Daemon, a number
of successes greater than or equal to the spirit's rank or Daemon's Dominion must be gained to bind a
spirit or Daemon into an object. If a spirit or ghost is forced into the object, the Demon may use one of
their Numina like a Fetish (See: Fetishes). Note: The Demon can make the Evocation permanent by the
expenditure of a permanent Willpower point.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: When a soul is forced into an object in this fashion, the soul is twisted and warped in such a
way the soul is imprisoned in torment. Souls are trapped in these objects until the object is destroyed
(ignore normal duration), but any powers that the victim possesses cannot be used by the prisoner or
the Demon.
••••• Invest Soul
The Demon can invest a soul into a living vacant (soulless) body. A true resurrection or simply the return
of a missing soul. If the Demon invests a Spirit into a body, they can create what is called a Duguthim (a
being that is half spirit and half human). Souls, ghosts or spirits placed into dead vacant bodies create a
Revenant (See: Revenants). Daemons affected by this Evocation work as a Modus of Return
(Revivication or Reanimation depending on the state of the body).
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Strength + Occult + Soul versus the soul’s Resistance
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of days equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: This Evocation does not give the Demon control of the creation. If control is desired, the
Demon must use another Evocation. Note: The Demon can make the Evocation permanent by the
expenditure of a permanent Willpower point.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon creates a killing machine lacking any Morality (or modified Morality) rating. While
most of these creations are slobbering monsters, some maintain their rational minds (if they had them)
becoming cold calculating killers. These creatures desire nothing more than to obliterate anything and
everything (even if it was a spirit of love and understanding). They last until they are destroyed or run
out of power, whichever comes first. Note: Demons placed in a new host using this version of the
Evocation reduce their Psyche rating by the number of successes on the Torment roll and automatically
gain any derangement(s) from that Psyche loss.
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Domain of Storms
• Summon Rain or Fog
With this Evocation the Demon can summon rain or fog over a small radius equal to his Dominion +
Domain in yards.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Presence + Survival + Storms
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon summons a light rain, enough to contaminate a crime scene or water a small crop
field. Or the Demon summons a dense fog. Anyone using ranged attacks to shoot into or out of the fog
are subject to the rules for fighting blind, those in the fog suffer the penalty for targets having partial
cover.
Exceptional Success: Rain comes down as driving rain, hindering ranged attacks that pass through it and
drenching everything in it while the fog is charged with a will and swirls around the Demon and out of
his way, the Demon does not suffer the penalty against targets in the fog.
Turmoil: The cloying mist or rain is mildly toxic (Use the rules for tear gas).
•• Water Form
The Demon can transform into a watery mass or vaporous mist for a few moments.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Science + Storms
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Round per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can become water or mist. As water he can flow at his normal speed and breach
most any seal that is not air tight as an instant action. Physical attacks are mostly useless against him
though creatures with exceptionally large mouths may attempt to “drink him” (resolve this as a regular
bite attack that deals lethal damage). As mist the Demon may only move at half his normal speed but
can move up walls or ride winds. He is mostly immune to physical harm in this form as well. The Demon
is incapable of attacking or using Evocations in either of these forms. If the Demon assumes his
Revelatory Form this Evocation immediately ends.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s body is rather toxic, treat exposure as if the Demon were composed of tear gas.
••• Summon Flood
This Evocation requires the presence of a significant body of water, an above ground swimming pool is
appropriate, or a driving rain. The Demon may summon the water with immense force or gather it as a
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maelstrom around him before letting it surge outward.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Strength + Survival + Storms
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon affects an area equal to (Dominion + Domain of Storms) x2 in square yards.
Everyone in the area except the Demon must make a Strength or Dexterity + Athletics check or suffer a
knockdown.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The water’s sudden violence attempts to drown victims. Anyone that suffers a knockdown
must make an immediate Stamina roll, those who fail lose their next action as they spend the time
coughing up the water that found its way into their lungs. This has no effect on targets that don’t need
to breathe.
•••• Alter Weather
A Demon with this potent Evocation can create storms or calm them with a wave and a word. This
Evocation cannot create drought conditions but blistering cold rain and snow, hail and flash freezes are
all possible.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science + Storms
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: One success is enough to summon a driving rain in the midst of a drought. Greater success can
increase the severity of local weather conditions, lowering the ambient temperature by 10 degrees per
success until the driving rain becomes snow or hail. Calming a storm has similar incremental effects as
more successes are acquired. The typical radius of this effect is about 200 yards but may be increased
for dramatic purposes. There is no limit to the possible area of effect if a storm system is calmed.
Exceptional Success: The Demon summons a short duration monsoon or blizzard despite the season.
The ST can adjudicate the exact effects but a ‐3 to all actions taken by those not sheltered from the
effects should be the minimum.
Turmoil: The waters of a summoned storm or those of a calmed storm linger stagnantly for days
afterward regardless of weather conditions and become breeding grounds for insects and disease. The
ST should adjudicate the exact effects but out breaks of yellow fever and the like are not uncommon or
out of place.
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••••• Wrath of the Sky
The Demon summons a sudden storm of deadly ferocity that obeys his whim.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Survival + Storms
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Round per Success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon summons dark clouds and driving rain. The clouds rumble ominously and spark
with electrical potential. The storm’s radius is 200 yards and the driving rain falls in sheets. Anything not
extremely proofed against weather will suffer severe water damage and those not sheltered from the
effects suffer a ‐3 penalty to all actions. The Demon may use an Instant Action to direct the storm’s fury
at a single target striking the victim with lightning. The attack is resolved with Wits + Athletics +
Dominion and deals Lethal damage.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The Demon’s storm pours a vicious acid rain. Living targets suffer a level of bashing damage for
each round they are in contact with the rain. The acid ignores 2 points of Durability causing many
objects to be rendered useless within a few rounds of exposure and many buildings to appear scorched
and pitted after such a deluge.
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Domain of the Wild
• Wild Empathy
The Demon gets a general sense of his location out to a radius in miles equal to his Dominion but filtered
through the senses of plants. This might include a topographical map in a wilderness area or simply the
knowledge that there is a potted plant somewhere. The Demon may get a modicum of information from
plants in sensory range such as whether they had been recently trod on or sheltered under. The Demon
can also easily identify poisonous plants without a roll.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Survival + Wild
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon gains a sense of the plants that surround him out to a radius in miles equal to
Dominion. He can discern whether anyone has recently passed a nearby plant or group of plants or
glean other such information a plant may have. The Demon may identify poisonous plants without a roll
but won’t have any scientific understanding of the plant or its toxin without the appropriate skill dots.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The plants in the Demon’s immediate vicinity (200 yard radius) gain grim purpose and cling to
or even seem to grasp at things around them. Athletics rolls suffer a ‐1 penalty in the affected area.
•• Wild Surge
The Demon can cause a individual plants, or small 1 yard radius patches to grow at an insane rate
pushing things out of the way or potentially damaging structures around them as roots wend and wind
their way into flaws and inconsistencies.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Strength + Survival + Wild
Action: Instant
Duration: A number of turns equal to the Demon’s Dominion score.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: This Evocation can only target a plant with a Size equal to the Demon‘s Dominion. Each success
causes the target to increase in size by 1. A plant’s growth moves objects as if the plant had a Strength +
Athletics pool equal to its new size. Adjacent objects that cannot be moved suffer structure damage
equal to the successes rolled. This damage ignores one point of durability. At the end of the round this
power is used the plants sudden additional mass dies. Creative Demons can take advantage of this
perhaps using it to provide food as fruit falls from the branch.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
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Turmoil: The plants grow toward the fertile grounds of living flesh and deal a point of Lethal damage to
any creature that it touches during its explosive growth.
••• Command the Wild
This Evocation allows the Demon to invest a plant or patch of flora with limited mobility allowing it to
grab and restrain targets within reach or possibly steal things.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Persuasion + Wild
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 round per success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon must concentrate in order to direct the affected plant. The plant can attempt to
grapple any target within a yard of itself with a Strength equal to its Size plus the Demon’s Brawl skill or
perform a simple brute action (like lifting a car) using its Size plus the Demon‘s Athletics. The plant
usually only restrains and immobilizes victims.
Exceptional Success: The plant’s mobility is sufficient to attempt stealthy actions such as Larceny using
the Demon‘s skill + 1.
Turmoil: The plant is possessed of a fiendish desire for blood. It cannot be controlled and simply
grapples the nearest living target wringing the life from them. These plants cannot be controlled with
concentration and remain animate for the duration dealing lethal damage with their overpower
maneuvers.
•••• Possess Plant
The Demon can project one of his senses, typically his sight, into a plant with which he is familiar. While
this Evocation is in effect the Demon can affect the targeted plant with other Domain of the Wild
Evocations.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Presence + Science + Wild
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon projects one of his senses into the targeted plant for a scene. He must have seen or
held this plant in the past, Wild Empathy does not provide sufficient familiarity. While this Evocation is
in effect the Demon’s body falls into a coma unaware of his surroundings or the status of his body.
Though he only receives one sense from the plant it requires sufficient effort to force his total focus to
the exclusion of all else.
Exceptional Success: The Demon can project 2 senses.
Turmoil: The Demon’s presence in the plant causes vile changes. When the Demon departs, the plant
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rapidly wilts and dies giving rise to a black mold that lives until the end of the scene. See the Antagonists
book for information on Black Mold.
••••• Mutate Plant
The Demon can spontaneously mutate a plant creating dwarf wheat that can grow in sand or man eating
Triphids at will.
Cost: 3 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Science + Wild
Action: Instant
Duration: Varies
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can transform a plant of Size equal to Dominion + Domain. Each success garnered
can be spent to give the plant some quality such as adapting it to a new environment or even making it
ambulatory. Theoretically possible transformations, like adapting it to grow in a desert or salt water are
permanent. Supernatural qualities such as mobility or sentience and speech last only a scene. Mobile
plants capable of attack use their Size as a Dice pool and deal bashing damage. Additional successes can
be spent to increase their attack pool or convert their damage to lethal.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The plants are always made with thorns and poisonous. The Thorns make all attacks deal Lethal
damage and the poison is as toxic as Hemlock.
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Domain of the Wind
• Whispering Winds
The Demon with this Evocation can hear the flap of a butterfly’s wings from across a New York
intersection, if he so desires. The Demon urges the wind to carry sounds of interest to his ears.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Socialize + Wind
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon can hear things with a kind of focused and uncanny accuracy, targeting things as
specific as the butterfly’s wings or as general as a particular apartment with an open window. For each
success, the Demon gains an extra dice for perception rolls to hear the targeted subject.
Exceptional Success: The Demon gains the 9 again rule on perception rolls to hear their target.
Turmoil: The winds carry noises away from the Demon in such away that he is nearly soundless.
Footsteps and voices are lost to the winds. Perception rolls to hear the Demon are reduced by the
number of successes on the Turmoil roll.
•• Summon Wind
This Evocation lets the Demon call up wind seemingly from nowhere. The Demon can only control the
wind's general direction and use it to push against objects and people.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Stamina + Survival + Wind
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The total number of successes rolled determines the strength of the wind summoned.
Depending on how the wind is used, this strength can be added as a number of successes on an Athletics
roll (to leap a long distance, for example) or it can be used as a dice pool to exert force against an object
(such as pushing open a door, knocking a person over).
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The wind buffets the target with a force that causes bashing damage equal to the number of
successes on the Turmoil roll. This can be bad if the character uses it on himself to leap from one
rooftop to another or good if used to knock down an opponent.
••• Whipping Winds
The Demon whips the winds around himself into a fury batting aside most ranged attacks.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Science + Wind
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Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon gains an Armor rating equal to his rating in this Domain, but it applies only to
ranged attacks.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The wind is so furious it whips small objects and debris into the air around the Demon.
Anything that comes into contact with the Demon suffers one point of Bashing damage per success on
the Turmoil roll. Armor reduces this damage.
•••• Wind Hands
The Demon can use this Evocation to stir the winds into a frenzy strong enough to move objects at his
direction or even immobilize opponents.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Athletics + Wind
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 round per success
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: While this evocation is in effect, as an Instant Action, the Demon can direct the wind to move
objects as if it had a Strength + Athletics total equal to his Dominion + Wind. If he targets a light object,
such as a knife or chair he may roll Intelligence + Athletics + equipment bonus to throw it at a target
dealing Bashing or Lethal damage as appropriate. The Demon may target an animate being of Size 6 or
smaller and direct the wind in a Grapple using his Dominion + Wind, but victims can only be
immobilized. Victims can break out as normal for Grappling, but suffer a penalty to their Brawl total
equal to the Demon’s Dominion and suffer a knockdown when the break free.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: All fine control is lost when trying to move objects as the winds are harsh and stir up debris
that lashes and abrades the affected target dealing bashing damage equal to the Demon’s Dominion.
Armor and Durability reduce this damage.
••••• Cyclone
The Demon conjures an enormous tornado which rend structures asunder and hurls foes and debris
aside.
Cost: 5 Faith
Dice Pool: Stamina + Science + Wind
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 round per success
Roll Results
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Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon summons a cyclone of Size 20 that can move at speed 25 and can be directed with
an Instant Action each round. The Cyclone will only remain in existence within a 200 yard radius of the
Demon. The Cyclone is about 3 yards in diameter at its base and deals damage to any rooted structure
(trees and buildings) of Size 15 or smaller equal to the Demon’s Dominion + Wind, Durability reduces it
as normal. The Demon may target objects and creatures of Size 10 or smaller with a successful
Manipulation + Science roll penalized by the Targets Defense, but not Armor (if any). Affected targets
suffer immediate knockdown and are hurled a number of yards equal to the Demon’s Dominion + Wind
and suffer Bashing Damage equal to the Demon‘s Dominion + Wind from impact with intervening
obstacles or the fall, the storyteller decides if Armor can reduce this damage. Stationary targets larger
than Size 6 can be struck automatically. The Demon can make a reflexive Manipulation roll to delicately
place certain targets such as pregnant women, expensive cars and trailers in tree tops, on top of a movie
theater or vehicle. Note: If the Demon cannot spend 5 Faith in one round he may spend multiple rounds
sacrificing his action, movement and defense building the necessary charge of Faith.
Exceptional Success: No further benefit is gained.
Turmoil: The cyclone cannot be controlled and simply careens off in random directions. Anything caught
in the cyclone's path is treated as a target and is hurtled about or sundered as per the above rules.
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Visages
Some Demons have the ability to manifest part of their Daemon's true form. These are aspects of the
Daemon and its power, called Visages. Each Visage has a rank and may have a prerequisite. Most
Visages are associated with a particular Domain and require the Demon to possess that Domain. There
are a few Visages that are considered general and are universal to all Demons.
Visages are limited (and gained) by the the trait called Visages. The Visages trait is ranked 0‐5. This trait
represents how much the Demon can change his physical form to reveal his true self. The Demon's rank
in Visages is the maximum rank of any Visage he may possess.
Gaining Visages:
1) At character creation, a player may substitute Domain dots for Visage dots (See: Character Creation).
2) Every time the Visages trait increases, the Demon gains a free Visage of a rank less than or equal to
the new Visage trait rank. This includes trait increases due to consumption of another Demon (See:
Consumption).
3) Visages may be bought with experience points, although no Visage may be bought that has a higher
rank than the Demon's Visage trait.
For a Demon to reveal a Visage, he must expend one point of Faith and spend one round to enact the
change. This expenditure is for each Visage to be revealed. A Demon may reveal multiple Visages in a
round, if he is able to spend more than one point of Faith per round (limited by Dominion).
Creating New Visages
There are a lot of similarities between Visages and Domains.
The main differences between them:
1) Visages are (usually physical) changes to the Demon. They are usually obvious changes. So most do
not affect the world directly.
2) Visages, with some exceptions, last the whole scene when activated.
3) Visages do not have Turmoil effects. Some may actually have Psyche Prerequisites (high or low Psyche
for example), but no Turmoil versions.
4) In general, there is no dice rolling to activate or use Visages. Visages are activated by spending Faith.
Note: Not all Visages follow these rules. There are exceptions, but most should follow the above rules
unless they have a good reason not to.
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Accelerated Sight (•)
Prerequisite: Wits ••
The Demon is able to see things as if they were moving at much slower speeds. This includes flying
bullets and subliminal message flashes in movie theaters. This Visage is normally visible as eyes blurring
over as they move so quickly their details cannot be made out. Not only does this Visage grant the
Demon the ability to see things that are "quicker than the eye", but it also give the Demon a bonus dice
on Perception rolls involving fast moving objects.
Armor (• to •••, plus •)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon's skin thickens or bone like plates form over his body, giving the Demon one point of armor
for each point spent (to a maximum of three points). This armor is equally effective against firearms and
general attacks. If the Demon spends one additional point, the armor is considered bulletproof. The
appearance of the armor depends on the Demon and the power level of the Visage.
Blinding Beauty (•••)
Prerequisite: Striking Looks ••
When this Visage is active, the Demon is supernaturally beautiful to onlookers. So beautiful, in fact, that
the weak willed have trouble looking away. Those that see the Demon must roll Wits + Composure to
look away. The Demon gains three dice to Manipulation rolls (save Intimidation). Unfortunately, this
extra attention make the Demon easy to spot, giving others a three dice bonus to notice her (including
when the Demon is trying to hide).
Camera Shy (••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon’s image can not be captured in a photograph or with a video camera.
Camouflage (•• to ••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon can change her appearance to blend in with the surroundings. For two points, the Demon
may shift colors that generally mimic the environment. For three points, the skin colors closely mimic
the background, no matter the point of view. For four points, the patterns are sharp and instantly shift,
so that individual leaves move across the skin. This includes heat patterns as well (so infrared sensors
are likewise affected), but not sound or scent. In game terms, the Demon gains a bonus to Stealth rolls
equal to the number of points spent on this Visage. This bonus only applies to rolls made to remain
hidden from sight.
Celestial Flame (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon is sheathed in a white flame that does not burn, but provides armor against any
supernatural attack. The Demon gains an armor rating equal to the Visage rating. This armor only works
against direct supernatural attacks such as a jet of fire from the hand of another Demon or a psychic
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assault by a Mind Mage. If the damage is indirectly supernatural, such as a bite from a zombie, the
armor does nothing.
Dark Sight (•)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon can see without the benefit of light. In absolute darkness, she sees as if it were a gloomy
day. Lesser amounts of light, from starlight to the ambient glow from a cell‐phone screen, provide
enough illumination for the Demon to see without penalty. In pitch blackness, the Demon’s eyes glow
red or glitter with faint starlight.
Displacement (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon appears to be any where from a few inches to a few feet from his actual location or perhaps
he appears fractured, like incoherent pieces of a mirror. Each dot of this Visage provides a point of
Armor. This Armor functions against ranged and melee attacks as well as attempts to grapple or touch
the Demon, but not against damage from overpower maneuvers once grappled. This Displacement
armor stacks with physical armors, but is useless if the attacker can see through illusion or achieves
exceptional successes on on a Perception roll to see past the displacement.
Double Strike (•••)
Prerequisite: Dexterity ••
The Demon moves with blurring speed and is able to attack an opponent an additional time per round.
The Demon keeps his Defense when using this Visage, but may only attack the same opponent with his
additional attack. This effect stacks with Fighting Style Merits that allow a second attack, giving the
Demon a third attack. Although, if the Merit makes the Demon loose his Defense, the Demon still looses
his Defense.
Enhance Attribute (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: None
This Visage allows the Demon to temporarily increase the rating of the associated Attribute by the
Visage rating. By spending a Faith point, the Demon increases an Attribute by his rating in the Visage for
one scene. The Attribute is selected when the Visage is purchased. This Visage can be purchased
multiple times. Each time it is purchased, it relates to another Attribute. Example: Jane's Demon, Selina,
has the Visage"Enhance Dexterity" at 3. By spending one Faith point, before her character gets thrown
off of the roof of a tall building, she increases her characters Dexterity from its normal rating of 4 to 7
for the remainder of the scene. Just in time for her to grab that flagpole sticking out of the side of the
building. Jane can also buy "Enhance Stamina" to do the same with her character's Stamina in case, the
next time, there is no flagpole.
Extra Limb (•••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon grows an additional limb, be it a tail, leg, branch or arm. The effects depend on the nature of
the limb: a tail would add a die to rolls involving balance, while extra arms would add to grapple or
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climbing rolls. Multiple extra limbs are possible, but each extra limb must be bought with separate
Visages.
Featherlight (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon is lighter than normal when taking on the aspects of the wind and air. There are multiple
benefits to this. The first is that he does not fall as hard, taking less damage when falling from any
height. Subtract the Visage rating from any falling damage (Lethal or Bashing). The storyteller is
responsible for determining if this benefit stacks with any other damage reduction. The second works if
the Demon has the capability of flight (through wings or other means). He can add this Visage rating to
his speed when flying. The third multiplies the distance or height of any jump (or being thrown) by this
Visage's rank.
Fiery Blood (••••)
Prerequisite: Stamina •••
The Demon's blood it made of liquid fire. While this Visage is active, anything that comes in direct
contact with the Demon's blood takes an automatic point of fire (Lethal) damage. This damage ignores
durability up to half of the Demon's Dominion rank rounded down (whether supernatural durabilities
are affected is up to the Storyteller). The Fiery Blood only damages what it comes in contact with. Lethal
damage attacks usually spill blood. A claw rake will give the attacker burned claws while a sword attack
will melt part of the sword. The Demon is immune to his own blood's effects. The Demon is even able to
use his blood as an attack, if he is willing to injure himself (taking 1 Lethal) to open a vein and fling the
blood in a Dexterity + Athletics roll.
Firewalk (•••)
Prerequisite: Stamina ••
The Demon is resistant to harm from normal flames. The Demon may shrug off three levels of fire
damage per turn, and may spend Faith to reduce the damage further. Each point of Faith spent during a
turn negates an additional two points of fire damage. For fire damage ratings, see page 180 in the World
of Darkness Rulebook.
Float (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: Featherlight •••
The Demon floats instead of falling to Earth. For a number of rounds equal to this Visage's rank, the
Demon floats on the air. He can simply walk (or run) on air at his normal speed (plus any speed gained
by the Featherlight Visage) or simply stand over an open manhole. The power is activated by spending a
point of Faith reflexively. The Demon can then float for a number of continuous rounds equal to the
Visage rank. Once the number of rounds equal to the Visage rank have expired, the Visage "turns off".
The Demon has the option of spending a point of Faith reflexively to reactivate it for the Visage rank in
rounds each time it is about to deactivate.
Halo (• or ••)
Prerequisite: None
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The Demon is sheathed in the classic aura of light. While the light emitted can be seen by any observers,
it does not provide area light for seeing in the dark. What this halo does, is to impress upon observers
the "heavenly nature" of the Demon. Giving the Demon an extra dice (or two for the two point Visage)
to Social rolls like Persuasion or Intimidation.
Heavy Bones (••)
Prerequisite: Strength •••
The Demon's bones are super‐dense. The Demon gains an addition three points of Defense against
bashing attacks. Unfortunately, the Demon is heavier than he looks; he loses a die from all rolls involving
fast movement, swimming and climbing.
Infectious (••••)
Prerequisite: Stamina •••
Your blood, bite or fluids are infectious in the worst way. They create zombies. While the infection does
not kill, it will raise those that die in the same scene as being infected. This Visage does not give the
Demon any control over any zombies created. See the Antagonists book for details on the creation of
zombies. These zombies are created with a number of aspect points equal to the Demon's Dominion
score and automatically possess the weaknesses of "Short‐Lived" and "Vulnerability" (without gaining
the extra aspect points).
Inhuman Reflexes(•• or ••••)
Prerequisite: None
With fox‐like reflexes, the Demon can outdraw a gunfighter. This Visage grants + 1 to Initiative and
Defense. For two additional points, the bonus increases to + 2.
Magnetic Field (•••)
Prerequisite: Strength ••
The Demons body emits a strong magnetic field sometimes causing small loose metal objects to jump
and stick to the Demon. With contact, the field is so strong that if someone wishes to remove an item
from the Demon (such as a sword they just attacked them with), they must roll Strength vs. the Demons
Strength + Dominion. Although the field is strong Demon is able to remove objects from himself easily.
The field is even strong enough to support the Demons weight, if touching something like a steel girder.
Unfortunately, the field is so strong that bullets want to hit him, giving attackers an extra dice when
firing at the Demon. Luckily for the Demon's friends, anyone shot at within one yard per the Demon's
Dominion score receives an extra dot of armor as the bullets are pulled towards the Demon instead.
Many Eyes (•••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon sprouts extra eyes, popping up anywhere (and sometimes everywhere) on her body. These
extra eyes allow the Demon to see all around her in 360‐degrees and provides a two dice bonus to all
Perception rolls. Any vision based Evocation or Visage works through these eyes as they do through the
Demons two normal eyes.
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Natural Weaponry (• + )
Prerequisite: None
The Demon grows claws, fangs, horns or some other form of natural weapon. Each attack mode (bite,
claw, gore, etc.) must be bought as a separate Visage. One point spent will add one die to an
appropriate attack mode. Damage is bashing, but becomes lethal for an additional point. Bite attacks
that are developed by means of this Visage do not require a grapple, and are made without penalty; the
Demon’s jaws may distend in ways that a human jaw does not. For example, a Demon that developed
bony protrusions on its fists with a damage code of 1 (B) and a bite with the damage code of 3 (L) would
have a Level 1 Visage and a Level 4 Visage — one to create a bashing attack mode with one bonus die,
three to create another bashing attack mode with one bonus die, and one to upgrade one of these
attack modes to lethal.
Pestilence (•••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon's corpse is covered in pustules that fester with putrefaction, anything that strikes him in
melee is splattered by the pus and risks infection (Use rules for yellow fever)
Poison (• + )
Prerequisite: None
The Demon produces venom, deliverable through glands in the skin, fangs, or even in an aerosol from
the mouth. The poison’s Toxicity is 2 plus the number of points spent on this Visage. The type of poison
and its vector of delivery must be determined upon taking this Visage. By default, the poison is injected;
the ability to exhale a poisonous gas or secrete a contact poison costs two extra points. The poison
inflicts damage once every hour until 24 hours have passed or the victim has died; spending two points
increases the rate of effect to once per minute. The target may resist using Stamina + Resolve +
Dominion. The damage is bashing by default, and can be upgraded to lethal by spending an extra point.
The Demon is immune to its own venom. For more information on poisons and toxins, see World of
Darkness Rulebook, p. 180.
Regeneration (••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon‘s regeneration rates are incredible healing 1 Bashing per turn. The Demon may reflexively
spend one point of Faith per turn to regenerate a Lethal level of Damage.
Sandy Flesh (••••)
Prerequisite: Stamina •••
The Demon's body is made of sand. Because of this, any slashing attack (usually lethal) damage on the
Demon is halved (round up). Aggravated and Bashing damage of any kind is treated normally.
Sharp Senses (••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon’s senses are especially keen. She can identify a friend by scent, or hear the earthworms in
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the tunnels beneath her feet. She receives + 2 to all perception rolls, and may track by scent. The
Demon can heighten or dampen her senses as a reflexive action.
Towering Form (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: None
Each level provides a + 1 to Size so 1 dot gives an average (size 5) character a size of 6. The 1st, 3rd and
5th level of this Visage adds 1 Strength, 1 Stamina and 1 Armor vs. Bashing only. but reduces Defense by
1. So with all 5 Levels the Demon would have + 3 Strength and Stamina, 3 Armor vs. Bashing and ‐3 to
his Defense (cannot reduce Defense below 0).
Wallcrawling (•••)
Prerequisite: Strength ••
The Demon may have microscopic hooks or octopus‐like suckers on its hands and feet, or secrete some
form of adhesive. He can grab and hang on to things and people with ease, and even climb sheer
surfaces. The Demon gains two bonus dice to grapple checks and climbing checks. In addition, he does
not suffer penalties to climbing rolls for lack of tools, a sheer slope or lack of hand holds. The Demon can
turn the ability on and off as a reflexive action.
Water Breathing (••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon can breathe water as well as air. It takes a standard action to transition between breathing
states; the Demon must expel air (in water) or cough up water (in air) before breathing in the current
environment.
Wings (••• or •••••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon grows wings. The effect depends on the level of the Visage. Level 3, gives the character the
ability to 'glide'. He takes no damage from falling and he can glide up to three times the height of the fall
in horizontal distance. Level 5, actually allows him to fly at his normal speed.
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Chapter 4: Storytelling and Antagonists
Urges
"Urges, urges. These restless urges. He don't wanna talk about. Urges, urges. Can't stop the urges.
Lock them out."
‐ Urges, by Thomas Dolby
Daemons are the Demon's source of power, but that power is not always controllable. Demons can feel
Urges from their Daemon compelling them to preform some action that the character would not
normally do. Urges are rarely harmful to the character, but can cause him problems.
Game Mechanics:
The Storyteller determines when the Demon character is Urged. The trigger usually has something to do
with one of the Demon's Domains, or something that opposes one.
If the player wishes for his character to resist the Urge, he rolls his character's Psyche rating vs. the
Storyteller's Urge pool (See: Dominion). If the player wins, his character successfully resists the Urging of
the Daemon. If the Storyteller wins, the character succumbs to the Urge. Ties are re‐rolled and result in
no action for around, while the character internally debates with himself. The player can spend a
Willpower point for three extra dice on this roll.
Modifiers to Psyche Roll
Urge goes against character's Virtue
Player spends a Willpower point
Modifiers to Urge Roll
Urge is in line with character's Virtue or Vice (count only once)
Character is out of Faith
Character is full on Faith (Faith pool is at max.)
Character will be hurt (socially, mentally or physically) by the Urge

+1
+3
+1
+2
‐2
‐1 to ‐3

The good news on Urges is that, if a character doesn't resist the Urge, he automatically gains a point of
Faith from performing the action. Although a failed effort to resist an Urge does not result in the Faith
gain. The character must give in to the Urge to gain the Faith.
Example:
Troy's character, Sparky, is a fire Demon. While walking down the hallway of the hotel he is staying at,
Sparky sees a fire hose in its box on the wall. The storyteller informs Troy that Sparky feels the urge to
disable this device that could be used to put out fires. Troy is worried that someone might get hurt if he
tampers with the hose, so he rolls his character's Psyche, garnering zero successes vs. the Storyteller's 1
success. Sparky pulls out his pocket knife and cuts the hose off near the valve, making sure that it still
looks connected.
Later that night, Sparky goes to a bonfire party and feels the urge to light the fire earlier than the host
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desired. Troy lets his character go with the flow and Sparky throws an extra gallon of gas on the wood
before flipping a lit match at it. The party host is pissed at Sparky, but Sparky doesn't care as he feels the
rush of the flames and gains a point of Faith.
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Founts
Fount is a location, usually a church or other holy place, where Faith pools and can be taken and used by
Demons.
Founts are normally structures designed expressly for the purpose worship, such as a cathedral or
mosque. However, features of a landscape or magnificent works of art can also be Founts should they
be sufficiently breathtaking so as to make the average mortal reassured that something greater than
themselves exists. Mount Fuji would be such a place as might be Stonehenge or the Parthenon. Founts
are generally large enough to be almost impossible to move. This stems from the fact that the Fount
must draw the attention of a large number of mortals and inspire enough Faith for some of it to pool
around the structure or feature. So, while the Mona Lisa might inspire Faith the fact that only 4 or 5
people can see it clearly at a time makes it impossible to consider a Fount.
Founts have ratings 1‐5. (Rating can increase temporarily during services/rituals) Unless a Fount is
attuned to the Demon (the Demon is worshiped there or the Demon has spent 10 Faith over the course
of 10 days), powerful Founts can injure a Demon. (See: Faith as a Weapon)
On average, a Founts rating is directly proportional to the amount of mortals who worship there. Its
rating is one (1) for every 100 mortal worshipers. So if a site had 200 worshipers, its rating would be 2.
Thralls, on the other hand, have a greater belief in their worship. (See: Thralls) A single Thrall counts as
20 normal mortals when determining the Fount’s level. The Rating of the Fount determines how much
Faith gathers there each day. While inside or within the Fount's Radiance (the Fount rating in yards) the
Demon must perform one hour of ritual activity appropriate to the Fount. A piece of art must be
contemplated, prayer must be offered in church. The Demon need not believe in the religion or like the
art, but the Faith in a Fount is bound up in ritual and must be accessed thus. Simple meditation under a
waterfall Fount or on Mount Fuji will suffice. There is another method of gathering Faith from a Fount. If
a Demon is in a hurry, he can destroy the Fount (most often with fire or other destructive forces). As a
Fount is destroyed, it releases its rating in Faith to be collected by any Demon in its Radiance. Most
Demons refuse to gather Faith in this way as it destroys the source for future collections. However,
Abyssal Reclaimers destroy Founts regularly, since it is the only way they can take the Faith from Founts
(See: Abyssal Reclaimers).
Founts are also the best place to perform an Evocation requiring a significant investment of Faith since
the Demon can either use the Fount’s Faith as he needs it by tuning the Fount or using the Fount to
quickly replenish his reserves once he’s done.
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Items of Power
Enhanced Items
People sometimes believe that an object is lucky or is special somehow. While they are not always right
(rarely, if ever), they do have faith in the item. Similarly to the faith they have in a god. Demons are able
to use these beliefs to enhance items with the distilled Faith that they collect.
Enhanced items are temporary magical devices that grant the user increased skill when using that item
for its intended purpose or simply increase the effectiveness of the item. Example items include: swords,
lock picks, computers, running shoes, vehicles and armor. All Demons are capable of enhancing any
normal object to extraordinary effects.
Enhancing
To enhance an item, all a Demon must do is touch the item, concentrate on the desired Enhancement
and pour Faith into it. This is an instant action and the Demon looses his Defense while Enhancing the
object. An item may have only one Enhancement at a time (a sport coat cannot be Enhanced to provide
armor as well as increasing the wearers seduction dice pool). Once an item is Enhanced it only remains
so for a limited number of uses equal to the Demon's Dominion score. The Demon may spend Faith on
Enhancement bonuses or extending the duration. Each point of Faith placed in the item can give an
Enhancement bonus up to the Demon's Dominion score. While, Faith may also be spent extend the
number of uses that the Enhancement will last on a one for one basis.
Note: Once an item has been Enhanced, it cannot be further Enhanced. Meaning that unless the Demon
spends the Faith over consecutive turns, he cannot increase the Enhancement bonus or duration until
the Enhancement has expired. Once they have expired, they become normal items again and may be
enhanced as such.
Use
There is no special roll or expenditure to activate an Enhanced Item. Once the item has been Enhanced,
it can be used by anyone (including mortals). The user has no control over when the Enhancement is
used and when it is not. He cannot save the Enhancement for later. If the item is used, it automatically
uses its Enhancement bonus.
Turmoil
Normal items are not used to being filled with the raw power of Faith and if it weren't for the Demon's
own Psyche holding the Faith in a safe pattern, the object would degrade. By pouring too much Faith
into an object, a Demon can damage or even destroy it. If the Demon places more Faith in the object
(for Enhancement or extending duration) than his Psyche rating, the object takes damage (ignoring
Durability) equal to the excess Faith. This can result in the object crumbling to dust (if the damage was
severe) after its last use.
Example:
Todd's character Syr is surrounded by half a dozen zombies. He has some time (since they are slow
movers) so he picks up an iron rod and envisions the rod as a powerful weapon as he pours Faith into it.
He has a Dominion score of 3 so he can put 3 Faith in it this round to gain a + 3 Enhancement bonus. He
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wishes for the weapon to last longer than 3 attacks (since there are 6 zombies), so the next round he
spends 3 more Faith to extend the duration from 3 to 6 uses. As soon as he finishes Enhancing the item,
the zombies are within striking range, so he begins attacking with his new zombie smasher. His dice pool
for the next 6 attacks using the iron rod will be Strength + Weaponry + 1 (normal iron rod) + 3 (the
Enhancement)
After the battle, part of the iron rod crumbles away as rust and it receives a point of Structure damage,
because Syr's Psyche rating was only 5 and he over filled the item by 1 point.
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Faith as a Weapon
Exorcisms
Demons are subject to exorcisms and banishing, no matter what Modus that they have used. The
Demon's best defense against this is their Psyche, which is added to Presence and Resolve (Power +
Resistance) dice pools used to resist the exorcising or banishing of the Demon (Daemon). The exorcism
or banishment is rolled normally, but vs. Presence + Resolve + Psyche instead of Power + Resistance like
ghosts and spirits resist. If a Demon is successfully exorcised from a host or banished, it is as if they had
died and the Daemon must find a new host or return to Exile. Note: Demons on the Modus of Rebirth
are immune to exorcisms although they are still subject to banishments.
Founts Causing Damage
Founts are usually holy places dedicated to one god or another (sometimes multiple gods). Faith collects
in these places due to the outpouring from the people who visit them. It spills forth from the worshipers
and pools into the Fount. Faith is a powerful instrument and can be harmful to Demons. If the Fount is a
holy place dedicated to another Demon or god (not the Demon or one that the Demon has sworn
allegiance to), it can harm him. Demons combat this effect with the same Psyche that they created to
continue to exist in our world. It creates a buffer against the damaging effects of Faith. If the Fount’s
rating is above the Demon’s Psyche, he feels the Faith burning into his "soul". Each round the Demon is
on this holy site, he receives a number of bashing points of damage equal to the Fount’s rating minus his
Psyche rating. Note: Nothing prevents the Demon from collecting Faith from these Founts that cause
harm. But it can be like reaching into an acid fountain for a few coins at the bottom. (See: Founts for
more information.)
Holy Relics
Like Founts, a Holy item can cause additional damage to a Demon. Holy weapons cause aggravated
damage to Demons. To make matters worse, the Demon's Defense rating is limited to his Psyche when
relating to Holy weapons.
However, as with Founts, Holy items that are attuned to the Demon do not cause him additional harm.
Unfortunately, a holy crusader doesn't usually brandish a sword blessed by priests of the Demon he is
attempting to slay.
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Death and Returning
Sometimes, being cautious and well defended isn't good enough. Demons don't grow old and die, but
some of them get into fights that they don't win. When this happens to a Demon, his Daemon usually
moves on to another host (taking part of the personality with it). If the Demon died at the hands of
another Demon, he risks being consumed by his killer. It’s a permanent death for those who never die.
Consumption
When a Demon's is dispatched, the Daemon is momentarily stunned as it sheds its temporary mortal
coil. For a short moment (1 round) the Daemon is vulnerable to consumption by other Demons. If the
player chooses to have his character attempt consuming a vulnerable Daemon, he must act quickly
(starting the act before the stun round is over). If he waits any longer, it will get away. Consuming a
Daemon requires a Presence + Wits roll on the part of the player. This act is an extended action. Once
the attack begins, the disembodied Daemon remains battling the attacker (it doesn't escape until the
attacker rolls a dramatic failure or doesn't succeed in the allotted time. A number of successes must be
accumulated equal to the Dominion rating of the Daemon being consumed. Each roll represents one
turn of effort. Attempting to consume a Daemon has a limited number of rolls equal to the attacking
Demon’s Willpower dots. If the required successes haven’t been accumulated in that many rolls, the
victim is just too potent or resistant and cannot be consumed. The quarry escapes, instead. A player
may not spend Willpower on the roll to consume a Daemon, nor do any augmentations of his
character’s Attributes (through Domains, Visages or mystical artifacts) apply. Only the character’s
natural Presence and Wits are relevant.
Dramatic Failure: The Daemon wrenches free a moment before its consumption, inflicting horrific
supernatural trauma on the attacking Demon. The Demon suffers Psyche loss automatically (see below)
and gains an appropriate derangement of the Storyteller’s choice. The defending Daemon then escapes
to a chance of finding a new host and revenge.
Failure: The character makes no further progress in consumption, as its victim fights back.
Success: The character continues to consume his victim.
Exceptional Success: The Demon makes significant headway in consuming his target.
Upon completion, the Psyche of the Demon drops by one. He also gains the benefits and drawbacks
described below.
Benefits
• If the consumed Daemon had a higher Dominion rating than the attacking Demon, the attacker’s
Dominion immediately increases by one. Dominion increases by only one, regardless of the difference
between ratings. This increase need not be paid for with experience points. This increase in Dominion
may increase Pantheon rank, if the Demon belonged to one.
• In consuming the Daemon, he also consumes some of its ability as well. The Demon acquires a single
dot in a Domain that the other possessed at a higher level than the Demon has. This adds to the
character’s dots in that Domain, even if he didn’t have any dots at all in the Domain before. For
example, if a Demon with Domain of the Fundament 3 consumes another who has Domain of the
Fundament 2, the Demon does not gain an additional dot of Fundament; he already knows more than
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the victim with regard to that Domain. The Demon may not exceed the trait maximum imposed by his
Dominion rating (although if his Dominion now increases to a level that allows a higher level of those
traits, he enjoys the benefit of that newly raised Dominion when deciding which dot of what to acquire).
This increase need not be paid for with experience points.
• Instead of consuming a dot in a Dominion, the Demon may instead consume a Pantheon's Visage (See:
Pantheons). A Demon does not need to belong to the Pantheon (or any Pantheon) to consume the
Visage. The consumed Visage rating may not be any higher than the Demon's current Dominion rank.
It should be noted that the only benefit to consuming a Daemon of lower Dominion is acquiring an extra
dot in a Dominion(or a Visage). All of the detriments still apply, however.
Drawbacks
• As noted prior, when a Demon consumes another, his Psyche will decrease by one. (See: Psyche) A
Psyche roll follows this loss to check for a derangement (See: Morality loss in the WoD core rulebook)
• If the victim of the consumption had any derangements, the above derangement roll automatically
results in a derangement as the Demon gains it from the victim. This derangement can be random or
assigned by the Storyteller, if the victim had multiple derangements.
• A Domain increase results in automatic Turmoil effects when the Domain is used for the next few days
(as the Demon gets used to them). The number of days the Turmoil effects happen automatically are
equal to 10 minus the Demon’s Dominion score.
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Returning Again
When a Demon is killed, the Daemon has a limited amount of time to find a new host (a number of
rounds equal to its Dominion rating) before being drawn back into Exile. The disembodied Daemon can
move one mile per Dominion per round (3 Dominion means 3 miles per round). If drawn back into Exile,
the character is considered lost. There is some hope of returning, but not much. Players are encouraged
to beg and bribe their Storytellers.
The strain that the material world puts on a Demon is more than most can deal with, especially so soon
after the destruction of its body. New bodies are sometimes difficult to find. There are Demons that
prepare other humans in advance as backup hosts for the Modus of Possession or Merging. These
backups are usually treated well and are normally devoted to the Demon. (See: Thralls) Once the
Daemon departs the body of his old host, it is temporarily stunned. During this time without a host, it is
vulnerable to being consumed by another Demon. (See: Consumption)
Unless the Demon has mastered the required Domain, returning again has a hefty cost. For a Demon,
this cost is power (ranks in Dominion). Finding a new host isn't always easy and varies in cost according
to the Modus chosen. When the Daemon chooses a new host, it is practically starting over as a newly
returned Demon. It is weak, and much of its powers are diminished. If it was powerful enough, it takes
with it some of its old powers, memories and personality traits of its old self. Once finding a new host,
the priorities of the Demon are usually to regain the power lost by increasing his Dominion as quickly as
possible.
Each Modi has a Dominion point cost for returning after death. If that cost cannot be paid (ie. the
Demon has less dots in Dominion than the cost), the Demon cannot return along that Modus.
If the Demon chooses the same Modus as his current/last Modus, the cost is one Dominion point less, as
he is already attuned to that method of return.
If the Demon has mastered a certain Dominion associated with that Modus (i.e. level 5), he may pay the
cost in Faith points instead of Dominion. Of course, if the Demon is low on Faith, he can still spend
Dominion in its stead. These demonic masters are very difficult to banish back to Exile as they find it
simple to move on to another host.

Modus of Merging
Cost: 2 permanent Dominion points
The Modus of Merging requires that the Demon find a willing host. Merging cannot be forced on a host.
Willing hosts are difficult to find on short notice. Most Demons use mortal Thralls that are prepared for
emergencies such as this.
Return Domain: Domain of the Soul at level 5.
New Psyche: Because the Demon and the soul of the host merge together, the character’s new Psyche is
an average of the Demon's old Psyche and new host’s Morality (round down). There is no need to check
for a derangement if Psyche is lost, the Merging of the new soul makes up for it.
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Modus of Possession
Cost: 1 permanent Dominion point per 2 Willpower points of target host rounded up
Like the Modus of Merging, mortal Thralls work well as new hosts. But sometimes, a Demon may want
to take over the body of a mortal enemy, becoming the police officer that arrested or shot him dead, for
instance. All of the Demon’s Thralls are considered to have half of their true Willpower for determining
the Dominion cost of this Modus. Still living soulless bodies can be possessed by expending only 1
permanent Dominion point.
Return Domain: Domain of Radiance at level 5.
New Psyche: Possessing a host takes it toll on a Demon. If a mortal had low morals, the Demon can
suffer from it. Use the lower of the Demon’s old Psyche rating and new host’s Morality. If the new
Psyche is less than the old, check for a derangement. If the body did not have a Morality stat (like a
soulless body), there is no Psyche change.

Modus of Reanimation
Cost: 2 permanent Dominion points (1 if reanimating his own once living host body)
Dead bodies are easy to find, especially if the Demon is in an epic style battle. Bodies could be lying
around left and right. The recent dead are not the Demon’s only option. Reanimating a body that has
been dead for a long period of time is possible, but not usually a good idea. Decomposition is considered
a death wound for the Reanimated as well. If the Demon had a living host, he could even reanimate it
(Demons already on the Modus of Reanimation cannot reanimate their fallen host again). Of course,
reanimating the Demon’s last host may not be the best idea, if he just died a violent death at the hands
of a powerful foe or if the body was severely mangled. Note: A preexisting mindless zombie can be
taken as a host for only 1 permanent Dominion point.
Return Domain: Domain of Death at level 5.
New Psyche: Some memories persist in the remains of the new host, but not enough to affect the
Demon’s Psyche. No change is made to its rating when possessing a new host.

Modus of Rebirth
Cost: 1 permanent Dominion point
Quite possibly the least used Modus for returning again, even though it’s the easiest to use. All the
disembodied Demon has to do is find a woman of child bearing age. She can even be a virgin, although
most Demons avoid them for the amount of attention it brings. Once she is found, the Demon settles in
her womb. The unfortunate side effect is that the Demon must be reborn and grow up again. Most
Demons that chose this Modus for their next return are those that are advanced planers in the long
game or have no other choice due to limited power. If the Demon has the right Domain, he may be able
to speed along the pregnancy or his aging. Specific effects are up to the Storyteller.
Return Domain: Domain of Flesh at level 5.
New Psyche: The cycle of rebirth is cleansing to Demons. Thanks to this, the Demon’s Psyche restarts at
7 or remains at his old Psyche rating, whichever is higher.

Modus of Revivication
Cost: 2 permanent Dominion points
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Finding a dying body is a rare find for a Demon. Without the need of healing Domains, a Demon can
bring the body back from the brink of death as its soul leaves it's body. Demons can revive their own
host body as it dies, but it is a rare occurrence. Since it is likely the Demon would have spent most of its
power preventing its death to begin with and Reviving a body only returns it to one (1) health box and in
the same predicament that killed it. The best suited hosts for Revivication are heart attacks, strokes,
suicides and accidents. These hosts have had their appointment with death and moved on past further
danger.
Return Domain: Domain of Awakening at level 5.
New Psyche: Reviving a body is an enlightening experience giving the Demon a renewed respect for life.
If the Demons Psyche was less than 7, add 1 to it for his new rating.
Returning Again with other Modi
Once a Demon has returned the first time (character creation), he may have been able to prepare other
methods of returning as backups in the event of loosing his host body. These other Modi have their own
requirements (seen in the Modi section) and should be discussed with the storyteller before playing a
character using one.

Modus of Binding
Cost: 2 permanent Dominion points (4 if the Demon did not have a Reliquary prepared)
With the preparation of a Reliquary, a Demon can always have an emergency home. Reliquaries are
normally objects carried by Demons to store extra Faith, but can function as a lifeboat in a pinch.
Sometimes a Reliquary may not have been prepared. Impromptu Reliquaries are possible, but are
harder for Demons to squeeze into.
Return Domain: Domain of the Forge at level 5.
New Psyche: Unless the Demon is continuing his old Modus (was Earthbound before), the shock of
having no mind or memories in the new host (Reliquary) affects him greatly. If he is not continuing his
old Modus, his new Psyche is 1 less than his old Psyche. Check for a derangement due to the Psyche
loss. Otherwise, his Psyche rating remains the same.

Modus of Incarnation
Cost: 5 permanent Dominion points (plus special)
Perhaps one of the most difficult, but most rewarding Modus, Incarnation is the goal of most Demons.
To be rid of the need for mortal hosts. In order for a Demon to succeed returning in this fashion, he
must have at least one Thrall or a Fount (one of rank 3 or higher). While it is possible with only one
Thrall or Fount, Demons that Incarnate themselves with only one Thrall (or Fount) find their Incarnation
cut short by the destruction of said Thrall (or Fount). Most Demons preparing for Incarnation have many
Thralls and Founts (of 3rd level or higher) who's locations and identities are hidden from all of the
Demons enemies and even friends. The freshly made Incarnate materializes for his first time near one of
his Thralls or at one of his Founts in six days or less (6 ‐ extra Dominion points spent = number of days).
During this time, if those necessary Thralls and Founts are killed or destroyed, the Demon is forced back
into Exile.
Return Domain: Domain of Realms at level 5.
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New Psyche: When returning as an Incarnate, the Demon is flipping the bird to the world that rejects it
in a blatant act of defiance. Roll for Psyche loss as if the Demon had Consumed another Demon (2 dice).
Normal Psyche loss rules apply.
Once a new host is found:
1) Spend Dominion cost according to Modus chosen. If the Demon’s Dominion is reduced to exactly zero
dots by the Modus cost, he must live without access to any Faith or Domains until he spends 8
experience points to regain his first dot in Dominion (See the effects of zero Faith in the Faith section).
Death at this stage means being expelled back into Exile.
Note: If the Demon has 5 ranks in the associated Return Domain, he can pay this cost in Faith points
instead.
2) Physical, Social, and Mental Attributes are those of the new host, plus the Modus’s favored attribute.
3) Skills are those of the new host.
4) All physical, social and mental merits are of the new host. (supernatural merits of the Demon remain)
5) All but 3 dots of Domains are lost. The player is free to choose which remain.
6) Psyche change is related to Modus chosen (see above).
7) Any remaining Faith points in the Demon’s Faith pool are retained.
8) Current pacts with Thralls remain, although a Demon with a new Host will have to reestablish social
relationships with his Thralls.
9) Pantheon membership is lost, although he is able to rejoin. See Pantheons for more information.
10) Unspent experience remains.
11) Any remaining dots (above 1) in Dominion are converted into 8 experience points per dot. These
experience points may only be spent to raise new ratings toward the Demon’s old ratings and may not
be used to increase them above the old ratings. Neither can they be spent on anything that the Demon
did not have in his last life. These experience points are used only to return part of what he was.
12) The Demon has Returned again.
Example:
Jason’s Demon character, Cardiff, is attacked by a werewolf and his host body dies. Cardiff was on the
Modus of Merging. He has no Thralls to merge with and there is too little time for him to find a new
willing host. If his body wasn’t torn to pieces, he could try to reanimate it by using the Modus of
Reanimation. The city morgue is close by, so Reanimation is still a good option for a Modus. Cardiff
locates a body that appears to have died from a gunshot wound to the chest. His Dominion score was at
5. By spending the 2 Dominion to reanimate the body, his score drops to 3. His Attributes, Skills, and
Merits change to those of the new host (keeping his Legacy and Fount merits and adding his Favored
Attribute). Cardiff had Dominion of Humanity 2, Flesh 3, and Longing 2. Jason can only keep 3 of his
character's Dominion dots. He decides to keep Flesh 3. Cardiff’s Modus has changed to the Modus of
Reanimation. His Psyche remains the same, thanks to the corpse being of neutral morality. Since his
remaining Dominion score is 3, it now drops to 1 and he gains 16 experience points (2 Dominion ranks
changed into 8 experience each) to spend on increasing any reduced scores back to his old scores.
Feeling that his character is too vulnerable in his newly Reanimated state, Jason spends the 16 points to
raise his character’s Dominion score from 1 to 2.
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Mortals
Revelation
Mortal minds are weak. While many say that they believe in the supernatural, their minds snap when
directly experiencing proof.
Whenever a Mortal witnesses the Divine (or Devilish) effects a Demon, the Storyteller (or player of the
PC Mortal) rolls for Revelation. Failure indicates Revelation, while success avoids it.
Examples that would require a Revelation roll:
Reaping Faith (See below), witnessing an Evocation, seeing the Demon's true form.
Dice Pool: Wits + Composure ‐ Demon's Dominion
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: Revelation sets in and the mortal runs in a panic. He will not remember what caused
him to run, but may make something up.
Failure: Revelation sets in and the mortal cannot act for a number of turns equal to the Demon's
Dominion score. Memories of the event are hazy and non‐specific.
Success: The mortal can act normally for the duration of the scene, although his memories will be hazy
and non‐specific.
Exceptional Success: Not only can the mortal act normally, he will remember the occurrence with
normal clarity.
Reaping
All humans have stores of Faith, small or large. This Faith can be taken from them, if a Demon desires.
Reaping Faith from mortals is a tricky process and often yields no results. First, the Demon must find a
mortal and determine his Virtue or Vice, Through observation or conversation. The player rolls Wits +
Empathy to determine the target's Virtue/Vice. No roll is necessary if the mortals Virtue or Vice matches
one of the Demon's.
Second, the Demon must draw out the mortal’s Virtue or Vice. If the Demon is targeting the mortal’s
Virtue of Justice, he might engage him in a conversation of “an eye for an eye”. If he were targeting a
Vice, such as Lust, the Demon may only need to hike up her skirt and straighten her stocking. Note that
the Demon must initiate the Virtue or Vice herself to form the conduit for the Faith to flow. The same
mortal (with a Virtue of Justice) in a courtroom, cannot be reaped for simply being there. The Demon
must do something like call him to the witness stand and question him. If the mortal is in a gentlemen’s
club, the Demon may have to give (or buy) him a lap dance (or get one from her, if she is a dancer).
Some mortals provide more Faith with their Virtue and some with their Vice. It depends on the mortal
and the Demon. If Demon’s Psyche is greater than the mortal’s Morality, the Virtue path can grant more
Faith. If Demon’s Psyche is less than the mortal’s Morality, targeting his Vice can yield more. (See below)
Once the Demon has found a mortal that he has drawn out his Virtue or Vice, all the player needs to do
is roll his Manipulation + Empathy + Dominion vs. the target’s Wits + Composure to reap in the Faith.
This roll may represent mere moments or many long hours, depending on the nature of the reaping. A
Demon may only attempt to reap the mortal once per day. Other mortals may be reaped the same day,
but no mortal may be reaped more than once per day.
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Mortals also build up a sort of tolerance to Reaping. Each time they are Reaped, roll for Revelation. If a
Virtue was Reaped from and the roll results in Revelation, the Mortal's Morality score increases by 1. If it
was the Mortal's Vice, Revelation reduces the Mortal's Morality score by 1. The virtuous get more so
while sinful loose more of themselves to the Vice. Unfortunately for the Demon, only normal mortals
may be reaped. Any character with a Supernatural template (major or minor) cannot be reaped of Faith.
When a mortal is reaped of Faith, he realizes what is happening on a subconscious level. He may not
know that his Will is being sapped away, but he knows there is something extraordinary going on.
System:
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Empathy + Dominion + Modifiers vs. target’s Wits + Composure (if resisted)
Modifiers: for Virtue (Psyche – Morality); for Vice (Morality – Psyche); Note that modifications can be
positive or negative. Willpower cannot be spent on this roll.
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Demon reveals a part of his true nature to the mortal. Roll for Revelation a Failure
acts as a Dramatic Failure.
Failure: No Faith points are gained by the Demon.
Success: Each success gives the Demon 1 point of Faith (not to exceed his Faith pool). The mortal looses
one point of Willpower per Faith point that the Demon gains. Thus, the maximum number of Faith that
can be reaped from a mortal is equal to his temporary Willpower.
If the Demon was bringing out the mortal’s Virtue, and his Willpower is reduced to zero, the mortal is
filled with “the Holy Spirit”. On the flipside, if a Vice reduces him to zero, the mortal is filled with dread.
If the mortal looses all Willpower, he realizes that the Demon is the cause of it. Note: The Demon does
not have to take everything. He may take or leave as much as he wishes (up to the number of successes
of course).
Exceptional Success: No additional benifet is gained past the additonal Faith.
Mortal Groups

The Seekers
Not really a cult to say, but a group of cults. There are hundreds of organizations that have members
that actually seek out the Fusion from Demons using the Modus of Merging. While some understand the
full effects of merging with a Daemon, most believe they will simply gain immeasurable power, but all
know that they are taking the Daemon to be fused with their own soul. Some Seekers are not after
power, but immortality. Knowing that after the Fusion, no matter what, their new soul will continue on
(to a new host presumably).
No matter what the reasons for the Seekers, Demons value them greatly. Every group of Seekers usually
has at least one of the Fused. He either formed the group himself, found them after his return or used
the group by picking one to Fuse with.
Demons that form Seeker groups usually do so for insurance purposes. The Modus of Merging requires
willing hosts and the Seekers provide them.
Note: The Seekers do not normally resist Reaping. They realize what is happening and hope that it will
gain them favor with the Demon, but tolerances are built up as usual.
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Thralls
"Absolute faith corrupts as absolutely as absolute power."
Eric Hoffer (1902 ‐ 1983)
Reasons for dealing with Demons are many but the desire for money, sex, power and occult knowledge
are the most common. However there are others and Demons are allowed a significant amount of
latitude if a Thrall wishes for such a broad generality.

Pact Formation
While every Pact is different, they all have a few things in common. First, the mortal has to be willing to
form the Pact. Second, he must know on some level that he is making an agreement with a supernatural
being (whether he thinks of the Demon as an angel, demon, god or other) and his soul is part of the
deal.
If a Demon finds a mortal willing to form a Pact, it is formed using the following guidelines:
1) The Demon must agree to provide the mortal with something that he wants in exchange for his soul.
This something can be anything ($10 for gas, putting out his burning flesh, greater strength, a magic
necklace, etc.).
2) The Demon gives the mortal what he promised. There is some flexibility on the Demon's part when
determining what to give the mortal to meet his request. For example, if a mortal wanted to be able to
pick up girls easier, the Demon could increase his Persuasion or Socialize, or give him the striking looks
merit, or give him a supernatural ability to control minds.
3) The mortal always looses at least 1 dot in Morality (or more if Pact is more powerful).
To provide the new Thrall with his part of the deal, he Demon may give the Thrall experience points.
These experience points represent any changes to the Mortal. To grant the Thrall experience points, the
Demon may provide his own or harvest part of the mortal's soul. Taking the soul of a mortal lowers their
Morality by the Pact level. Each point of Morality yields 5 experience points that the Demon may spend
on the Thrall to fulfill the requirements of the Pact. Morality is automatically reduced by one point
(signifying a default Pact level of 1). Morality cannot be reduced to less than 1 through the formation of
a Pact.
These experience points may be spent on the following:
* Attributes, Skills and Merits (even Merits only available at character creation) as normal
* Supernatural powers such as the first 3 levels of Demon Evocations or the supernatural Merits from
the book "Second Sight"
* The Demon may break a Thrall's addiction, eliminate a Derangement or mundane disfigurement for 5
experience points a piece
* The Demon may grant a form of immortality that prevents the Thrall from aging for 10 experience
points
Note 1: For a mortal to use a granted Evocation, the Mortal must always spend at least 1 Willpower
point even if the Evocation normally has no cost. The Mortal replaces any Faith cost with Willpower and
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rolls the relevant Attribute + Skill + Pact level to activate it.
Note 2: Making a Pact with a Thrall is a level 2 Psyche Ban (See: Psyche). This loss of Morality never
results in Derangements.
A Demon doesn't need to grant experience points for most Pacts. Sometimes a service, straight cash or a
roll in the hay is all that is required. If a Demon is capable of giving the mortal what he desires without
the need of experience points, it is a simple level 1 pact. The mortal still gets the 5 experience points for
the loss of the 1 dot in Morality, which the Demon (or mortal, if the Demon doesn't care) may spend as
they see fit.
To finalize a Pact, the Demon must spend a number of Faith points equal to the Pact level and a point of
permanent Willpower (which can be bought back with 8 experience points) to "seal the deal" and make
the link the the Faith flows through to the Demon.
Once a Pact is formed, the Demon gains one point of Faith from the Thrall each day. The Demon and
Thrall are now bound together by the Pact, only Death can separate them. Demons that die and move
on to a new host retain their Pacts while those that are consumed or return to Exile do not. Once a
Thrall dies, his soul belongs to the Demon, who can do with it as he wishes (empower items, trade to
other Demons, etc.).

Renegotiation
The Pact can be renegotiated, if the Thrall desires. Even then, the Demon may not wish to further
empower the Thrall. If he so chooses, the Demon may renegotiate such a Pact, further empowering the
Thrall by granting him more experience or moving previous Pact experience around to achieve new
goals. In this new Pact the Demon can give the Thrall more of his own experience or burn the Mortal's
Morality for 5 experience points per dot as before.

Middle Man
Sometimes a mortal wants more than the Demon can provide. In some cases, Demons have been known
to pass along the Pact formation to another more powerful Demon for a "finder’s fee". Usually, the
Demon will contact another Demon higher up in his House and negotiate his fee. Usually such fees are
paid in Faith, while some may be simple repayment of past favors and debts.

Ravaging
Demon's may supplement their Evocation rolls by drawing on the will or life force of their Thralls. This is
called Ravaging. The Demon may only draw from one Thrall at a time when Ravaging. Demons may use
the Thrall's Willpower points to fuel an Evocation (as extra dice on the Evocation roll) as a Reflexive
action. The player may add a number of dice to his Evocation roll up to the Pact level of the Thrall being
Ravaged or the Demon’s Dominion rating (whichever is smallest). Each extra die gained through
Ravaging drains a Willpower point or point of Health from the Thrall. Each time the Demon does this the
Thrall must roll Resolve + Composure. Failure results in a permanent minor Derangement or increases a
minor to a severe. Further Ravages can result in more Derangements that then rise to Severe and so on.
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When the Thrall is out of Willpower the Demon may drain his Life as Lethal damage. Each point of Lethal
damage becomes 1 extra die for the Evocation. This process can be as painful as the Demon desires it to
be, even stunning his victim.
Thralls have no defense against this ability unless they work such protection into their Pact. Something
as straight forward as "2000 dollars and you never hurt me" seems simple enough, but most Demons
will add in an addendum such as "Don't forget you'll need to be prepared for a little of this or that..."
and others will opt to assume the Thrall meant physically hurt and interpret "hurt" as inflict pain. Such a
Thrall may still be driven mad and left to die from having their life painlessly drawn out.
In general only one incredibly steeped in the occult and perhaps even specialized in Demonic studies
should know about such a thing. The average Thrall shouldn't know exactly what the Demon means
when he says "...in exchange for your Soul."
This is ultimately the woe of low level Thrall's. Demons often see them as expendable. This is not an
absolute defense against an angry Cult of low level Thralls, the Demon can only momentarily
incapacitate one at a time in this fashion, so it's in the Demon's interest to insure the Thralls he keeps
close are content.
Thrall Merit for Mortals
A Thrall is a lesser Template available only to Mortals.
Character Generation occurs as normal except the Thrall must dedicate Merit points to the Thrall Merit.
Thrall (••••)
Prerequisite: Mortal (non‐supernatural) Your character has made a Pact with a Demon. The Demon
approached you, or you summoned it. Either way, you made a deal and now your soul isn't yours
exactly. The character can exchange Morality points for experience during the formation (or
renegotiation) of the Pact. Each Morality point can be exchanged for 5 experience points, lowering the
character down to 1 (one) Morality at the lowest. This experience may be spent on anything available to
the character (Attributes, Skills, Merits), including the removing Flaws and Derangements at 5
experience a piece and supernatural abilities. No matter what, making a Pact with a Demon is always
results in a loss of 1 Morality (and gaining of 5 experience). Each Morality dot exchanged in this way
permanently reduces the Morality potential of the character. Meaning, if the character exchanged 4
dots of Morality for 20 experience, he may never (unless the Pact is broken) increase his Morality above
6 dots. The Pact formation prevents the character from gaining additional Derangements from the
dropping of Morality in this way. If your group possess the book "Second Sight", the character may now
spend the Pact experience on Psychic and/or Thaumaturge merits. If you don't have the book, the
character can spend experience on Domains (up to rank 3) as if he were a Demon.
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Soul Trade
There is a reason that people talk about selling their soul to the Devil, it happens. Demons can use a soul
to do many things, but they don't need to buy them all. Sometimes they just take them. Demons use
souls as currency amongst themselves. Soul contracts and deceased souls trade equally among Demons.
Gaining souls:
• Souls of Thralls are collected by the Demon when the Thrall dies
• Souls can be taken from other Demons in a manner similar to Consumption
• Souls can be taken from mortals by force with the right Evocation
• Souls can be removed from Demonic Items (if the Demon has the right Evocation)
• Traded from another Demon
Spending souls:
• Devour the soul for 1xp per Pact level to be spent increasing Dominion
• Devour the soul to refill Faith pool to max (max of 10 Faith gained)
• Trade in soul to the Demon's House for 1xp per Pact level to be spent increasing Status (House)
• Trade soul with another Demon for favors
• Free the soul (actually release the mortal from obligation) for 1xp per Pact level to be spent on
increasing Psyche
• Fuel a Demonic Item (if the Demon has the right Evocation)
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Antagonists
Eliza Summers
Ashakra‐Hey has not been worshipped for many thousand years. She has returned to find a new world
that is ripe for her to harvest. She was a goddess in her day. Now, she is simply one of many that have
returned in the quest for material pleasures.
She has found a suitable host in a woman named Eliza Summers. Eliza is breathtakingly beautiful, like
Ashakra was before her fall. Talented in the art of music, Ashakra was drawn to her soul right away.
While she was extremely talented, her soul was weak. Eliza’s soul was devoured by Ashakra as she
possessed her body. The new Eliza has started a new band and called it “Paradise Returning”. There are
five other members to the band, three of which are Thralls to Ashakra.
True Name: Ashakra‐Hey
Modus: Possession
House: Mortal Desires
Attributes:
Intelligence 2, Wits 2, Resolve 2
Strength 2, Dexterity 3, Stamina 2
Presence 4, Manipulation 3, Composure 2
Skills: Crafts 1, Occult 1, Politics 2, Athletics (running) 2, Brawl 1, Drive 1, Larceny 1, Stealth 1, Survival 1,
Empathy 1, Expression (singing) 4, Intimidation 1, Persuasion 2, Socialize (seduction) 2, Subterfuge 1
Merits: Legacy 3, Striking Looks 2, Pact 1 (x3)
Willpower: 4
Morality: 5
Virtue: Fortitude
Vice: Greed
Initiative: 5
Defense: 2
Speed: 10
Health: 7
Dominion: 1
Domains: Flesh 1, Radiance 2
Faith/per turn: 1
Todd Wilkinson
True Name: Syr
Modus: Reanimation
House: Coming Darkness
Attributes:
Intelligence 3, Wits 3, Resolve 2
Strength 2, Dexterity 3, Stamina 3
Presence 2, Manipulation 2, Composure 2
Skills: Academics 2, Computer 2, Crafts (electrical) 2, Investigation 1, Medicine 0, Occult (magic) 2,
Politics 0, Science 2,
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Athletics 1, Brawl 1, Drive 1, Firearms 1, Larceny 1, Stealth 1, Survival 1, Weaponry (swords) 1,
Animal Ken 1, Empathy 1, Expression 0, Intimidation 0, Persuasion 0, Socialize 0, Streetwise 1,
Subterfuge 1
Merits: Resources 3, Fast Reflexes 1, Back Again 3 (Merging)
Willpower: 4
Morality: 5
Virtue: Fortitude
Vice: Lust
Initiative: 3 + 2 + 1=6
Defense: 3
Speed: 10
Health: 7
Dominion: 1
Domains:
Faith/per turn: 1
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Others
Abyssal Reclaimers
"When you stare into the abyss the abyss stares back at you."
‐ Friedrich Nietzsche ‐ German philosopher (1844 ‐ 1900)
The Abyss has always been. It is the devourer of all that comes in contact with it. Filled with entities that
should not exist and those that are trapped, the Abyss is still an endless void. Suspected by many, the
Abyss is self aware. When an Abyssal entity gets out, it tends to cause chaos and bring other things to
the Abyss. This is something it likes. The Abyss wants to be all that there is. When a Demon escapes his
Exile, the Abyss becomes angry. Something that belonged to it got away. The Abyss fights back. Most
Demons feel this in their Turmoil. While Turmoil is mainly a result of the world rejecting them, it is also
the Abyss trying to pull them back. This pull is only a soft tug after the Demon has forged his Psyche and
found a host. That is when the Abyss takes a more active role.
The Abyss has taken a clue from the Demons that have escaped it. Small power in the material world is
acceptable. So the Abyss sends parts of itself to seek out these escapees and bring them back. The Abyss
does this in a similar fashion to the Demons Modi. In fact, Abyssal Modi are the same as the Demon
versions. What better way to hunt your prey than to become like them.
So rise the Abyssal Reclaimers. Set upon the world to reclaim that which has escaped the clutches of the
Abyss. Of course, if the Reclaimer can claim new things for the Abyss (like the minds and souls of
mortals), then all the better.
Abyssal Modi
All Modi, but the Incarnate, are open to the Abyssal Reclaimers. There are some things the material
world just doesn't allow. There are very few Abyssal Merged. Only the most depraved of individuals
desire to blend with the Abyss, although the Abyss is not above using trickery to convince a mortal to
merge. The most common Abyssal Modi are the Bound, Possessed, Revived and Reanimated.
Psyche
The Abyssal Reclaimers must forge a Psyche just like Demons do. The only difference is that the
Reclaimers tend to spiral down much faster since they're not trying to avoid the Abyss. When the
Reclaimer's Psyche reaches zero, it returns to the Abyss leaving it's host behind (usually in a twisted
heap).
Faith
Abyssal Reclaimers do not gain Faith the same way Demons do. They cannot gain Faith from Thralls or
Reaping. Instead, they steal Faith from Demons, by destroying Founts and by devouring the souls of
mortals.
Domains
Abyssal Reclaimers have the same access to Domains as normal Demons. They also have access to other
Domains that normal Demons do not, Hive and Chaos.
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Turmoil
The Reclaimers are affected by Turmoil just as a normal Demon.
Pantheons
Abyssal Pantheons are the only Pantheons available for Abyssal Reclaimers.
Death
When the host is killed (or destroyed), the Abyssal portion returns directly to the Abyss. They do not
have the option of "returning again". Any attempts to "Consume" an Abyssal Reclaimer by a Demon rips
away a point of Dominion as it hollows out part of the Daemon and replaces it with part of the Abyss.
However, this is the only way for a Demon to learn Abyssal Domains, if he desires it.
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Legion
"He that is busy is tempted by but one devil; he that is idle, by a legion."
Thomas Fuller (1608 ‐ 1661), Gnomologia, 1732
Not every Daemon sheds their true power when they return, some simply divide it up amongst many.
The Legion is either a Daemon or multiple Daemons that have returned through many simultaneous
hosts, no one really knows. They are the boogie men to Demons as well as their tempters. The Legion
offers power to those who will take it and destroy those who won't. What they don't tell you is the cost,
the Demon's own soul. Almost comical is the ability for a Demon to "sell his soul" to the Legion for more
power. This power comes in many forms, but always eats away at the Demon. The Legion are special
and have access to an additional Domain called Domain of the Hive (See: Exiled Domains).
Joining the Legion
Since the Legion is actively recruiting members (and killing all others), Demons do have th opportunity of
joining the Legion. All the Demon needs to do is "share" with a Legion member.
To "Share", the Demon must give a permanent point of Dominion to a Legion member, then the Legion
gives a permanent point of his Dominion back. This links the two Demons together on a very intimate
level.
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Ghosts
Ghosts can be affected by a Demon using the Domain of the Soul, if he has learned to affect ghosts as
well.
See the ghost rules on page 208 of the core World of Darkness rulebook for more detailed information
on ghosts.
Spirits
Spirits can be affected by a Demon using the Domain of the Soul, if he has learned to affect spirits as
well.
See the spirit rules in other World of Darkness rulebooks for more detailed information on spirits.
Revenants
Revenants can be created by a Demon using the Domain of Death or Awakening.
See the revenant rules on 33 of the World of Darkness Antagonists rulebook for more detailed
information on revenants.
Zombies
Zombies can be created and controlled by a Demon using the Domain of Death.
See the zombie rules on page 22 of the World of Darkness Antagonists rulebook for more detailed
information on zombies.
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Exiled Domains

Domain of the Hive
Mostly possessed by Legion members and their recruits, this Domain gives it's possessors a form of hive
mind. Linking their thoughts, memories, and abilities. Demons with this Domain slowly lose their
individuality and sense of self. The higher his rank in this Domain, the more he will use terms like "we"
instead of "I". Hence the popular saying, "We are Legion, for we are many."
To learn this Domain, the Demon must "share" his Dominion with a Demon that knows the Domain. It is
a very intimate and vulnerable act. One Demon must give a permanent point of Dominion to the other,
then the second Demon gives a permanent point of his Dominion to the first. There is no guarantee that
the second Demon will give up the point of Dominion, so it is risky. Of course, if a Demon Consumes
another that knew the Domain, he is still able to learn the Domain, but will only be able to use the Thrall
affecting Evocations of the Domain.
• Call
Named for it's general use by the Legion to call other members, this Evocation allows the Demon can
send out a message to any Thrall or other Legion member that the Demon has "Shared Dominion" with.
The Call can work over any distance, but not across worlds.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Intelligence + Expression + Hive
Action: Instant
Duration: Instant
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: The Demon sends an idea, phrase or image into the mind of the target. More successes means
more clarity and more information. One success gets the general idea across, two or three gets the
exact phrase, while four or more can send images as well.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The call cannot be directed at individuals, but is sent to everyone that the Demon could send
the call to. This includes all Thralls that the Demon has as well as fellow Legion members. This is the
equivalent of shouting in someones ear, so it can anger others when it is not an emergency.
•• Share
The Demon can share what he is sensing with with a Thrall or other Legion member that the Demon has
"Shared Dominion" with. Any sense may be shared to the target, even surface thoughts. Like the Call,
there is no distance limitation to this Evocation, but does not work across worlds.
Cost: None
Dice Pool: Wits + Persuasion + Hive vs. Composure + Dominion
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 Scene
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Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success is one sense that is shared with the target. What senses that are shared are
chosen by the Demon.
Exceptional Success: Surface thoughts can also be shared across the link, if the Demon likes.
Turmoil: If the target fails to resist, the Turmoil causes the shared senses to override their own for a
number of rounds equal to the successes on the Turmoil roll.
••• Knowledge
At this level, the Demon can use his shared mind to know things that his Thralls and Legion members
know. Knowledge like names, locations and other memories. Think of it as a Demonic web search.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Investigation + Hive
Action: Instant
Duration: N/A
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success give the Demon one bit of information. Like a person's name, his home address,
that he killed a fellow Legion member, etc. Only information that is known by the Demon's Thralls or
Legion members is accessible. It is up to the Storyteller to determine what is known or unknown.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: The Demon garners more information, but it is all jumbled. Add the Turmoil successes to the
Evocation successes and use the total as the normal successes. Unless the Demon spends a point of
Willpower, the information is mixed together in confusing bits (the Storyteller is advised to be creative
in describing the information gained).
•••• Skills of All
This Evocation allows the Demon temporary access to the skills of his Thralls or Legion Members. A
Demon with no knowledge of computers can delve into the hive mind and use knowledge gained there
to hack past a military grade firewall.
Cost: 1 Faith
Dice Pool: Wits + Empathy + Hive
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 round per level of Dominion
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success gives the Demon a temporary dot in the Skill desired. These temporary dots are
not added to existing dots of the skill, if the Demon already possesses some knowledge, they instead
replace any pre‐existing level of still.
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Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: Skill dots gained are added to existing dots instead of replacing them, but the knowledge is
flawed and incomplete. Ignore the 10 again rule for uses of the specified Skill for the remainder of the
scene.
••••• Domain Memory
At the pinnacle of this Domain, the Demon is able to gain access to the Domains and other supernatural
abilities of his Thralls and Legion Members. Visages, Domains and supernatural Merits are all available
to the Demon.
Cost: 2 Faith
Dice Pool: Manipulation + Persuasion + Hive
Action: Instant
Duration: 1 round per level of Dominion
Roll Results
Dramatic Failure: The Evocation fails and the Demon looses 1 point of Faith.
Failure: The Evocation fails with no effect.
Success: Each success, up to the Demon's Wits, gives him one temporary dot in a Domain, Visage or
other supernatural Merit. For Visages and Merits without variable levels, the level is how many
successes that are needed. Only Domains, Visages and Merits possessed by Thralls and Legion Members
are available. The Storyteller decides what is available.
Exceptional Success: No additional effect.
Turmoil: Domains gained are automatic Turmoil effected when used. While Visages and Merits
temporarily overwrite any existing ones.
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Domain of the Dominator
This Domain is different from most others in that there are no Evocations associated with it. Instead,
increasing the Domain simply provides the Demon with more power when trying to possess a temporary
host.
Cost: None
Duration: Based on the number of successes.
Dice Pool: Stamina + Manipulation + Dominator vs. Wits + Composure
Dramatic Failure: The Demon fails to jump into the target and may never use this Domain on him again.
Failure: The Demon fails to jump into the target.
Success: With any successes, the Demon "jumps" into the target, but the durration is determined by the
number of successes:
1, The possession lasts the scene
2, The possession lasts until the next sunrise or sunset, whichever occurs first
3, The possession lasts one day per Dominion rank of the Demon
4, The possession lasts one week per Dominion rank of the Demon
5, The possession lasts until the Demon decides to leave (or killed, or exorcised)
The Demon must touch the intended target in order to "jump" into his body. In combat situations, this
can be tricky (See the rules on grappling a target in the core World of Darkness book).
The temporary host does not remember his possession unless the Demon wishes for him to remember.
Any memories left in the temporary host are hazy and dream like.
The Demon's primary host (his Returned host) body lies dormant while he is in his temporary host body.
If the Demon's primary host is ever killed or destroyed while the Demon is "out", he is stuck using this
Domain to find new temporary hosts each time the duration expires or else face Exile as a normal death.
If the temporary host dies (or the Demon is Exorcised), the Demon returns to his primary host (if it is
available).
The Demon may always leave the temporary host early by returning to his primary host or using the
Domain again on another target.
If a supernatural is targeted (and fails his resistance roll), he may spend a point of Willpower reflexively
to prevent the possession. If he is stopped in this manner, the Demon may not attempt to possess the
target again for the remainder of the scene. Any attempted use of this Domain on a supernatural being
is recognized for what it is and will likely be retaliated against. Thanks to their immunity to possession,
any attempts to use this Domain on another Demon automatically fail.
Exceptional Success: The duration increases by 1 level.
Turmoil: Each time the Demon leaves a temporary host, the victim remembers the violation and his lack
of control. The words "prisoner in my own body" are used a lot by these victims. This affects the poor
soul greatly and he must roll for Morality loss and possible Derangement. Multiple successes on the
Turmoil roll call for a like amount of possible Morality loss rolls.
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Appendix One: Pantheons
Upon reaching a certain level of inherent power many Demons wish to cloth themselves in a divine
mantle.
By wreathing itself in the beliefs of the mortal people, a Demon can become an angel, devil, god, forest
spirit, elemental, etc. Mortals have more power than any Demon would like to admit. They have the
power of belief and faith. When enough mortals have a similar belief, such as the existence of angels,
Demons are able to use that belief to assume that physical, spiritual, emotional and moral form.
Anything that mortals believe in, a Demon is capable of becoming.
The most acclaimed advantage becoming a member of a Pantheon grants is the gaining of a Revelatory
Form. While Demons may be able to change their form with certain Evocations, a Revelatory Form is a
partial manifestation of the Daemon itself. When a Demon joins a Pantheon, the Daemon alters itself
much like when it formed the Psyche in order to return to this world.
Of all the Pantheons, these are the most recognized: The Cthonic, akin to the monstrous alien deities
found in the writing of H.P. Lovecraft; The Judeo‐Christian style Angelic Choir and the Fallen Horde; the
fabled Oni and Rakshasa of Japanese, Chinese and Hindu legends; and the Djinn, whose Arabian legends
assume fire elemental aspects.
To join a Pantheon:
A Demon cannot join a Pantheon until his Dominion score is at least 3. The Daemon must have a firm
hold on this reality before it can manifest much of its true form.
Each Pantheon has its own requirements (like belonging to a House, Modus or having certain Domain or
Skill ratings).
Pantheons are not social clubs. Although Demons of the same Pantheon may band together from time
to time, A Demon does not need to find another Demon of the Pantheon in order to join said Pantheon.
He simply attunes his form to the belief structures of the Pantheon.
General Rules
Prerequisites:
Pantheons do not need to have prerequisites, but specific Modi or Houses are fairly standard. The next
common requirement is normally Domain related, but should not exceed requiring Level 2 of a Domain
(or Level 1 of 2 different Domains)
Certain Attribute Levels, Skills and Merits are also acceptable as prerequisites.
Drawbacks
By attuning it's form to that of a mortal belief, a Demon gains that forms powers and shortcomings.
While most Pantheons don't have physical vulnerabilities, they all have have some form of drawback.
These drawbacks can vary in strength from Pantheon to Pantheon just as the benefits can vary. A
drawback can range from physical damage from the sun to being expelled from the Pantheon for not
following certain rules.
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Revelatory Form
When a Demon joins a Pantheon, he gains access to additional Visages. Each Pantheon has access to
normal and unique Visages that constitute the parts of the Revelatory form and are available to its
members.
Pantheon members gain Revelatory Visage points as they increase in Dominion. Each dot in Dominion
that a Demon possesses, counts as 2 Visage points to spend on Revelatory Visages in his Pantheon's list.
Example: A Demon with a Dominion rating of 3 would have 6 Visage points to spend on his list of
Visages. He could buy any combination of Visages in his Pantheon list that add up to 6 or less. When His
Dominion rating increases from 3 to 4, he gains another 2 Visage points to spend on his list. If he had
any Visage points remaining from before, he could spend them with these 2 new ones.
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The Angelic Choir
Not all Demons are upset at the current god(s). Some are happy to even do work in their name. Angel
sightings are not as frequent as they used to be, but most of them (at least the real ones) can be
attributed to this Pantheon. The Angelic Choir are made up of those Demons that seek the betterment
of mankind.
Prerequisites: Member of The House of Enlightenment
Drawbacks
Being one of the Angelic Choir requires that the Demon never loose dots in his Psyche score. If the
Demon's Psyche ever drops for any reason, the Demon looses all benefits of the Pantheon until he
regains a dot in Psyche.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:
Armor, Enhance Attribute, Holy Sword (unique) and Wings
Holy Sword (• to •••, plus ••)
The Angel is able to solidify his own Faith into a Holy weapon. While many form a traditional "flaming
sword", any type of melee weapon is possible. No matter what style of weapon is formed, the damage is
considered Lethal unless 2 additional Visage points are spent to make the damage Aggravated. The
player can buy the Visage in many different ways. Example: A sword (or club) of 1 dot (Holy Sword •)
would do 1 point of Lethal damage while a sword (or Club) with an additional 2 dots (Holy Sword •••)
would do 1 point of Aggravated damage (or it could do 3 points of Lethal damage). The weapon does
not change once it is selected, although the player may add dots later (by increasing Dominion) to
change from Lethal to Aggravated or increase damage. If desired, this Visage may be purchased a
second time to represent a second (offhand) weapon.

Cthonic
Prerequisites: Member of The House of Coming Darkness
Drawbacks
The Old Ones are very old, dating back to before time. Unfortunatly, they are also believed to be solely
the work of the writer H.P. Lovecraft. Being so old that the world's ancestral memory barely recognizes
them, it is much more difficult for these Demon's to reveal their Revelatory Forms. The Demon must
spend 2 points of Faith instead of the normal 1 required to expose the Visages of their true form.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:
Camouflage, Dark Sight, Extra Limb, Many Eyes, Tentacles (unique), Towering Form and Water Breathing
Tentacles (• to •••••)
Prerequisite: Wits equal to Visage rank
The Demon has a multitude of tentacles emanating from his body. These tentacles can work in
conjunction with the Demon's actions or work independently. The player must determine the function
of the tentacles each round.
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The first option gives an equipment bonus equal to the Visage rating to any actions that the tentacles
can help the Demon perform (grappling, climbing, running, attacking, etc.)
The second allows the tentacles to independently attack multiple opponents (equal to Visage rating).
Each tentacle rolling only the Demon's Strength to attack. The Demon may take his own action while the
tentacles are attacking independently.

The Djinn
Prerequisites: Member of The House of Mortal Desires
People want things. So do Demons. Much of the time a Demon can get what he wants in exchange for
giving the person what they want.
Drawbacks
The Djinn cannot reap Faith from a mortal unless the mortal wishes for something from the Demon. The
words "I wish" must actually be used by the mortal, even if the wish is provoked by the Demon.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:

The Fallen Hord
Prerequisites: Psyche less than 5
Drawbacks
Members of the Fallen Hoard take double damage from Holy Founts (such as churches) and Holy
weapons.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:
Dark Sight, Extra Limb (Tail), Fiery Blood, Firewalk, Natural Weaponry and Wings

Huldra
The Huldra is a seductive Norwegian forest creature. She is a stunningly beautiful woman with long hair;
though from behind she appears hollow like an old tree trunk, and has an animal's tail.
Prerequisites: Female and member of The House of Mortal Desires
Drawbacks
The Huldra must spend some time in a forest or wooded area every day. If unable to do so for more
than a number of days equal to her Dominion, the Huldra will loose access to all Domain Evocations.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:
Blinding Beauty, Camouflage, Enhance Attribute (Strength) and Extra Limb (Tail)
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Shamblers
The undead have been feared since the concept of death. Rarely can a person be found that doesn't
have some fear of the dead coming back for revenge on the living, even if that fear is buried deep in
their subconscious. These Demons tap into that fear to find new form.
Prerequisites: Modus of Reanimation
Drawbacks
A countless number of zombie movies have shown the hunger of these undead. Demons of this
Pantheon cannot gain Faith from Reaping mortals. While they can still gain Faith from Thralls and
Founts, the Faith from human Virtues and Vices no longer feed the Demon's hunger. Flesh, on the other
hand, does yield the Demon's desire. Feeding on a living mortal releases his Faith in a gruesome show of
ripped flesh. Only one bite is necessary and the death of the mortal is never required. Roll for Reaping as
normal, but do not include the modifiers due to Virtue or Vice.
Revelatory Form
The following Visages may be purchased with Visage points or Experience points:
Bone Weaponry (unique), Dark Sight, Infectious (unique), Pestilence and Sloughing Flesh (unique)
Bone Weaponry (• to •••, plus •)
Prerequisite: None
Part of the Demon's skeleton twists itself free of the flesh an protrudes in a dangerous fashion creating
any melee weapon from a club to devastatingly serrated spine whips. The Bone Weaponry is wielded
with a skill appropriate to its form and has a damage rating equal to the rating of this Visage. Multiple
versions of this Visage can be purchased for the Demon that wants to fight with 2 Bone Swords or a
Spine Whip and a Bone Dagger. Note: Damage is Bashing unless an additional Visage point is spent to
make it Lethal.
Infectious (••••)
Prerequisite: Stamina •••
Your blood, bite or fluids are infectious in the worst way. They create zombies. While the infection does
not kill, it will raise those that die in the same scene as being infected. This Visage does not give the
Demon any control over any zombies created. See the Antagonists book for details on the creation of
zombies. These zombies are created with a number of aspect points equal to the Demon's Dominion
score and automatically possess the weaknesses of "Short‐Lived" and "Vulnerability" (without gaining
the extra aspect points).
Sloughing Flesh (••)
Prerequisite: None
The Demon’s flesh sloughs off in a gooey, grimy mess. Besides being hideous it makes it almost possible
to properly grapple him. Subtract 4 dice from any attempt to overpower the Demon in a grapple. At the
Storyteller's, discretion this power should allow the character to escape bindings without a roll.
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Appendix Two: Las Vegas
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